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eral debate was limited to seven hours.
Mr. Catchings made a brief explanation

code, stating that it was composed substantially of the rules governing the 50th Congress, the modifications
being in the interest of the dispatch of
business and the retrenchment of public
expenditures.

of the new

tire

piu-

posed rules and extolled the rules of the
51st Congress. So far as the introduction of bills was concerned, the proposed
change would result in the consumption
of the time of the House, annoyance of
members and exceeding irregularity. He
sarcastically congratulated the Democratic party on taking a step forward in
advocating a rule making it in order to
call up for consideration a report
from the committee on rules while,
pending its consideration, the Speaker
may entertain one motion to adjourn,
but, after the result is announced,
may not entertain any other dilatory motion. He was glad to know it had

Baffled but
the King of Blood Purifiers Wins!!

Boston Specialist

Manchester, N. H., July 28, ’91.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.,
Gentlemen:—With a feelmg of deep
wish
gratitude iu our«f» y K? hearts, we
monial to the
to add our tssti £ ds3
MED*
large list of cures your GREAT
I CINE has performed.
Some four years ago,

J

our

little

daughter

Hattie, then 7 years of age, began to show
SYMPTOMS OP SCROFULA.
The disease rapidly increased. We consulted one of
fcf B K>E 2^4 <iiJ' best
Physicians ffkirSt# in the
City, who began at once to treat her, but

instead of abating the disease rapidly
advanced. We became alarmed! Took
her to Boston and placed her under the
care of a famous Specialist, but
in spite of his skill
LARGE SORES FORMED
The finon different parts of her body.
!iand
gers of her “S“ U A •=*“
swelled to a alM E twice their
natural siae.superation around
the nails caused three of them
to drop off. We were in despair.

Hearing DANAS SAKASAPAMLLA

recommended as a Great Blood Purifier, we, as a last resort, concludeu 10 u

y

it.

At mei* it tsecuicu

tu uuhuci.

WE CAME NEAR GIVING IT UP.

We read the directions, reduced the dose
to half a AD
teaspoonful.
had taken
WlienBhe vU
three bottles, we saw improvement.
She has now taken eight bottles and is
perfectly well cheeks rosy—
spirits buoyant. And the only thing
left to remind us of her terrible condition, is the absence of the three
nails whose entire roots were
—

destroyed.

Gratefully vours,
ME. & MRS. JAS. A. HAEDY.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.
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BEECHAM’S PILLS
will in future for the United!!
§ States be covered with a !
,,

>

Quickly Soluble, i;
| Pleasant
Coating,

it

|

|completely disguising the;;
I taste of the Pill without in any; j
Sway impairing its efficacy.;!
?

Price 35 cents
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New York Depot 365 Canal Street.
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Ceased To Be Tyranuy
that committee to present bills for
the consideration of the House. Even
this advance was one-sided under the
Whenever the commitproposed rule.
tee on rules wished to cut off filibustering it could do so, and it was right that

for

CURED!

w.ivy

front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

aUty.

hut the majority of the House
all times, have the same right.
Under the rule, a minority might rule
except where the committee on rules
took the initiative. A minority was sacred when it had the committee on rules
on its side, and was of no account when
the committee was opposed to it. The
House had the right, at any time, to inits onward
sist that obstruction to
march of legislation should be moved
The Speaker of the
out of the way.
House, the organ of the majority and the
House, should have not only the right
but the dutyjdevolved upon him to suppress filibustering, just as he had the
right to suppress any other disturbance
that might occur. A question which the
people presented ought to be decided by
It was not necestheir representatives.
sary for him to discuss the question of

should;
should, at
it

what

Constituted
House,
Quorum
The Supreme Court of the United States
would soon, he hoped, pass upou that.
He entertained an unfaltering faith that
the Sunreme Court would follow the decision of every supreme court that ever
passed upon the question. A quorum of
this body was constituted by the memin the

a

bers

present.

Mr. Reed

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, E.PullE.
Call on or address
man sleeping cars.
CUBBIES, New England Agent Southern PaMass.
Boston,
102
St.,
cific Co.,
Washington
janl9
_eodbm
Stokes’s Big Verdict.

ar-

appropriation bills, provided

the

amendments offered retrenched expendi-

He was opposed to anything
tures.
which lowered the power and dignity of
the House. The power the House took
a
power it
away from itself was
could not take away from the Senate.
Mr. Lanham of Texas availed himself
of the wide scope given by the debate to
make an earnest but brief speech in
He
favor of the free coinage of silver.
said that if Congress failed to pass a free

silver coinage measure, condemnation
Silver had been
could not be avoided.
oovertly if not fraudulently demonetized
interest.
against the people’s
Mr. Bowers of California criticised the
proposed rules. His people wanted some

was

opposeu

xe

loo

busy making aerial torpedoes for
city
the United States cruiser Vesuvius. The
contract calls fer 75 torpedoes and another contract for several hundred more,

>f

out

legislation

on

appropriation bills when

nthe interest of retrenchment. If enacted
t would enable a complete tariff bill to be
ippended to any appropriation bill under
Mr. Breck

wanted
he
said
today
nridge
;o keep any single or general tariff bill
Tom being pocketed in the Senate.
FOR TELLER’S RESOLUTION
senate

Committee Substitutes
Silver

Flan for

a

a

Conference.

Washington, January 27. Senator
Morrill from the committee on finance
—

;oday reported the following substitute,
prepared by Senator Aldrich and unanimously approved by the committee, to
.1.

A._-1

A:

~l >vr

Cr.vvO

Teller to provide for an international
in-metallic agreement: “That the policy
)i the United States to use both gold and
silver as full legal tender money, and
maintain at all times a parity in the value
if its coins of both metals, is hereby reiffirmed and the President is authorized
;or

to invite the governments of such countries as may deem it advisable to join
the United States in a conference to be
held at a time and place to he agreed
upon, such conference to he called with
a view of securing permanence in the
relative value of gold and silver at a common coinage ratio to ho equally agreed

through an international agreement
providing for an enlarged monetary use
of silver, and giving that metal equal
mintage .rights with gold. The President
shall, by and with the advice of the Senate, appoint three commissioners who
on

shall attend such conference on behalf of

the United States,”
CARVING UP THE KENNEBEC.
How

This Winter’s
Be

Crop

Will

Probably

Harvested.

[Special to the Press,]
Hallowell, January 26.—An estimate
of the pack of Kennebec ice by the leading companies and dealers this season
shows a total of 1,707,000 tons, as fol
lows:
NamesTons.
0,000
Cony & White. Augusta.
Kennebec River Co.. Augusta.
5,000
Kennebec Ice Co., Hallowell. 25,000
Knickerbocker Ice Co., Hallowell....
Kennebec Maine Ice Co., Hallowell..
Abram Rich, Farmingdale.
Knickerbocker Ice Co., new house,

25,000
P.5,000

75,000

Farmingdale.
Knickerbocker IceCo., Chelsea.
Knickerbocker Ice Co., Randolph-

40,000
27,000
SO,000
12,000
75,000
5,000
20,000
40,000

Haines & Lawrence, Randolph.
Centennial Ice Co., Randolph.
Morse Ice Co., Gardiner.
Morse & Haley, Randolph.
Great Falls Ice Co., Raadolph.
Independence Ice Co., Randolph.
Haines & DeWltt Ice Co., Randolph..
Morse Ice Co., Randolph.
Clark & Chaplin Ice Co., Randolph....
E. I). Halev, South Gardiner.
m

can

x

mu

ivv

vyvr.j

uiw\uuv*

■

70,000

15,000
50.000
50.000

25,000

■

THE WEATHER.

At Last New England Gets

a

Genuine

Cold Wave.

gold, and the mono-metallism of silver.
No possible benefit would accrue
Coinage

of Silver

to any class of people except the syndicates which were getting immense benefits from their mines.
never

The laborer would
participate in any of the benefits

of any such measures.
[Applause]. He
denied that a free coinage bill must be
passed from a party standpoint. The

Democrats dare not, and would not,
place in their national platform a free
The banner which bore
silver plank.
such a strange device as that would become the harbinger of defeat.
Mr. Burrowes of Michigan brought the
debate back to the subject under consideration, and entered into a critical analysis of the proposed rules.
Mr. Mills of Texas made a brief reply.

Of Interest in

Maine.

Washington, January 27.—The name
of the post office at Temple, Me., has
been changed from Temple Mills to Temple-

Portland, Me, January 26,1892.
8 A.

SlJs P.

M.

I

Barometer.29--W7
Thermometer.*3.0
Dev/Point.20.

29.43d
0.
5.

Humidity.§,'•

25c.
NW

Velocity.?

10

Wind.N

Lsnow
Wgath ..f
Mean daily ther... lG.OIMax. veh wind. ...28 M
.20.0 Total precip.18
Maximum tlier
6.0|
Minimum ther
..

...

T—Threatening.
Weather Observations.

Tlie following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, January 26, taken at 8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in
this order: Temperature, direction of
the

wind,

state of the weather:
cloudless; New
4°,

York,
Boston,
W,
10°, SW, cloudless; Philadelphia, 16",
NW, cloudless; Washington,^ 20°, NW,
cloudless; Albany, zero, NW, snow;
Buffalo, 10°, NW, snow; Detroit, 10°, NW,
cloudless; Chicago, 10°, N, cloudy; St.
Paul, 20°, SE, cloudless; St. Vincent,
missing: Huron, So. Dak., 24°, SE, cloudcloudless; Bismarck, 26°, SE, cloudless ;
•Jacksonvile, 00", W, cloudless.

priesthood

Difference of Opinion in tlio Cabinet Re-

specting

is regarded with the greatest

veneration.

NOT SATISFACTORY.

Famine and

Cbili’s Offer.

Epidemic

Go Hand in

MR. FURBER’S BATTLE FOR LIFE.

Washington, January 20.—This govThe Crisis Expected Some Time During
Hand at Tioomen.
today received a long message
tho Day.
as a from Minister Egan conveying an offer
on the part of the Chilian government
Lawrence, Mass., January '20.—Tho
for a settlement of all existing difficulFOURTEEN THOUSAND PEASANTS condition of James T. Furber is such
disThis
States.
the
United
ties with
that the physicians in attendance feel
THERE WITHOUT FIRE.
patch confirms the statements made in
The next twenty-four
Sandiscouraged.
from
Press
Associated
the
dispatch
If it
a great change.
hours
must
bring
effect
tiago last evening, which was in
is not for tho better, only a miracle can
that Chili agreed to withdraw the offenAre Huddled
Together In Rude
sive note sent by Senor Matta, to with- They
save the sick man’s life.
Tonight Mr.
NOT OF A KIND LIKXEY TO draw its request
Shanties—Tack of Fire and Food and
for the recall of MinisFurber was bolstered up in an arm chair
ter Egan, and to submit the Baltimore
the Work of Fevers Fast Reducing
in the sick chamber as confinement to
FIND FAVOR HERE.
affair to the arbitration of some neutral
Their Numbers—Death Sure to Follow
Dr. Louliis bed hindered respiration.
United
nation or the decision of the
Illness—Then Comes Hurried Rurial gee of Lawrence and Prof. Smith of BosStates Supreme Court. There is reason
ton are in constant attendance, fearing to
to believe the Chilian government not
in a Common Grave.
be absent when the crisis is reached. The
note
offensive
the
withdraw
offers
to
only
much courage and fortiIt also
London, January 26.—Advices from sick man shows
but offers to apologize for it.
lie is aware of his serious condithe St.
to the position taken by
of tude.
thousands
state
that
on
agrees
Attack
Petersburg
the
President
A Partisan
tion. Emissions of clotted blood from
United States in regard to the right of
from the famine-stricken dis- his
lungs still continue and the action of
and safe conduct of refugees. peasants
asylum
His family is
the
have started for Siberia, in
the heart is very poor.
Condemned.
Mr. Egan’s dispatch was submitted to tricts
of
The en- hope that they will be able to effect some fully aware of the alarming condition
the Cabint at a meeting today.
'>
tire question was discussed and it is un- betterment in their condition. In Tioo- affairs.
derstood that difference of opinion was
men, Siberia, and its immediate vicinity,
LIVES SUDDENLY ENDED.
developed as to the propriety of accept- there are
14,000 of these immigrants, abing the offer without modification so far
CHILI’S PREPARATIONS FOR WAR as it related to the submission of the solutely destitute and helpless, whom it Frank Gilman of Bangor Killed by Falling
From a Train.
question of Chili’s liability for the is impossible for the 15,000 residents of
NOT DIMINISHED.
attack on the Baltimore’s sailors to
The immigrants’ only
the place to help.
nation
a
neutral
of
the arbitration
+s\
finnroniA
flmirf
Wi+.lmn+i
Bangor, January 26.—Frank Gilman
protection from the winter weather is
adthe
of
a
There
of
boards.
sheds
constructed
meeting
Bangor was instantly killed today by
decision,
reaching
light
Senator Frye and Congressman Dlngley journed.
iailing IIora «X llilUl ucuvccu
IS1IAJ
DAlCt-lO,
warmth the sufferers have is furnished Stony Ridge on the Gibson, N. B., branch
XalK—JJUlci
vpmiuii aicjiui
MAINE MEN TALK.
railroad. It is
by their own bodies as they huddle in of the Canadian Pacific
In the Cabinet—Congressional CommitNeither Senator Frye Nor Mr. Dingley groups. In this dense mass of humanity supposed that Mr. Gilman was stauding
tees Meet But Take No Action—Contyphus fever and scarlet fever are mak- on the platform and was taken suddenly
Pleased With the Situation.
ing sad ravages. The few doctors in Ti- ill and fell while the train was in motion.
gressman Breckinridge’s Attack on the
oomen are powerless to battle against
Mr. Gilman was extensively engaged in
Senator the
Washington, January 26.
President-What War Would Costdiseases, which are carrying off the business in New Brunswick and was
the
consider
he
did
not
numbers.
To
be
in
enormous
said
tonight
peasants
there looking after his interests. Last
Chili’s Preparations Still Going For- Frye
by either of the fevers is almost winter, Mr. Gilman was appointed by
despatch from Santiago, if true, as a full attackeddeath.
No care can be taken of
certain
ward.
Gov. Burleigh a member of the State
and satisfactory measure of apology. The the sick. No
[Special to the Press.]
precautions can be taken Board of Assessors.
of reparation could be settled to
the epidemic from spreading,
question
prevent
Washington, January 20.—The exhiKilled l>y the Bursting Grindstone.
by arbitration, but an apology was not and the people of Tioomen are fearful
bition of himself made by Breckinridge
lest they fall victims to the scourges.
he
enWhile
such
to
Oakland, January 29.—Benjamin T.
procedure.
subject
There is no pretence of holding funerals. Holmes, employed toy Emerson, Stevens
of Kentucky today in the House in intro- tertained
very decided opinions upon the The weather is so cold that in a short
was killed today by a bursting
ducing a resolution which practically im- question himself, he was not in position time after death the bodies of the vic- & Co.,
grindstone. He was 25 years old and unHe declined to say tims are frozen stiff.
The bodies are married.
puted the most infamous motives to the to state them.
President’s action in sending the Chilian what the action of the committee on thrown into carts and taken to the cemeMrs. Copeland’s Sad Death.
relations would be,although they
tery, where they are buried in a common
correspondence to Congress yesterday, foreign
had the matter under consideration to- pit.
Dextee, January 20.—Susan D. Copehas excited the deepest disgust among
land, aged S9 years, widow of the late
day. He did not consider the reason
all right thinking men. Democrats as given for the withdrawal of the Mattel
Lost With All on Board.
Calvin Copeland, who was badly burned
Saturday evening by the explosion of a
well as Republicans have openly de- letter at all satisfactory, and intimated
is
be26.—It
Corunna, Spain, January
kerosene lamp, died Tuesday morning
that Chili would have to take an entirely
here that an unknown steamer,
lieved
nounced Breckinridge for his narrow and
from her injuries. She gavo the Baptist
different stand before the situation would
indecent display of partizanship and the be acceptable to the United States. Sen- with every soul on board, was lost about church of Dexter, a few years ago, an
Finisof
the
Cape
19th,off
January
night
$1000 and by will left her
very sharp rebuke administered to him ator Frye’s earnest manner indicated his terre.
A quantity of v. reckage has organ costing
as exhouse to Good Will House at Fairfield
in the House by Messrs. Blount and Her- entire disapproval of the sitdation
ashore in the vicinity of the
washed
this
and other property to the Baptist church.
bert was as welcome to the Democratic pressed in the Santiago dispatch
cape, and vessels which liave_ arrived
morning.
side as it was to the Republicans.
here
from the southward report that they
of
Congressman Dinglev of Maine was
It is folly for one minuto to suppose
DRIFTING ABOUT AT SEA.
Some of the
In passed floating wreckage.
that the President would have held back the same opinion as Senator Frye.
consisted of articles that could
wreckage
informaofficial
authentic
of
the absence
a communication as important as that
be found only on a steamer.
One Hundred and Twenty-five Men in
which Mr. Breckinridge claims he did. tion concerning the Santiago despatch,
Mr. Spurgeon Has the Gout.
Great Peril.
case
the
to
he
was
prejudice
unwilling
Apart from the knavery of such a thing,
so far as to say bo
London. January 26.—Rev. Mr. SpurMr. Breckinridge-ought to know that the tonight, but wont
New Yoek, January 26.—While the
President and his advisers are not devoid would not be satisfied with the terms geon is suffering from gout, and was said
a peaceful settlethis evening to be in a critical condition.
of all sense. Such a thing would he the suggested by Chili as
Edwin Webster, with two scows
tugboat
He expected offiact of an idiot, as it would undoubtedly ment of the question.
Heath of Mrs. Jidwin Noyes.
and when it
belonging to the street cleaning departbe clearly established before long the ex- cial information tomorrow,
his opinment was off Rockaway this morning
[Special to the Press.]
act time, almost .to the minute, when the came would then freely express
ion.
to return to this city against a
Chilian dispatch was received.
trying
AVaterville, January 26.—The death
Chilian
The
propositions in annorthwest gale, a hawser broke
of
the
late
heavy
widow
BID.
CHILI’S
of
Mrs.
Edwin
Noyes,
swer to the President's ultimatum are
The Webster
Edwin Noyes, from lung trouble is an- and got in her propeller.
not satisfactory to the administration. Reasons "Why It Is Regarded With Susand her tow drifted out to sea. The tugThe offer to arbitrate what is not a propnounced.
ernment

Proposals Regarded

Plan to Gain Time.

Generally

IS Uf 111U 111
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er matter for arbitration will not be entertained by the President, and it is not
believed Congress will favor sucli a sur-

reuuur.
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uictui^

occu
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fer to arbitrate is simply a device to
time and is not made in good faith.

o

a/a-

gain

picion.
Washington, January 26.—The state-

boat H. S. Nichols anchored her tow of

Noyes was a daughter of Timothy two scows and started to the assistance
who was in his time one of the of the Webster.
the
Nichols’s
Then
Boutelle,
effect
to
the
ment printed this morning
The street deShe will scows drifted out to sea.
men of this section.
that Chili had offered certain proposi- leading
sent out two more tugs to the
leave about seventy-five thousand dollars partment
tions to the United States looking to a
assistance of the Webster and the scows.
to be divided between two grandsons
settlement of the controversy,based on a
hour tonight of the missing craft, it is
aged ten and eight respectively.
much
created
from
Santiago
cablegram
thought they had 125 men on board. It
The
comment.
prevailing opinion Tlie Court Provides for Mrs. Kittridge. is still blowing hard.
around the departments was that Chili
Bangor, January 26.—In the contestDR. WOOD'S GENEROSITY.1
is scarcely sincere in her advances. Naved will case of Nehemiah Kittridge,
al officers are unquestionably disappointJudge Burgess of the probate court has Bangor Theological Seminary Will Reed over the prospect of a peaceful settle- rendered a decision
allowing his widow
ceive 85000.
ment. Other observers, who are less
Mr. Kittridge left the widow a
$20,500.
in the
confident
interested,are
personally
very small sum by will giving most of
Boston, January 26.—The will of the
belief that there is little or no reason for his
The late Dr. Robert Williams Wood was filed
money to religious societies.
discontinuing the war preparations here, widow applied to the court for $25,000
It gives $65,000 in
fsr probate today.
The first
to be found in the dispatch.
of the estate.
public bequests, as follows: Iceton Y.
proposition is almost universally assailed out
It is
as containing no apology as such.
JI. C. A., Boston Y. W. C. A., American
Dairy Men in Session.
regarded as an offer to modify the causes
Board of Commissioners for Foreign
state
26.—A
for conflict as far as the Matta note is
dairy
Auburn, January
Missions, American Home Mission Socieconcerned, and yet it is argued the offer conference opened today. The day was
ty, American Congregational Union, Conis incomplete in that it merely presents
spent in arranging the exhibition of ap- gregational Sunday School and Publishan excuse for its delivery to Senor Montt
The exhibition promises well. ing Society, American Educational Sociand the other Chilian agents on the pliances.
New West Educational Society,
an error of judgment.
of
from
f
I
distinguished dairymen will ety,
Papers
ground
Hampton Institute at Hampton, Va.,
A prominent government official gave be
and
Thursday.
given Wednesday
Bangor Theological Seminary and Chiit as his opinion this morning that the
cago Theological Seminary, $5000 each:
Joseph Buswell Was Tired of Xife.
proposition, conditioned by such an exNew England Hospital for Women and
of
the
not
meet
cuse docs
requirements
26.—Joseph
Skowiiegan,
January
Children, Tuskegee Normal and Indian
and
a
full
demand
for
President’s
the
of Jforridgewock, aged thirty- Institute of Alabama, $2000 each; BoBuswell
with
the
disavowal
of
note,
complete
sliiska College, Japan, $1000; American
such publicity as was given it on its pre- six, committed suicide by hanging this
Statistical Society, $3000; Boston City
sentation.
a
and
four
wife
afternoon. He leaves
Missionary Society, Home for Little
The second term of the “apology” is a
children.
Wanderers, Society for the Suppression
withdrawal of the request for Mr. Egan’s
of Vice, and Marine Biological Laborarecall, but in the opinion of a great
BRIEFLY TOLD.
tory at Wood’s Holl, $500 each. Dr.
many observers who have studied the
Wood was born in Augusta, Me., about
case closely, this has little or no bearing
He studied medicine, and
90 years ago.
in
are
filled
Paris
with
the
President
as
All
the
inasmuch
the
on
hospitals
issue,
in the Sandwich Islhas already declined to recall the minis- grippe patients and the mortality is 100 spent many years
ands, where he became a large and sucof
the
Chilian
tlie
and
govrequest
daily.
ter,
cessful owner of sugar plantations, lie
ernment to that effect has, therefore, not
Dowager Duchess Louisa, widow of had
for some time of the naval
Mrs.

OCCU llv/iiL

BRECKINRIDGE’S ASSAULT-

t/o. w/

Knickerbocker Ice Co., Dresden.
40,000
Arthur Berry. Dresden.
05,000
75,000
Cochrane, Gler Ice Co., Dresden.
Haines & DeWittlee Co., Iceboro....
75,000
Knickerbocker lee Co., Iceboro,. 50,000
Morse Ice Co., [Dresden.
35,000
Russell Ice Co„| Dresden. 40.000
Knickerbocker Ice Co.. Smithtown...
80,0( 0
Miirsd Ice Co., Richmond. lOO.OOo
Morse Ice Co., Carney’s Point. 40,000
20.000
Morse Ice Co., Swan Island.
Morse Ice Co., Woolwich.
70,000
Russell Ice Co.. Richmond. 25,000
Russell Ice Oo.,Bowdoinham.
30,000
Russell Ice Co., Swan Island.
20,000
Knickerbocker Ice Co., Swan Island..
15,000
Knickerbocker Ice Co., Old Orchard..
20,000
W. II. Gaunet, Dresden.
12,0< 0
Clark & Chaplin, Bowdoiuham. 70,000

unmo-meLaiiism 01

Making Aerial Torpedoes.

are

providing

•ule, whose adoption was recommended
jy the rules committee permitting riders

world. He was in favor of bi-metallism
in the true meaning of the term. He

ETNew York, January 2(5.—Justice Ingraham of the Supreme Court, today directed a verdict of $88,875 in favor of
Edward S. Stokes in Iris suit against
John W. Mackay and Hector Decastro.
Stokes sued for $75,000 with interest,
claiming that amount to be due on a
Mr. McICenna of California criticised
contract signed by Decastro as Mackay’s
the new code, and the House then adand
ratified
by Mackay.
agent
journed until tomorrow.
Springfield, Mass., January 26—The
John W. Russell Machine Works of this

taxtion or

Washington, January 26.—[8 p. in.]—
The following is tho forecast of the weafor
their
harbors.
If
he
appropriations
ther for Maine: Snow flurries; colder;
understood the report of the committee
northwest gales. Signals displayed on
he
could
unless
aright,
the Atlantic coast from Wilmington secGet a Pull on the Committee
tion to Eastport.
harbors
he
“was
not
in
and
it.”
on rivers
Boston, Jannary 26.—Local forecast
[Laughter.]
for Maine: Clearing by Wednesday; fair
Mr. Raynor of Maryland repliecl to Mr.
until Thursday night; colder, followed
Lanham. History had been read in ruin.
rising temperature Thursday; northThe cardinal doctrines of political econ- by
westerly winds. A cold wave extends
it
beif
was
were
omy
misapprehended
and is most
lieved there was any truth and logic in along the Atlantic coast,
A fairNew England.
over
the proposition Tor free silver coinage. severe
Tho sort of money it was proposed to weather condition covers most of the ingive the people was a fluctuating medium terior of the United States, and is movagainst the coinoge of which the
followed by rising
doors of every European mint had been ing slowly eastward^
closed forlo years, and which had been temperature.
repudiated as a standard of value in evLocal Weather Report.
ery well regulated government of the

From tlie Free

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.

proceeded to

gue against the power given to place riders on

reducing

)f what fund ortaxes such appropriation
shall be paid.” This proviso Mr. Brecknridge purposed to add to the Holman

jonsideration in the House.

Washington, January 27.—Mr. Catcliings called up in the House, today, the
report of the committee on rules containing tiie proposed new code of rules. Gen-

1UL. xveeu. ui rniuuc cnuuscu

Scrofula in its Worst Stages

Breads: “Provided further that
whenever any general appropriation bill
s under discussion, it shall be in order
;o move as an amendment any amend-

;oday.

ment

Fago 5.

court.

House.

:ant amendment to the code of rules was
sffered by Mr. Breckinridge of Kentucky

HOW A MINORITY MAY RULE THE

4.

TARIFF EILL AS A RIDER.
Ur. Breckinridge’s Idea of a Iiule for the

PRICE THREE CENTS.
carrying tunas, ilieaiiair nas cicateil great excitement among tlic lower
classes of tlie country, by whom the

affairs.

sea.

Frank Gilman of Bangpr killed.
Illness of James T. buri.-ei.
Bequest to Bangor Tlieoiog ca! Seminary.
Kussia’s horror.
General Washington news.
Pafte •£.
Rockland street railways.
Fellow
All Odd
mishi)p.
Maine towns.
Discourse on economy.
Page 3.
Flying mustangs.
A universal language.

_

was

the resolution
was referred tc the committee on foreign

{TAfter further discussion

Patents have been granted to George
?yole of Sanford, Me., for loom for weavE. Khodes
ng pile fabrics, and to Poland
)f Pittsfield, Me., for loom.

Pa;re 1.
men
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The

Resolution Which
erally

Washington

Gen-

Condemns.

Washington, January 26.—In
today Mr. Breckinridge of
tucky, asked for the immediate
House

the
Kencon-

resolution

that the
President be requested to inform the
House whether any answer had been received, either from our minister to Chili
to the
or from the government of Chili
despatch sent by the government of the
United States to the republic of Chili on
January 21, and if so, from whom such
received and at .what
was
answer
time, and that he will communicate to
the House all the correspondence between the government of the United
States, its minister to Chili and the Chilian government not communicated to
sideration

of

a

Congress with the message heretofore
serftin.
In speaking

to the resolution, Mr.
Breckinridge said it was scarcely credible that the language so—he would not
say—insulting (but so severe, used by
the President, would have been used if
ho had believed that a friendly and
sufficient
response would have been
made to the despatch of January 21st.

It was not, therefore, impossible that
of
intimation
some
he
had
answer
would
that
what
he,
it
in such an
was
and yet that
unofficial and informal manner received
by him, as to justify him in not putting
There is no man in
it in his message.
this House, said Mr. Breckinridge, no
nor from
matter from what
party,
what section he may hail, but will at all

hazards protect the humblest seaman
that wears the American uniform, or
guard at whatever expense the lionor and
giury

Ul

LUC

But on the other hand war
should he a last resort.
Mr. Blount of Georgia, chairman of
the committee on foreign affairs,replying
to Mr. Breckinridge, said: “Whether or
not tliis House hereafter in its wisdom

applause.]

and in view of the gravity of the situation in the matter of our relations with
Chili, sees fit to consider them in secret
session, at least it seems to me at this
time,before that course shall have been
considered at all there ought not to he
thrust upon this House and the country
by any mode of procedure a discussion
of that situation.
[Applause on the Re-

llOiU

u;

Ml

*

affected the attitude of the administration in the least.
The third proposition—to submit the
Baltimore affair to arbitration—is not re-

D uke Maximilian and mother of Duke
Charles Theodore, head ot the ducal
house of Withelsbach, died yesterday
from influenza.

garciea as Having any wmguu m vi^vv ui
the fact that Chili has placed herself unquestionably on record before the PanAmerican Congress as being opposed to
arbitration of all questions involving a
point of national honor.

A wind storm broke up the iee in tho
lower Hudson early yesterday morning.
The Minnesota bank examiner recommends winding up the affairs of the
American Loan and Building Associa-

AS
Chill

LONDON

Anxious

to

HEARS

Settle

as

ands, and made
to science as

a

numerous

contributions

physician and naturalist.

Minneapolis.

Several business buildings in Cincin-

IT.
the

tion of

charge

White

Squadron Approaches.

London, January 20.—The Times will
publish the following telegram from
Santiago tomorrow: “The Chilian Cabinet is still discussing the reply to the
ultimatum from America, which it is expublican side.]
will be as conciliatory as possible
pected
So far as any information is concerned
wall
and
probably refer any differences
in relation to dispatches received today
mentioned in the note Mr. Egan delivor yesterday or tomorrow, for one, and,
speaking for the committee on foreign ered Saturday which the ministers themaffairs, I assure the gentleman from selves fail to settle to the arbitration oi
Kentucky and this House that that com- the United States Supreme Court. Nothmittee will not ho willing to make any
ing is yet definitely known, and but foi
report to this body without exhausting the appearance of American cruisers
all the information to be had from the
coming from the Atlantic, this sudder
[Applause on the Re- recrudescence of the difficulty might be
correspondence.
X
And
publican side.]
beg this House considered as one of the many phases
to remember that the line of safety is
through which this strange crisis has
the line of deliberation. You can treat been passing for months,' according tc
this matter as well tomorrow or next the exigences of American homo poliweek, after deliberation, as you can in tics. The impending arrival of an
the passion provoked by instantaneous American squadron at Valparaiso, howI beg that we shall be
discussion.
ever, imparts an element of danger.”
earnest, serious, calm, manful, in all this
£CON’XINVED ON SECOND i'AOE.j
matter,

nati, including tlio Metropolitan Opera
The loss
House, burned yesterday.
reaches $500,000.
Cardinal Lavigerie. archbishop of Algiers, has written a letter in which lie
announces his adhesion to the joint statement just issued by the archbishops oi
Paris, Toulouse, FJieims, Lyons and St.
Malo, complaining that tho country has
become atheistic.

Harry L. Waldo, the student at Phillips Exeter academy whose spine was
broken by a recent accident in the gymnasium, died yesterday morning. The
case was remarkable, the patient living
beyond the time of record in such accidents.

The plant of Bourne, Scrimser & Co.,
lubricating oil manufacturers at Elizawas entirely destroyed by
beth, IS'.
Loss $300,000.
lire last night.
Blazing
surface of Staten
oil floated on the
Island sound and set fire to a Baltimore
& Ohio trestle, beside endangering ship-

ping.
A priest in

A. cream

the town of

Sokloff, Russia,
was robbed and murdered by a number
of starving peasants, why supposed he

of tartar baking powder.

Highest o

all in leavening strength.-iatesf U. 8. Government i'eoU iiejwrt■

creditable

MISCELLANEOUS.

I

The South

[CONTINUED

FROM FIRST
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A later telegram from Santiago says:
“It is confidently affirmed that the Chilian foreign minister, in accordance with
the decision arrived at by President
Montt and the cabinet, and after consulting with the council of state, has replied
to the American ultimatum in terms
which will satisfy the President and government of America. In view of the disparity between the forces of the two
powers, it would seem that Chili had no
other resource left than to make the
sacrifices of dignity necessary to satisfy
the more powerful nation.”
"I HATE TO ASK MY DOCTOR.”
False modesty and procrastination are
responsible for much female suffering. Wo
can excuse the instinctive delicacy that suggests concealment to the young, but there is
no excuse for those who reject the assistof

ance

a woman.

LYDIA E. PiNKHAM’S Compound
is an entire and permanent cure for the worst
forms of female disease, and instantly relieves all weaknesses and ailments peculiar
ti the sex.
It is sold by all Druggists as a
standard artiele, or sent by mail, in form
of Pills or Lozenges, on receipt of SI .00.
•m_a-v.

in**__

e'ther sex, the Compound has no rival.
Mrs. Pinkham freely answers letters of
inquiry. Enclose stamp for reply.
2-cent stamps for Mrs. Plnkham’sV
88-page illustrated book, entitled ft
E
"GUIDE TO HEALTH AND ETIQUETTE.”
It contains a volume of valuable Information. 0
It has saved lives, and may save your3. f
two
beautiful

(Send

Lydia C- Pinkham Mod. Co., Lynn, Mass.

******rfWWr*******<r*r-£r******

!*

Simple Remedy
Stomach,

A

*

Nausea, jf
For Heartburn, Sour
Water Brash, Wind ir. Stomacr., Distress *■
or Fullness after Eating, Indigestion,^"
*
Loss of Appetite, Palpitation, Hiccough,
Offensive Breath and

All Stomach Troubles*
t4c For
Dr. Bronson’s Pepsin Ti-oches, made from Jp
Hoots. Barks, Gums and Pepsin, are re-34
liable and effective. 25c. and 50e. a box.
A
Of ah druggists or by matL

4c

jj.

X

X

4c BRONSON

CHEMICAL^CO^,

Providence,

Examining Board.
regular quarterly meeting of the Police
Examining Board will be held in the Common Council room, City
Building, Tuesday
evening, February 2.
JOHN F. THOMPSON, Chairman.
J*n22td
Police

THE

Ittesseng-cr’s Notice.

estate, will he neia at a uouri OI insolvency i,o
be holden at Probate Court room in said Portland, in said County of Cumberland, on the first
day of February, A. D. 1892, at ten o’clock in

the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
SAMUEL D. PLUMMEE,
written.
Deputy Sheriff as Messenger of the Court of
Insolvency for the said County of Cumberland.

jan21&28

HAVANA.
The above word is the name of a certain specie of tobacco plant grown on
the Island of Cuba, which is admitted
by all expert judges to be the finest
variety of that weed in existence.
From this very choice quality of tobacco the

Dollars

a

Cigars

10c.

made throughout.
Coupled with
the above fact, we employ none but the
most skilled workmen to make this
famous brand of cigars.
Why, then,
smoke other and inferior goods when
at the
article
this
superior
you can get
All dealers.
same price.
ire

IRWIN
„i8B

CIGAR CO., Mfrs.,
Miik

GRATEFUL- COMFORTING.

Eipps’s

Washington, January 26.—The great
problem before the Navy Department
just now is the management of supplies
for a large force likely to be stationed
for some time at so great a distance from
the base of supplies.
A fleet of twelve
vessels has been talked of as a competent force to attack Chili, and the estimates which are made are based on a body
of this size. At an average of 300 men
to a

vessel,

“By a thorc ugli knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
HUU

11UL11UU1I, WiU Uf

well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
properties
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a
which may save us
flavored
beverage
delicately
many heavy doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use of such articles of diet that a constitution may be gradually built up until strong
enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around
us ready to attack wherever there is a weak
point, we may escape many a fatal shaft by
keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood
and a properly nourished frame.”—'“Civil Service Gazette.”
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only In half pound tins, by Grocers, labelled
thus: JAMES EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic
feb7S&T&wly
Chemists, London, Eng.
of

the flue

Boston Paralytic and Nervine Institute.
208 Tremont St.

Boston, Mass.

For the treatment of paralysis, deformities,
epilepsy, brain and nervous diseases In all their
forms. The only paralytic institute In the United
States. Consultation and advice at the institute

free. Patients waited upon at their homes in
Circulars mailed to any
Boston If desired.
address. Institute open daily from 6 a. m.
to 5 p.

m.aug'8dlawSly

A REWARD OF $25

is nereby offered by the Megantic Fish and
Game Corporation for information leading to
conviction of any party taking fisli or game on
tlic Megantic preserve in the close season.
J. 0. WOODRUFF, President.
Attest: A. W. ROBINSON, Clerk.

dlawSly

aug22

Insuiance
in Companies outside the State of
tin*
MUTUAL
to
UNION
Maine, send
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY for
pamphlets explanatory of its plans, and
for fist of claims paid uuder tile Maine
oct2-leodtf
Non-Forfeiture Law.
Before placing

your

Life

Heavy Subject, bnt Capable
ing Lightened.

of Be-

can

to

there should be a total force

tlie Press.]
26.—On the 5th

Rockland, January
day of January, 1891,

a

petition

was re-

ceived from the Rockland Street Railway
for a location

Company, asking

through

certain streets of the city: and at about
the same time a second and similar petia:___

..AAAl.rn/l

from flwi TllAlYlOcton

and Camden street railway companies.
After several hearings, the municipal officers formally granted the franchise to
the Rockland company, whose members
were practically the same men who then
controlled the Penobscot Shore Line

cold

ground.

CHIU’S PREPARATIONSPowerful Ships Nearly Ready to Sail from

Washington, January 27.—Those who
will be concerned in the disposition of
the Chilian matter in the committee on
foreign affairs will be soon made acquainted with the information in the possession of the navy department regarding
the apparent attitude of the Chilians and
the obvious

per hour.

She has

a

formidable

ment, consisting of two 21

cm.

arma-

breech-

three towns none would have been better
benefitted from these plans than Rockland. But still greater influence was
brought to bear upon the municipal offiAt the final hearing before them, a
cers.
petition, signed by fully 90 per cent of
the business men, was presented, asking
that the franchise be granted to the

Rockland company.

In the face of these circumstances, the
franchise was granted, defeating, as has
since been shown, the very scheme that
could not have failed to be of advantage
to the city’s business interests.
Now the Thomaston & Camden company has acquired the charter and franchise
of the Rockland company, and, under
these, will begin as soon as possible the
construction of a road.
At a special meeting of the municipal
officers tonight, the franchise of the
Rockland Street Railway Company was
reaffirmed, with some minor changes as
to locality.
Under the provisions of the franchise
to the Rockland Company, at least one
and one-half miles of track must be laid
on Sea and Main streets on or before Ju-

loading rifles, eight 12 cm. rapid-fire
guns, twelve 3-pounders, twelve 1-pounders, and three torpedo tubes. The same Ly
firm lately built a corresponding ship for ed
third
the Brazilian navy.
wn.r

This makes the

for Chili.
ready to sail.

vessel tiiti no- out. in Eurone

and each of them is nearly
In fact, if any of them were needed, they
could leave the ports where they are at
present and put on the finishing touches
outside the maritime limits of the countries where they are now fitting out, and
so spare-those countries the danger of
violating the neutrality laws. It is an interesting question just what Chili purposes doing with these ships, and those
who feel that war is imminent regard this
feature of Chili’s preparations as especially threatening to the peaceful relations of the two countries.
COMMITTEES
But

Neither Senators

or

MEET.

Representatives

Any Conclusion.
26.—The Sen-

Washington, January
foreign relations held

ate committee on
short session this

morning.

a

A member

IO

i),

iQM,

auu

lllu

cniu

iuou

ovinjnou-

and in operation on or before December 1st of the same year.
THE
Have

They

ODD

Paid

a

FELLOWS.
Death

Benefit

on

a

Live Man.

regulated mind,

and that, moreover,
there needn’t be any monotony at all.
a woman who has tried it.
small woman, rather plump
and with a fresh skin and the usual
“American brown” hair. She is not eswhen you are downpecially pretty
right honest very few people are—but
she is nearest to prettiness when she

I

Hallowell, January 26.—About five
years ago there lived in this little city a
man who is just now the subject of considerable comment. I-Ie had a wife and
daughter.

The wife

was

an

ex-

cellent woman, a faithful wife and fond
mother, while her husband, who had
spent a number of years in the West
seemed to have a great many of the cowboy traits. At one time, when the man
had rather more ready money than usual, he concluded he would join the Odd
Fellows, and in some way was accepted.

thing up brown, he uniof the committee stated that no action ted himself with the relief, which in
case of death would give his wife about
was taken on the Chilian correspondence
fifteen hundred dollars. Things went on
took
at
of
and nothing
place
importance
from bad to worse with the family after
the meeting whatever relative to the this. The man was of
employment and
The House foreign
Chilian situation.
exert himself
either did not care to
affirsa committee also met today, this
enough to obtain work, or else through
session being for tbe purpose of consid- lack of confidence
people were unwilling
ering the President’s message on the to give it to him. So he concluded to reChilian controversy and the accompany- turn to the West to his more
congenial
An informal dising correspondence.
companions and pastimes; and from
cussion of a very general character took
iu Dakohe
heard
from
time
was
to
time
place, but no conclusion was reached, ta, where he had evidently obtained emlatest
the
of
because
phase given
partly
ployment. Then all communication
the case by the despatch from Santiago
with him ceased; no one seemed to have
substantial
the
compliance
announcing
any idea where he was or what he was
of
the
Presithe
with
Chili
request
by
until one day his wife came fordent and partly because of the necessity doing,
ward with the statement that her husof careful examination of the correspon- band was
dead, having been burned to
dence.

The

Yorktown at Callao.

Washington, January 26.—The text of
the despatch received at the navy yard
last night from Commander Evans, of
the Yorktown, is as follows:
Callao, Peru, January 25.

Yorktown arrived today. Refugees have been
landed. Will be ready for sea as soon as coaled.
If the Yorktown is to remain here long enough
I should very much like to give the crew liberty.
Delayed on account of the fog two days oS CalEvans.
lao.
rto

SoovohiTv

nf

flip. Yaw

this after-

sent a cable message to Commander
Evans, authorizing him to give his crew
shore leave. This shows that the vessel
will remain at Callao at least two or three
It was said at the Navy Departdays.
ment this afternoon that it was not decided whether the Yorktown or Boston
or both should return to Valparaiso.
The impression is general among naval
officers that the Yorktown will be selected and that she will be the only American vessel sent there for the present.
Capt. Schley, commander of the Baltimore, arrived here this afternoon from
San Francisco and had a long conference
with the Secretary of the Navy in regard to the assault on the Baltimore’s
He had nothing to
crew at Valparaiso.
He
say on the subject for publication.
stated that he expected to remain in
Washington two or three days and then
return to his vessel at San Francisco.
noon

John Bull

Thinks It Funny.

London, January 26.—The Globe this
afternoon, referring to President Harrison’s message, says it is more humorous
than tragic, that it is marked with the
noble stamp of spread-eagleism and that
it makes the poorest case any nation ever
put forward. America and Chili, the
Globe adds, have no better means of
hurting one another than Bismarck’s
whale and elephant.
The St. James Gazette says there is no

Then,

to do the

wears blue.
I suppose she has never
spent much above one hundred dollars
a year for clothes in her life and on an

For several years I have recommended
to
your Castoria, and shall ohvays continue
do so as it has invariably produced beneficial
results.”
Edwin F. Parde\b, M. D.,
«
xhe Winthrop,” lx&th Street and 7th Ave.,
NOw York City.

supererogation to endorse it.

Few

are

the

intelligent families who do not keep Castoria
within easy reach
Carlos Martyn, D.D.,
New York City.
Late Pastor Bloomingdale Reformed Church.

Niiw York.
Tub Centaur Coup ant, 77 Murr/.t Street,

at any time when or under what
circumstances any desirable garment
can be procured.
To get around this trouble, so far as
possible, she so orders her wardrobe
that old things and middle-aged things
new
and
things shall belong together, and a brown hat with scarlet
trimmings shall not find itself obliged
to outlast the latter half of the life of
a middle-aged blue and green plaid
gown befox-e a brown dress can be afforded to go with it. When she shops
she shops as a matter of course for bargains, but she is not tempted by any
except bargains in blue.

TWO PLAID DESIGNS.

should adjust the hews

on

m.y hat to

place where the hatpin had
pricked through for months and left
many little round holes and one gaping
wound. I should sew up the rips in my
gloves and take the stains out of my
cover

the

dress with tan bark soap, and I should
—that is, once I did—put a flyaway
scrap of ribbon in a most comical and
inappropriate spot on my waist, because just under the peculiar ornament

burned a great gray scar. I
should do what three-quarters of the
world does right along, and what there
is a deal of fun in doing if only you
have a sense of homor to enjoy the figure you cut in your own tumbles in
I should
your bouts with fortune.
make sure of the luxuries of life, in,
love and laughter, and do without the
I had

necessities.
Whether I should

If

one

year she

buys

a

e0l1&wly

marl8

__

Sore Throat
Lame
Sore

plain dark blue

cloth, to be trimmed with a little black
passementerie or braid, the next year

:

she may get a robe pattern with panels
in a lighter blue and gray, and the next
a fine check, but always something blue
or readily put, without quax-reling, by
the side of blue, so that her little stock
of ribbons and neck fixings finds its use
handily, and a fancy waist contrived to

Female

Complaints
AND ALL

Inflammation

should not look
shabby in the eyes of the powers that
be, my friends and neighbors, would

Sold only In our own bottles. All druggists.
POND’S EXTRACT CO., 16 5iM mN.Y.

I think, more on my color
If
than on any other one thing.
when I had reconciled it to my conscience and to John’s shiny coat and lit-

depend,

EXTRACT
OINTMENT.

frayed knickerbockers and
patched stocking knees to buy myself a
new jacket, I should yield to the fascitle John’s

It’s remarkable specific
action upon the affected parts
gives it supreme control over
bj Piles, however severe.
Also for Bums, Scalds,
Eruptions, Salt Rheum, dc.
Testimonials from ail classes
ft**},
prove its efficacy. Price 50c.
Sold by all Druggists or sent by mail
on receipt of prica Put up only by
SCOT'S E2TSACT CO., 76 EthAve.,N. Y.

yesterday, of a tan brown cloth, so neat
and “stylish” and altogether suited to
my figure, trimmed with just an edge of
beaver fur, and, above all, “marked
down” about half the before-Christmas
figure; if I should be tempted by the
“bargain” into forgetfulness that my
chief stand-by in the way of a dress
was a dark camel’s hair purchased last
was

The man, with his wife and daughter,
running the farm, the Odd Fellows
fifteen hundred dollars ont of pocket
with only the benefit of a peculiar experience, which they state is without parallel.
lively Squabble Expected.

Augusta, January 26.—The Androscoggin special constable question will be
fought out at the next meeting of the executive council, and a lively squabble is
anticipated. A long petition is in from
Waldo county asking for the appointment of a special constable to enforce
the liquor law. The Turner pardon case
has been postponed.
Jonathan Fogg’s Buildings Burned.

Bridgton,
January 26.—Jonathan
Fogg’s buildings and contents were totally destroyed by fire last night. They
were occupied by Fred Emery as a meat
shop, and by Lincoln Douglass’s family.
Loss $1800; insured.
Prominent Physicians, and all classes of citizens are unanimous in the endorsement of Salvation Oil, the gr eat cure for rheumatism.

je8

black and

left over from last winter
my
were dark green, then, indeed, while
nobody would feel an especial calling
or election to stare after me or to ques-

gloves

tion my sanity, yet my nondescript apwould betray frankly and unblushingly the different duties of ite

parel

lengthen the life of one decrepit frock
will perform the same service for the
next one, and there is never any difficulty about feathers or flowers. Out of
doors she ranges from a black hat to a
blue one, and when it comes to coats or
jackets she chooses black almost invariably. So is she enabled to make
both ends meet with entire neatness
and good taste if not with brilliancy.
“One winter,” she says, “I let myself
be drawn into buying a beautiful piece
of brown camel’s hair because it was
handsome and cheap, but it threw all
my clothing schemes off their balance
It was alfor twelve months at least.
most the only thing I’ve ever bought
that I was anxious to see come to the

bag.”
Economy

rag

is a good deal harder in
ways than it used to be because
year by year the run of a fashion is
and things more and more
shorter
quickly become antiquated; but if I
were “X. E.” I would cut off the tail
if my dragging street dress to save masome

terial, and put waterproof ribbons on
;ny hat to save melting away in the
first shower, and I would think three
times before once I went
shopping,
and if my money wouldn’t reach as far
wanted it to I would look for a
as I
hard-bottomed chair and read Thor-

MYV&i<nrmiy

doy7TT&Sm~mtf&wcw64

There is
not

happen

There is

D_li._J

purchase and the compulsion of poverty
in its haphazard putting together as an

ill-assorted whole.
If I had my wits about me this is
what I think, as a wise woman, I should
do: I should perhaps spend an hour, perhaps a day, more likely a week, deciding what was of the shades practicable
for a woman who can buy little and seldom, my most becoming color. Then I
shall bind myself with a woman’s equiv-

great oath to clothe myself
always and entirely in that color or
colors in complete and amiable accord
with it. Then would the pickings and
leavings of last winter’s millinery and
this winter’s ribbons and the winter before last’s frocks and next winter’s
heavy cloak dovetail together into one
orderly and purposed wardrobe with
and
the greatest possible harmony
economy.
But “X. E.” is going to write me, so
that I shall find the protest beside my
coffee cup to-morrow morning, ttiat
would b« so frightfully mQn.QtQBOiM.
alent for

a

1___J

In

trimmings.

The two plaid frocks tell their own
story. Both have princess fronts and
both are simple enough for a great
variety of uses and for exportation in
The bias
a> great variety of materials.
plaid with revers of plain cloth is rather
the prettier, with its flaring cuffs and
Velvet strap at waist held with metal
Ellen Osbobn.
buttons.
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plumpness

Sufferers from Rheumatism,

^
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’reparation.

Neuralgia, Sciatica, etc. ,want
trifling—no quackery.

HO

For these tormenia of hua genuine specific. It origsuccessful medical practice,
regular
lany physicians prescribe it. By direct, simple and
cientific action it drives poisonous acids out of the
1 iloodand the system. It invigorates muscles and
mbers joints. It reaches l;ver and kidneys, cleanses
tiem from irritating substances, stops manufacture
f poisonous acids and restores the organs to health
nd regularity. That is, Ath-lo-pho-ros cures Rhea> latism and kindred diseases.-B. C. A. Pingree,
forway, Maine,writes: “/hare taken Ath-lo-pho-ros
have caused the
.> 9r Rheumatism successfully, and
ale of mors than 50 bottles.”-SI per bottle. Ail
iruggists. The Athlophoros Co., New Haven, Conn.
'reatise on Rheumatism free. Write for it.

Ath-lo-pho-ros
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and
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suspect.

Do you want almost all
that is known of the value of
told in

commend to you

a

way

to

careful liv-

5

i

cod-liver oil if you need it.
A book on it free.
Scott & Bowne, Chemists, 132 South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver
oil—ail druggists everywhere do. $1.
.6
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PIANO TUNING^

Having just received Tuning Forks from th^
ecretary of the Piano Manufacturers’ Associa*
ion. we are prepared to tune pianos to tho
I nternational Pitch as adopted by the Associa-

V

ion.
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GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

W. BAKER & CO.’S

|

Breakfast Cocoa
from which the excess of
has been removed,
Is
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oil
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Famous

-rench Chef

used in its preparation. It
has more than three times the
strength of Cocoa mixed with

^
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and is
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Congress St.,
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it i3 soluble.

Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,
therefore far more ecok nomical, costing less than one
centacnp. It is delicious, nourI ishing, strengthening, easily
digested, and admirably adapted for invalids
as well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

JONES,

E»OH*X’Iji^.3Xr30,

absolutely pure and

No Chemicals

t he

wrote: “The very soul of

is the stock-pot, and
finest stock-pot is

_

Liebig Company’s
Extract of Beef.”

W. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Mass.

Genuine only with signature. Invaluable in

improved and economic cookery. For Soups,

that the

is hereby given,
Notice
subscriber has been
duly appointed

Executor of the Will of
JANE E. H. TOBIE, late ol Fownal,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
has taken upon himself that trust by giving
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are
required to exhibit the same; and all persons
indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
A. IC. F. KNOWLTON, 1
of Lewiston, Me.
jtxecutoi.
Townal, Jan. 15,1892,
jau21dlaw3wjli*

\

three first-class tuners connected with \
house, we are prepared to fill orders
1 romptly and guarantee satisfaction.

Having
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of this wandering talk are sketches of
what “X. E.” might look like if she
dresses economically. The street dress
which is to be imagined as serpent
green wool is as simple and inexpensive
It has a bell
as any costume need be.

have Astrakhan bands.
The dress on which the Greek frets
are conspicuous is a heather wool mixture with a pattern in beige silk braid,
without which it would be very nearly
The bodice is draped
as successful.
bust and held by a clasp.
over the
There e re hip basques with pocket flaps
and a cloth toque matches, with velvet

to a

to a man

akaaIm

skirt with a narrow edge of Astrakhan
It has a gathered hip
at the bottom.
basque and the neck in front is cut
round, edged with braid and filled in
The velvet cufEs
with black velvet.
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Indignation was heard on every side.
It was said that the Odd Fellows would
enter suit to recover their money, but
evidently this was found inexpedient, for
the reason the farm was all there was to
4ZC4.

gestion,

Without injurious medication.

manded and the impossibility of pre-

death.

il.

Soui* Stomach, Diarrhoea. Eructation,
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promote* di-

*
«»The use of Castoria1 is so universal and
merits so well known that it seems a work

its
of

average she has spent considerably less;
one year, I remember, she showed me
her account books, from which she had
just figured out a disbursement for the
twelvemonth of precisely forty-five dolShe says the greatest difficulty she
finds in dressing herself on a small sum
and not having the smallness of the
sum stand out too obviously from every
seam lies in the uncertainty of the intervals at which money can be com-

all proofs gathered of the man’s death,
for one fine day he appeared on the scene
alive and well, ready to enjoy the benefit
obtained through reports of his own

o

a

—

I

death with a number of others in a western ranch.
This tale was told the Odd Fellows
about a year ago. They paid over the
$1500, and she proceeded to invest a portion of it in a farm not a great distance
from this city. Then came the blow to

1_

know

She is

vunii, VA>nBw)JavivUf

•‘Castoria is so well adapted to ciinoren whk
recommend It as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
Ill So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
I

nations of the one I saw on the counter

[Special to the Press ]

one

an

is better than a monotony of
that between always looking
well in one color and always looking ill
in a hodge-plodge of unrelated colors,
there is an obvious choice to a well

Miss, Mm*, ok Mb.: Whichever you
be, I read your fashion letters always with
a groat deal of interest, because they are different from other people’s; because they seem to
be written by a person and not by a writing machine. But there is one thing I wish you would
tell me, and that is what you would do for
things to wear if you had almost absolutely no
money it was right for you to spend for them.
x- EYours in puzzlement,
Why, of course, I should spend alI should
most absolutely no money.
cut pasteboard soles to put inside my
if
shoes
they * threatened to wear
through at the boftom and leave my
cold,

on

discords;

DEAii

the

than
income of
to spare; I

gorgeously

more

harmony

following:

on

arrayed

nothing and have plenty
simply remark that a monotony of

[COFTBIGHT, 1892.]
In process of ripping open the letters
that fell to my share at the breakfast
table this morning I came across the

feet

he

the queen of Sheba

Though No Effort Is Made to Square the
Circle ot
Living on Nothing and Laying Up Money_The Fart That Color Plays In
Inexpensive Dressing.

railroad, now the Knox & Lincoln railto nrnvirlp for
mp.n.
Ra.tions for
They asked for one year longer
way.
tliis number of men, at the cost of 30 than did the Thomaston and Camden
cents per day, would amount to over $1,companies in which to have the road
000 a day for food alone. Coal is another constructed and in
operation, their rethe
of
this
and
price
important item,
quest being based upon the pretext that
varies according to the condition of the the Knox & Lincoln was to be extended
market. The coal, which has been pur- to Camden that season, aud that if they
chased at Callao, Peru, has cost all the were
compelled to begin operations on
way from $14 to $24 per ton. The Navy the street railway the work of the one
Department has already laid in a great would, of necessity, embarrass the other
supply of coal, and many tons have been They also claimed that the proposed exstored at a Peruvian port, it is said, in tension would be further injured, should
In all the franchise be
the name of private parties.
granted the Thomaston
events the service will not be embar- and Camden
companies by the construcrassed for want of a sufficient quantity tion of lines to
parallel the steam road.
of coal, for what is not actually on hand
The Thomaston and Camden compa^
at San Francisco and elsewhere is under
nies, or rather the Thomaston & Camden
The expenditures
contract for delivery.
company, as the two had become united
which have been made by the Secretary under one
management, petitioned for a
for this material have the informal ap- franchise
whereby they could connect
probation of the appropriations commit- Thomaston, Rockland and Camden by an
tees.
electric street railway, and of these

Cocoa

BREAKFAST.

Some Complications Over Street Railroad
Franchises.

[Special

Day to Feed the

Sailors of the Fleet.

Reach

IRWIN

ROCKLAND.

WAR’S GREAT COSTOn© Thousand

preparations they are making
Office of the sheriff of Cumberland County, 8tate for war. The
Secretary of the Navy has
of Marne. Cumberland, ss., January 20, A. D.
received intelligence from London that
1392
is to give notice that on the 20th day
the Chilians had purchased a war vessel
THIS
of January, A. D. 1892, a Warrant in In- of the Armstrongs, the English shipsolvency was issued out of the Court of Insol- builders, and that it was almost ready to
vency for said County of Cumberland, against
sail. This ship is a protected cruiser of
the estate of
3200 tons displacement, fitted with enLYMAN P. HASKELL, of Portland,
of 13,800 horse power, capaadjudged to be an Insolvent debtor, on petition gines capable
ble of giving the vessel a speed of 22 knots
of said debtor, which petition was filed on the
20th day of January, A. U. 1892, to which date
That the
Interest on claims is to be computed.
payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and
the transfer and delivery of any property by
him are forbidden by law. That a meeting of
the creditors of said debtor, to prove their
debts and choose one or more assignees of his

support of the South, which is as
broadly patriotic in this matter as any
part of the Union.
the

A

may

Foreign Yards.
90d2wte

decl6

Approves.

New Orleans, La., January 26.—The
Times-Democrat says the President s
timemessage on the Chilian question is
ly, proper and patriotic. In a case like
this, where the national honor is at issue,
there can be no sectional or party lines,
and the President can count confidently
on

Ail well, my alphabetical friend, 1 don
guarantee to give the world of woman
hind a receipt for shining glorious as
the sun without money and without
price in a Worth wardrobe, after the
fashion of some glib-penned economists,
who would have you believe that by devoting all your time and one hundred
and fifty per cent, of your brains you

why America shoul

reason

have picked a quarrel with poor Chili
and that there was no ground for sendthe
ing the ultimatum to Chili, and that
latter’s concessions deprive the United
States of all justification for bullying.

I
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Policy plans of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY' embrace 'among others, Ordinary
Life, Ordinary Life witli an Adjusted
Premium for 10 years, Limited Payment Life and Endowments.
The

MISCELLAN £U L ft.

~

MISCELLANEOUS.

FLAW MUSTANGS.

fJONSUMPTIBK!
»

Providence, Nov. 18, 1891.
Mr. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I feel it a duty I owe you to let you
know liow I am getting along with your Liquid
Pood. I have taken five G-oz bottles, and I
thought I would have my lungs sounded, and
the doctor told me my left lung has healed, and
that the right lung is in better condition, and I
shall continue with the Pood, feeling confident
it will cure me. I find I can get around and
walk better upstairs and not put me out of
breath as it did. I truly think I shall come out
I
of this lung disease, as I am gaining so fast.
am very grateful to you for the benefit I have
received from your Liquid Food.
I remain respectfully,
EMMA H. DYER,
4 Welcome Avenue.

This lady is well known in Providence, and
have received letters from several of her
friends congratulating us for being the means
of saving her life.
we

307 Wall street, 1
Janesville, Wls., Dec. 9,1891. I
Gents—I have been restored to health by the
use of your Liquid Food.
My trouble was con-

obtain no relief from the medical profession, as
I continued to grow worse all the time, and my
weight was reduced to 100 pounds. LastAugust
X tried your Food, and have used it up to this
date daily. I have recovered my former health,
and now weigh 170 pounds. Respectfully,
W. C. HUGUNIN.

Andover, Mass., Dec, 2,1891.
A. L. Mukdock:
would like to tell you of our ex
Sir—I
Dear
perience with your Lieiuid Food, for I feel very
sure that in tile mercy of God it saved my husband’s life.
Two years ago, my husband worn out with excessive watching and anxiety by reason of a
severe illness of mine,
together with the
as principal of a high
completely, nervous exhaustion, severe rhematism, amounting almost
to rheumatic fever, and complete derangement
of the digestive system, so that lie could not
keep milk on his stomach, or the simplest nourishment, brought him down very low.
; Our physician, nearly in despair, tried one
tiling after another, but all to no good. At last
he hit on your Liquid Food; the effect was mag-

pressure of his duties

school,

broke

down

ical. The very first dose made itself felt like a
thrill of new life; his improvement was very
rapid, his appetite ravenous, and he gained flesh
His rheumatism, too, which had
very fast.
troubled him exceedingly for several years, was
very much relieved, and, in short, he seemed
and felt like a new man. To all who knew him
and his former condition, he was a walking
advertisement of Murdock’s Liquid Food. Since
t/j* time, when he becomes debilitated through
overwork or indigestion, a litfle of the Liquid
Food will soon set him right again.
Feeling that we both owe you a large debt of
gratitude, and this acknowledgement of the
benefit received, I am,
Yours respectfully,
MRS. PERCIVAL F. MAR,ETON,
Andover, Mass.
JmllM.W&Ftf
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wild horse s troubles have only begun.
The short winter days will see many a
cruel experience before the animals capready for saddle
Wild Prairie Morses in Mid- tured are “broken” and
or harness.
Going into the corral the
horsemen deftly throw their lassoes over
winter.
the horses’ heads, one at a time, and in
a moment tho noose comes taut and the
choked animal is on his side. Without
ado a heavy bridle, with cruel Spanish
bit, is forced on tho half unconscious
Sturdy Beasts That Make Noble Game
steed, and then a Mexican saddle, with
for Hunters—How the Stubborn Crea- i
and back and double
tures Are Corralled and Broken—The ; high pommel
bands, is adjusted.
Wild White Horse.
When the noose is loosened the victim
ISpeclal Correspondence.]
is nearly crazed with fear of the strange
Abilene, Kan., Jan. 21.—It is when trappings with which it is accoutered.
tko wild horse wanders far enough from At the end of the long lariat the horse
circles, bucking, leaping, rolling and
the Mexican border to be within reach
in the vain effort to rid itself of
that the keenest pleasure comes to the kicking
the queer burden. Should tho horse halt,
ranchmen. The news that a herd of
a heavy “snake whip,” made of leather
mustangs is in the neighborhood never and handled by the mustangers with the
fails to arouse an overwhelming enthu- skill of an artist, cuts tho tender skin,
siasm, and hunting parties are organized leaving great ridges and sending the
at once.
animal onward.
A couple of hours or less is sufficient to
It is in winter time that these herds
weary the horse, which is
completely
come
northward,
though
wandering
now in a lather of sweat, and at this
they seldom reach so high a latitude as
stage in the game one of the men apand swings himself into the
proaches
have
the
ter time that the ranchmen
saddle. Again the kicking commences,
time to'spend in capturing them. North- iinrl it: i<a nnltr an prnprt. riflftv whrt P.atl
ern Texas and the western part of the
keep his seat. Sometimes the frightened
Indian Territory see the creatures fre- creature rears so high on its hind legs
as to fall backward, and then the rider
quently.
Tho hunters, or “mustangerB,” as they must be quick nof to be caught beneath.
are called, when they hear of the apThe long bit now comes into play, and
proach of a herd of wild horses, make the horse feels for the first time the intheir start with the intention of remain- fluence which is to guide its steps
ing away for days and weeks if neces- through life. Soon the intrepid rider
Their work also includes the throws off the lariat and the perspiring
sary.
building of a corral in some locality mustang goes jumping and kicking
is discovered. away.
near where the herd
Sometimes the bucking—conTaking a provision wagon and tents the sisting of putting the feet together and
hunting party divides the day into three humping the back suddenly—becomes
One so severe as to throw the rider, but not
“watches” of eight hours each.
party sleeps, one drives the wagon and often. Long, sharp spurs urge on the
one “walks” the mustangs, taking turns
beast and the bit is used unmercifully,
in the different tasks.
.often cutting the mouth until a sensitive
Crawling slowly over the prairie the onlooker is shocked.
hunters locate the herds in companies of
The “breakers,” however, assure one
from twenty-five to one hundred under- that it is the only way to succeed, and
sized but sturdy animals. The ponies as at the end of an afternoon’s struggle
once discovered, the hunters prepare for
they have so tamed a wild animal that
action. Tho first man leaves the wagon any1 man can ride it, or it can be harand takes the trail on foot. He makes nessed beside a broken horse and driven,
at overtaking the wild
no attempt
results speak for themselves. The secequines, but steadily and patiently walks ond hitching up is almost but not quite
after them for eight hour's, when he is as much of a task as the first, and it is
All the time the follower weeks before the newly broken horse can
relieved.
keeps the horses on the move and as be handled easily. A mustang is never
much a3 possible away from water trustworthy, but is always hardy and
In the scantily watered regions fleet, hence the animals bring a fair
courses.
this is not difficult.
price—thirty to seventy-five dollars—in
The theory of tho hunt is to keep the the markets as riding ponies or driving
ponies going night and day without horses for liveries, etc.
food or water until they are exhausted
Charles Moreau Hargeb.
So far as possible they are directed in a
circle about the corral, which is inBarn urn’s Birthplace.
tended for the final goal.
[Special Correspondence.]
At the start the gay and festive musBethel, Conn., Jan. 21.—Bethel, in
tang kicks rrp his joyous heels and common with Danbury, of which it is
tosses shaggy mane and tail in contempt
really a suburb, has long been noted for
for the slow and plodding pursuer. The its hatting industries. But Bethel has
solitary hunter walks on and on, and at another claim to distinction. In this
last the horses realize that the steadily quiet village the great American showmarching plodder is not to be shaken man first saw the light of day. The
off and become less and less frisky.
house where he was bam stands on the
Then they settle to a walk and soon are street leading east from the central
also plodding along over the prairie.
square, on a high bank above the road,
When the first “watch” is finished the on the north side. It is a neat wooden
house, and sports a white coat of paint
wagon drives up and another of the
hunters begins his tramp. At its close and green blinds. Directly in front of
number three starts in, and so the day the house, in the middle of the street, is
and night wears away. Another day an immense elm tree, which has stood
.u.l___XTCtXi'-X XU^UU
there since a time long antedating the
jjM.
chase continues without intermission or memory of the oldest inhabitant. It is
rest until, without having food or water
a grand old tree, and is apparently still
since the hunt began, except for the good for fifty years of life.
snatches seized as they walk, the starved
Though P. T. Barnum made Bridgeand weary mustangs totter along al- port his homo and established the winter
When quarters of his show there, he always
most as tame as house dogs.
their gay and frivolous nature has been
kept a warm spot in his heart for Bethel.
sapped their drooping heads are turned He had a handsome fountain made to his
toward the corral. Soon, as unresisting order in Europe, and set it up at his own
With a expense in the public square of the town.
as sheep, they are driven in.
light covering of snow the task is most Many of the old timers recall his early
quickly accomplished, as starvation’s life as storekeeper and editor. The
most exciting incident was liis imprisonpangs come more quickly.
Another method is to run a wild horse ment for sixty days in the county jail
down, hut only an Indian can do this, as for printing uncomplimentary notices of
it requires the ability to run a hundred the town officers, and otherwise freely
miles or more without rest or refresh- expressing his mind, in his sheet bearing
ment. This no white “mustanger” can
the sounding title of Herald of Freedom.
do. The Indian rides toward a herd,
The people admired his stand, and when
“cuts out” or selects his choice and
he was released in Danbury they drew
chases it up hill and down, over hill and him in a coach through the streets in
stream, among rocks or underbrush as triumph. What advertising possibilities
relentless as fate. When his own horse this incident would have had for the
is tired out he pickets him and takes the “genial showman” had it happened at a
chase on foot. He carries no weapons later period in his growth! No one ever
and wears the lightest possible clothing.
had a keener perception of the money
When the wild horse is wearied out it is
value of publicity or was more skillful
takon prisoner easily, having been worst- in catering to the curiosity of mankind.
ed in a trial of mere brute strength.
P.
This method, too, is only practicable in
Lick.
Memories of James
winter, with snow on the ground, in orSan Francisco, Jan. 1(1.—No rich
der that tho trail may bo easily followed
left his milif the horse gets oat of sight.
Usually man ever lived and, dying,
whose bequests
the animal will be run down in the first lions for the public good
were in such bewildering contradiction
seventy-live miles, but 150 miles is sure
of his whole life as were those of James
to exhaust his strength.
Lick.
There is still another plan which a sinHe never showed the slightest interest
gle hunter can follow. It is called
his long life in educational af“creasing,” and can succeed only when all through
of science.
But his
a crack shot pursues it.
Selecting a fa- fairs or the progress
and envorite watering place of the herd the great bequest for the founding
dowment of the Lick observatory was
“mustanger” puts himself in ambush,
most magnificent contribuwith rifle ready, awaiting the coming of one of the
of science that this
the horses. At length the trampling of tions to the weapons
has seen.
century
ana ionowmg
is
Hoots
neara,
impatient
Mr. Lick probably had no idea how imthe lead of a stalwart brute the mushe was doing. What ho
a
tangs gather about the refreshing pool to portant thing
wanted was to have the biggest telequench their thirst.
Now is the hunter’s chance, and mak- scope in the world as a monument to his
grave. That his feeling about it was esing a selection of some finely propoi
tioncd animal the rifle comes to the sentially theatrical is proven by the fact
his actual bones
shoulder, and taking careful aim at the that he wanted to have
curved necks that bend over the water lie directly beneath that telescope. And
they do. The machinery by which the
course “bang” goes the weapon and the
tube is turned rests upon the
pony is sprawling and kicking in the great
covers the old
mud, while its companions go slrarrying marble monument which
his friends think
of
Some
dust.
man’s
on
as
of
across
wind
the
away
wings
that Lick had a vague idea that he
plain.
to find out by
“Ureasing” consists in striking ac- wanted the astronomers
whether or
curately and exactly the spinal column means of his big telescope But 1
can’t
of tho horse, and requires not only a» not the moon is inhabited.
the snap of his finexact knowledge of anatomy but un- believe that ho cared
the moon.
erring skill with the rifle. If the bullet ger about
His first intention was to leave a bestrikes too low the spine is broken and
of a high monutho pony is killed; if too high, only the quest for the building
than any other
skin is cut and the horse goes flying ment, bigger and higher
monument in the world, over his grave.
little
hurt.
much
but
away
frightened
a man with some
If placed aright the shot stuns the animal But one of his friends,
in astronomy, persuaded him
for a moment—long enough for the interest
an observatory with the biggest telhunter to run forward and buckle a pair that
in it that had ever been made
escope
noose
a
and
on
its
hobbles
of
forelegs
he
a greater and more enduring
would
lariat on its neck. Soon consciousness
monument to his name than a mere pile
returns, but the mustanger is master of
K»
and marble.
the situation and has added another of brick

Chasing
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Balsam
Orq of the Best Medicines Evsj
invented for

PERFECT MO MEDIATE RELIEF
IK CASES OF FAIN AKI) IKFLAMJBATIOK.
compound is achieving the most
signal triumphs, astoninbing many who have occa/
Biou to use it by the certainty with which It relieves
them of their sufferings, both externally and inVirn*
ally. It is safe and certain in its action.
For Burns, Poisoning, Frys' 'fas. Inflammation
of the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, leafness, Rheumatism, Pains in Side, Back 01 Shoulders, Piles,
Sore Throat, Croup or Bronchia
This excellent

Price 25c. and

$1

E. MORGAN

sTsONS,
K. I-

at a!,

druggists.

Prop’s,
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Mass. Real Estate Co.
Washington
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The wound
horse to hie possessions.
seldom proves injurious afterward.
Once captured and in the corral the

St. Boston.
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The Grand Invention of a Studious
German Priest.
°f

Volapuk—It Offers
Short History
Means of InternaSimple, Universal
Growing
tional Correspondence

a

_

of the

Popularity

Language,

[Special Boston Letter.l
fun has been
poked at this strange word and what it
stands for, which those interested have
borne with patience, knowing that all
ridiculed. A few have
new things are
denounced the idea, generally thosd
least of the subject,
who knew the
while almost all who have taken the
trouble to study it thoroughly are warm

good-natured

Much

in its favor.
Still there

are many as yet unacreal purpose who will
quainted with its
be glad to read a brief account which
will answer the oft-put question: “What
Is Volapiik?” and give such information

about it
possess.

a cultivated person should
Wo think this can be made

as

_4.1_
--

formed

plan

no

deeply.
VoJ apiik

_T_T__

—vww

to

study

the

subject

language,

in one sense—
of communication.
But it is not intended to do the work or
to take the place of any one of the existing languages of the earth. Frenchmen will continue to talk French, Gerwill converse in German and
mans
Americans will still use the English:
language after Volapuk is firmly estabis

that is, it is

a

a

means

Dividend Per Annum.
8*2,000,000
Capital
1,200,000
Capital paid in
100,000
Surplus (June 30, 1891) over
108
Brice Stock to-day
Sale of Stock mill cease after Jan. 31 st next.
ORGANIZED

IN

1885.

Paid Dividends of 5 per cent per

annum

for

4 1-2 years.
Paid Dividends of 7 per cent per annum
since July, 1890.
Average Dividend since organization over
(j per cent per annum.
Surplus at close of last fiscal year, over

*100,000.
or call at the office for information.

Send to
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DEFECTIVE SIGHT,
All “errors of refraction” of tlie
eyes which cause so many headaches, tired, weak and aching
eyes, imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

A. M. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN
548 1-3

Congress St.

CONSULTATION FREE.
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RAIISS A. L. SAWYER,

Teacher of Shorthand and
BROWN'

Typewriting

BLOCK, 537 CONGRESS ST.,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Send for circular*
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lands and unfamiliar races. We say
“on equal terms,” and ask by what
other possible means can this be done?
Our correspondent would be ill at ease
writing in English, and we, if trying to
use his language, would be at a like
disadvantage. Hut by the use of Volahas
ptik an international intercourse

besprung up such as the world never
fore knew. Thousands of letters pass
between distant places, between writers
who never saw each others’ country nor
heard each others’ language, hut who
readily communicate their thoughts
and learn how people live and what
they think and what are their surroundings in some far away home,
strange, perhaps, and remote as that of
Kwok-Lokwai, a Chinese Volapukist of

Amoy.
Volapiik, though

yet to
have attained more than a small part of
its full usefulness, is yet old enough to
so new as

not

the purpose, even if agreed upon by all,
we show what our proposed international language is like.
In the first place it is regular. The
irregularities are what trouble the
learner of languages; the rules are easy
enough, but the exceptions are the puzzling part. If we speak of houses, why
not of mouses instead of mice? Why not
a rule
gooses and not geese? We have
that the plural of English nouns is
formed by adding s -to the singular; in
Volapuk there is precisely the same
rule, “to form the plural add s to the
singular,” but this rule is a rule; it applies in every instance, and if you have
learned to form the plural of one noun

for every
you have learned the process
noun there is or ever will be. You may
dismiss the subject of plurals from your
mind in the calm assurance that yon
need
never
will
any further iniwi

H

"Rnf

nnnoiflpr fhft IflTlff

necessary befeel sure of the plural of
of
every German word, to say nothing
the gender.
and

annoying experience

fore

one can

Again, VolapUk’s pronunciation Is
When you have
regular and easy.

learned the sounds of the letters, most
of which are the same as in English,
you can, by remembering that the ac-

always on the last syllable, procorrectly any word, though you
saw it before, and spell correctly

cent is

nounce
never

You will enany word vbu may hear.
counter no' such puzzles as that which
confronts the poor foreigner when he
tries to read such a line as this:
“Though the tough cough and hiccough plough

through.”
It is this regularity and simplicity,
extending all through Volapiik, which
makes it far easier to learn, easier to
read and easier to write than any
natural language, so much so that com-

me
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mm PERFUMERY
We have

a

complete

line of these Standard Odors among which are
the following:

CASHMERE

JOCKEY CLUB,

ROSE, VIOLET, HELIOTROPE,
BLOSSOM, LILY OF THE VALLEY,
FRJNGIPANNI, CLOVE PINK,
WILD

MAY

AND NEW MOWN HAY.
We take pleasure in recommending these perfumes to our patrons feeling that they
will give entire satisfaction. They are put up in a handsome stoppered bottle con
at 20 cents.
taining a half pint, for only $1.50 each, or sold by the ounce

What, then, is the sphere of tile new
language, Volaplik? Its sphere is international; it is a common ground on
which all the peoples of the earth can
meet, though ignorant of each other’s
languages, and exchange ideas on equal

proving

_

~lmm ¥.MI

LILY,

chemistry.

terms. It 13 a bridge over the chasm
which now divides nation from nation,
race from race.
“But why not use English,” says
som<5 critic, “for such an international
language?” “Pourquoi ne pas se servlr
du Francais?” says, on the other hand,
a French objector, and the Italian exclaims: “La linqua Italians sarebbe
piu bellal” We need not answer either
of these at present, but allow them to
answer each other, while, instead of
that neither of these will serve

|

YLANG YLANG, WHITE ROSE,

lished in its own proper sphere. They
will no more interfere or clash than do
the symbols of algebra with those of

C.

CEORCE

FRYE,

COL. CHARLES E. SPRAGUE.

than a mere experiment. H
invented and published in 1879 by
John Martin Schleyer, a German and a

be

more

was

priest of

the Eoman Catholic church.

of unusual learning anc
languages. He conceived and carried out the idea of a language which should combine as far as
possible the excellencies and avoid the
defects of existing languages. Many
similar attempts had been made, some
He

was a man

had studied many

of them extremely ingenious, but none
of them had to any extent come intc
For two or three years Schleyer’s
use.
system made very slow progress, ye1
from the first it seemed to have a vitality unlike its predecessors. Those whc
studied it began to use it in correspond
I'
cnee and thus to interest others.
spread from Germany to Austria, bu'

mostly confined to German-speak
ing people until 1884, when considerablf

was

elicited in Holland
and Belgium. In the meantime many
scattered students had been attracted
in all civilized countries. The next vigorous movement was made in France
interest in it

illlU

UCdUCU

was

UJ

X IWli

OMV.

this really gave the language an international importance which it hac
not before possessed, and caused it tc

supported in Italy, Spain, Portugal
Denmark, Sweden, Russia, Hungary
and other countries during 1885 anc
1886. Kcrckhoffs’ style and method o:
imparting the language, as shown bj

be

his instruction books, was far more attractive than Schleyer's own, and
formed a model for most of the texi
books written in the languages of ths
newly-acquired territories.
Until 1887, but .little progress hac
been made in English-speaking coun
tries. There had been no proper texi
book in English for learning Volapiik.
One had been published at Glasgow,
but had done more harm than good
being full of blunders and absurdities
In 1887 the new language sprang intc
great prominence in the United States

Canada and England, and a widespread
interest was excited. It is generally ad
mitted that this result was due largely
to the efforts of Col. Charles E. Sprague
of New

York,

who was

chiefly

STOCK OF

ENTIRE

mis, MRS, CLOVES.
-.A-LNriD-

Gents5

Furnishings,

To be dosed out in 30
regardless of cost.

days

1. S. FISHER & UU„
181

Middle

Street.
_dim
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SMOKE! SMOKEf SMOKE!
Now Is Your Chance For

GREAT

BARGAINS

Damaged by Smoke,

Which WHS Be Sold at a

instru

mental in introducing Volapiik to the

English-speaking public. Having reac
article by Joseph Bernhaupt in e
German paper, Col. Sprague had com
menced the study in 18S3, attracted bi
the novelty and led by a natural fond
ness for language-study, but withou
an

_

Authorized

opinion that time would be saved in
learning the classic tongues by beginning with a simple, regularly-inflcctea
language like Volapiik.
An international language will be an
absolute necessity for the next generation—the present generation finds it a
Many of
recreation and a luxury.
who take
those
up the study of
Volapiik are fascinated by its completeits perfect
ness, its directness and
adaptation to the end sought; they take
mental
a delight in the study merely as
gymnastics. Later, they And another
pleasure in what the language brings
them—the power to correspond on
equal terms with people of distant

the
permanen
He had attainec
value of the system.
the various degrees conferred for pro
ficiency in the language, and had corre
sponded with many of the Volapilkisti

much confidence in

.in..

_1 3

T¥

_

£

+

while many friends were interested ii
the general idea, few were willing t<
take the ‘trouble, as he had, to dig i

■Ulimiu/
join?

MAP.TIN BCHLEYEB.

I

paratively little effort is required to become fairly proficient, able to read any
letter or other composition, with occaAs to
sional use of the dictionary.
which,
grammar, all the changes to
Volapiik words are subject have been
tabulated on a single page of note-size
small type either.
paper and not in
“And wliat good will it do me when
learned?” is the next question, and a
In the first place, it
very sensible one.
will give you a better command and
better knowledge of your own language
by having something with wiiich to
compare it. It has l<jpg been remarked
that the study of another language has
a broadening effect, and enables us to
think in thoughts, not merely in words—
to get a true perspective by looking at
ideas from more than one point of view;
and that the same study cultivates the
own
power of critically analyzing our
speech and separating what is merely
conventional from what is exact and
logical. Alexander John Ellis, who is
as competent to decide as is

perhaps

any man, has

given

us

lag deliberate

out through the medium of a foreigt
language. It was evident that an Eng
lish text-hook was imperatively needed, and Col. Sprague felt it a public
duty to write and publish a handbook
of Volapiik, which was very widely cir
the means of interest
ing many persons in the subject, while
the author spent much time in giving
further information by means of lee
tures, debates, lessons and articles.
One of the urgent needs of the gov
eminent was a dictionary, and to crcati
the first dictionary in English of a ncu
language is a herculean task. But th(
man was again found for the work, anc
it was successfully accomplished by the
unflagging industry and ability of M
W. Wood, captain and assistant surgeor
of the United States army. Capt. Wooi
retains his interest in Volapiik, and hai
done much to promote the language.
There is now a North American Vol
aptik association which ably carries
forward the work begun by these pio
neers. Volapiik is gaining in favor ir
this country, its advantages obtaining
recognition in proportion as its purposes

culated and
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“Tlio’ short my stature, yet my smell extends
To Heaven itself and earth’s remotest ends.”

was

and its nature are understood, ignorance
of it always being behind any ridicule
or belittling which it may receive.
Aefeed A. Pom.
__
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MAIXE STATE PKESS.
Subscription Kates.
Daily (In advance) $6 per year; $3 for six
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
Daily (Xot in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Kates.
$1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three inserEvery other
tions or less. $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
IN Daily

Press

rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
S])ecial Notices, on first page, one third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1.50 per square.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
column and one inch long.
similar adWant,, To Let, For Sale and
vertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
Displayed adfor 40 words or less, no display.
vertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid in advance, will be charged
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at

rates.
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each subsequent insertion.
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The defeat of the Tory candidate at
Rosendale is the worst blow that has yet
been administered to the government in
mi.

V

UJC'CICCUICU.

LUC

_•

_4-1,

mtojunuj

W*

candidate is about as large as
that of Lord Hartington at the last election. The Tories themselves are constrained to admit that their defeat is one
of great significance, and the Liberals
with good reason claim that it indicates
with almost absolute certainty a Liberal
triumph at the next general election.
Liberal

A

rumor

is

gaining considerable

cur-

rency that Mr. Cleveland is soon to formally withdraw from the Presidential
There may be nothing in it, but
race.
his friends for some reason seem to be
exceedingly lifeless. Hill is planning for
a February convention in New York in
order to capture the Empire delegation
for himself, and beyond a little protesting on the part of Mugwump newspapers
nothing seems to be doing to oppose it
The New York Times has got so thoroughly out of patience that it curtly tells
Mr. Cleveland’s friends that it is high
time to show fight if they have got any
in them.
Voters should bear in mind that after
this week there will be no opportunity to
get their names on the voting list until
within six days of the Spring election.
At that time there will probably be a
rush, and consequently there will be
much delay and very likely the time will
not suffice to put on the names of all
those who

mnv

armlv.

For

this

reason

that his relatives feel obliged to notify
the saloonkeepers that he is an irresponsible person then the saloon keeper is forbidden to sell him any more. Every facility is furnished the licensed rum-sliop
to make drunkards, but when they are
made then the law steps in to protect
them from the drink habit, by shutting
off the

anybody

If

supply.

can

conceive

absurd and illogical way of
diminishing drinking and drunkenness
than that, we wish he would mention it.
It is the fashion to sneer at prohibition
as an impracticable device to reduce
drinking and drunkenness by cutting off
of any

more

thesupplyof liquor; butthevery

men

who

do this do not .hesitate to advocate a plan
which relies upon cutting off the supply

much, only
that their plan does
just

as

difference,
begin to operate

with this
not

until the drinker has lost all

himself and is
at a

Keeley

a

fit

is made to reform

supply

of

subject

institute.

control of

for treatment

Then

attempt
him by cutting off' his
an

liquor.

despatches from Santiago are
true the insanity of a little republic of
scarcely 3,000,000 of people, with scanty
resources, and with hostile neighbors
only waiting for a favorable opportunity
If the

to pounce upon her and take revenge for
punishment inflicted upon them, going to

twenty-five or fifty feet in the
channel and thereby exploding all the
we
carefully planted torpedoes in which
trusted for protection.
The Whitehead torpedo is a cigar
shaped submarine boat, tlie forward end
containing the percussion fuse and explosive charge, the after end a propeller
and gas engine. Discharged from a tube,
the initial shock breaks a bottle of sulother
phuric acid. This combines with which
chemicals and generates a gas
soon acquires a tremendous pressure and
working the engine, drives the torpedo
at a furious pace against the enemy.
That is, if it is aimed straight and nothing causes it to swerve from its path.
The faults of the machine, as applied to
coast defence, is the short range at which
it must be used in order to do the work
witli precision.
The Lay torpedo is one that drags altor it an electric cable by which it is

steered by operators on shore. Tlie principle is good, but the Whitehead seems
to have met with more general favor.
Both these kinds can be guarded
against bv torpedo screens hung around
the ship" from the ends of spars and

booms,
explodes

The torpedo, striking a screen,
is
or is deflected, and the ship

untouched.
Another scheme

tor offensive protection is to rig all our tugs with torpedo
invader.
spars and turn them loose on tlie
The Boston Record had an interview the
other day with Lieut. Commander J. C.
Soley, the able and experienced commander of the Massachusetts Naval Battal-

ion, who advocated

some

with

complacency.
The question raised by the assault up"
ded with a
is
of
the
sailors
the
on
Baltimore, largely sufficient to close every available enIf our sailors went ashore,
one of fact.
trance? Is there a large stock of movagot drunk, and afterwards got into a ble torpedoes on band? Is there a detail
fight with the roughs of Valparaiso, and of skilled men especially drilled in handthe police did their best to suppress the
ling these destructive agents, and are
disturbance, as the Chilians assert, then
kept in practice with dummies so
they
the Chilian government ought not to be
that there will be no hitch when they
held responsible. If on the other hand
have to play torpedo in earnest?
the sailors of the Baltimore were assaultUndoubtedly all these arrangements
ed for the acts of their government, and
Charts are
have been made—on paper.
the police joined in that assault or made
on file showing, in blood-red ink, the
no serious effort to arrest it, then the
of every torpedo; dotted lines
If position
Chilian government is responsible.
show the proposed location of submarine
the matter is to be submitted to arbitramines. Here and there on the shore are
tion as the Chilians suggest, then this is
drawn geometrical figures showing the
the first and indeed about the only quesproposed stations of sending out Lay or
But the Presition to be determined.
Whitehead torpedoes.
£dent has distinctly and unequivocally
XUtll
X LICoC
'V1J
is
satisfied
declared that this government
harbors
which
aetual
the
about
How
that the assault was committed because
with
_

UJ
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of distances.
In our own case, mount a battery of
XII inch steel breech loading rifles about
five miles out on the
Cape Elizabeth

Then

shore.

subtract this

distance

from twelve
Prat’s guns.

miles the
range of the
In other words if the attacking ship comes close enough to reach
the city with her guns, she exposes herself to the fire of a twelve mile battery
working at the comparatively short range
of seven miles. If she prefers to at-

tempt silencing the battery first, we
have the advantage because we can ascertain her range exactly by means of
two plane table stations separated by a
long base line and connected with the
battery by telephone. But the ship has
only her own length for a base, and cannot determine her

distance with such

Forts situated as are Scammel, Preble
and Gorges were sufficient protection in
the good old days of “Long Nines and
Short Sixes.” Now they are subjects of
antiquarian research. We must follow
the tactics of modern war, throw our
skirmish line far forward and do most of
the fighting on that line.
Should the present entanglements result in war, it may be too late now to attend to this little matter of defence. And
if the Chilian cruiser pays us a visit we
must, as cheerfully as possible, pay her
what indemnity she will accept, and
then economize on kite shaped race tracks
and public monuments.
In any event, we should have some
such protection as suggested. Boston
All the coast cities
should have it.
should be provided with these powerful
outposts as far from the city as necessary and as near to the bombarding vessel
as possible. No expense should be spared
to make these batteries of the best, for
the expenditure of a few hundred thousands might perhaps save millions of

of that

wwvuuuu

alone,

and that the Chilian

police

of our
the foundation of
How we could subarbitration without
virtually acknowledging that the foundation of our present position is doubtful,
and consequently that our unconditional
demand for apology and reparation may
be unjust it is difficult to see. The nature
and amoimt of reparation might be submitted to arbitration, but it is hard to
see how the question of the nature of the
Valparaiso assault could be.
This is
aided it.
ultimatum to Chili,
our entire demand.
mit that question to

the

basis

The Argus agrees with the Press that
it is practically impossible to reform old
But that is about

topers by legislation.
the only class that license is calculated to
operate upon. Under existing license laws
the people to whom the saloon keeper

is forbidden to sell are drunkards and
He
who usually drink to excess.

men

sell to the man who never drank before or to the man who lias not fallen under complete control of the drinking habit. After a man has become a drunkard,
or has reached that degree of incapacity
can

than too much.
A

COUGH MEDICINE.
One ounce of thoroughwort, one ounce
of horehound, one ounce of flaxseed,

up.
What is

THE

HOME-

torpedo? Nothing but an
explosive charge in a water-tight case. If
the charge is of gunpowder, it does not
have so much of that shattering effect
that is particularly desirable in matters
of this kind. Nitro-Glycerine, Nitro-Gelatine, Gun Cotton and Dynamite have
that effect. Their fault is that they are
all extremely sensative to concussion,
and the explosion of a good sized torpedo
near by will cause them to explode
by
detonation.
Gunpowder detonates as
well, but would require much larger
charges of explosion to set it off.
Suppose wo fill our harbor with torpedoes. There being no heavy guns to keep
her off, an enemy’s cruiser will slowly
steam towards us while a skirmish line
of her launches, fitted with torpedo
booms, runs some distance ahead of her,

exploding detonating charges

under

wa-

licorice stick and

operty^in
PBK
CENT

In

cleaning

a

sewing machine

small screw-driver,

a

stick

you need
about the

lead-pencil, with a long, slender
point; a piece of cotton cloth and some
kerosene oil. In taking a machine apart,
says

a

writer in the Ladies’ Home Jour-

nal, do not go at it in a haphazard way,
removing a screw here and a pin there,
but commence at one side and work tow-

ard the other side, taking off everything
as you go that needs cleaning.
Have a
table at your side with plenty of room,
and as fast as the pieces are removed lay
then on the table as nearly as may bo in
the order they came off, the first pieces
on the further side.
Leave sufficient
space between the different parts and
groups of pieces so that they will be no
danger of getting them mixed, and be
careful not to lose any of
the small screw's, for they are frequently
of such a thread that you cannot easily

particularly
get

a

duplicate cut.

a

fi s.
sepa

or

call at office,

GARDINER,

Agent
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J.B. BROWN&SONS, Bankers,
Issue Letters of
the world. Buy

European Cities.

land.

PiiilriinfT

Teacher of the Violin
PUPIL OF EldBERG,

ST.,

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT
or

Thurston’s Piano House, 3
Street Block, Portland.
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favorable

on

corpora-

time

French

Corsets,

la

Slrene,
The C. B. a la Spirite,
The P. N.,
The No. 4 Hundred,
The C. P.

AND AN ODD
The C. P.

a

LOTJF

Cobsjsts,

in

LARGE SIZES.
Black, White,

Pink, Blue and Gold, will be

closed out

as lollows:

$1.50
$1.75
$2.00

$2.00 Quality“
$2.50
“
“
$3.00
These famous French Corsets are too
well known to need any comment, and
the above prices are simply to close out
what we have in stock.
The C. B. a la Spibite, a perfect copy
of the Popular French Corset that sells
for $2.50, will be closed out at only $1.00.
The P. N. will be closed at 75c.
The No. 4 Hundbed at 39c.
They
have been considered a Great Bargain at
at

50c.
An Odd Lot, in sizes from 27 to 30,
worth from $1.00 to $1.75, all to be closed
at the One Price, 50c.
Black Sateen Corsets, very
1 case
superior at the price, 50c.

J. R. LIBBY,
jan22
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Stephen R. Small,
President.

Marshall R. Goding,

General Fund Bonds.
DUE JULY 15, 1911.
INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY.
Principal and Interest payable in Gold Coin
the National Bank, New York City.
Beal value of Taxable Property.. $15,000,000

oITaxableProperty 6,126,000
Total Indebtedness (including this
145,000
issue).
The Village of West Duluth becomes part of
the City of Duluth January 1, 1894, by LegislaAssessed value

tive Act of 1801.
The law under which these bonds were issued
has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of
tlie State of Minnesota.
The Constitution of Minnesota limits the indebtedness of Villages to 2 1-2 per cent, of

assessed valuation.
We recommend these bonds for investment.

WOODBURY & MOULTON,
YANKEES,
Cor. middle and Exchange Sis.

jan5clti

Subject to Sale, We Offer:
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6’s, due
1896.
Portland Water Co. 6’s, due 1899.
Portland Water Co, 4’s, due 1927.
Biddeford and Saco Water Co. 1st 5’s,

H. M. PAYS9N & CO.,

trade,

fine retail

result,

and as the

W.

dec 17

AT

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

—

P. HASTINGS’.

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

lire

prices

ior mis

saie win ue

as 101-

lows, which is about 25 cents per yard
under price; 83 cents, $1.00, $1.15, $1.25,
$1.35, $1.50, $1.62, $1.75, $2.00, $2.25.
The numbers
most

popular

would mention

we

and

selling

as

the

freely

more

than any others, and extra value, are
those at $1.15, $1.25, $1.35, $1.50.
Samples sent to any address in Amer.
ica when requested.

J. R.

LIBBY,

,aCpngressSt., Portland.^

PIANOS.

BONDS.

FITTINGS, VALVES, We Offer, Subject to
HANGERS,
SHAFTING,
Sale,
PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTING, LACE

GENERAL MACHINE WORK PROMPLY
DONE.

ORDERS SOLICITED.

CHASE & SON &C0.
57 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.

Maine Central Railroad

Portland Me.

Company.

A di vidend of
per share has
been declared, payable Fob. 15, 1892,
to Stockholders of record Feb. 1,1892.
GEORGE W. YORK,
Treasurer.

jan21__d2w

City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.

of Portland 6’s due 1907.
City of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. 5’s due
1906.
St. Croix E. I* & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
^
x
Kansas City, Kansas. Wratcr Co. First
Mort. 6’s due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort 5’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
6’s due 1908.

SWAN &BARRE1T,
baikems,

MILLS,
Plano T'O-zo-er.

Order Slate at Chandler’s Music Store 431
teb5eodtt
Congress Street*

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
dtf
dec2a

Tickets, including Reserved Seats, SO Cents.
fan22dlw
Now on sale at Stockbridge’s.

HALL.

CITY

Wednesday Evening, Feb. 3rd.
(IN THE POPULAR COURSE.)
Thursday Evening, Feb. 7th,
(EXTRA.)
Two Performances of the

DURELL

LILLIAN

Company,

Opera
35 Artists,

Orchestra of Ten

Selected Chorus,

MTTSICIAlSrS.
and the following Principals in Ambrose
Thomas’s Charming Grand Opera
in English,

MICNON.
Miss ^Lillian Durell, Prima Donna; Dr.
G. Rob Clark (of tlie Ruggles) Basso; Mr.
J. C. Bartlett, Tenor, Miss Lauella Wagner,
Soprano; Miss Mary Bosley, Contralto; Mr.
\V. Jtl. JLAOUU,

l»ir.

uaiiumc,

illCA

Jiiusuc,

Baritone; Mr. Beon Keacli, Director.

Special Scenery, Elegant Costumes, Superb

Company, Beautiful Music.

Admission
Reserved Seats 50 and 75 cts.
35 cts. On sale at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
Half fare on M. 0. R. B., G. T. Ry. and P. &
Late
R. R. R. to all holding “Opera” tickets.
trains on all above. Librettos on sale.

1an26dlw

CAN AUGHT
more
pleasing,
appropriate, more greatly desired by WIFE or DAUGHTER than a
really good

Be more beautiful,
more

P
MIGHT CAN.
THURSTON’S

I.

Sons Co.

SteinertJ

PIANO HOUSE
Supplies

STEINWAY,
WEBER,

HARDMAN,

Come and

or

see

send for Cata-

TUNING TO ORDER.

Wo have just received a large and varied
Stock of Upright and Grand Uianos for the
Holiday trade.
All ol our instruments are carefully selected
an

perfection.

logue.

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

by

these in

ALSO ORGANS

CABLER,

S.

THURSTON,

3 F'ree St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
cltf
dec24
Open evenings until Jail. 1st.

expert.

TUNING, REPAIRING AND POLISHING.

540 CONGRESS ST.
MCGOITIJUH.IC,

add to our laundry business
are
a stock of Chinese and Japanese Fancy
line of tea. All goods
choice
also
a
Goods, and
are imported direct from China, and are of the
finest quality.
We snail be open for business Monday, December 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowabout to

WE

est

Rooms $1.00 per Day and Upwards
Appointments and Cuisine unexcelled,

and

sient guests. Located in the commercial centra
of the city and provided with large sample
rooms for travelling men.
KEELElt A

flopsi-.

I'OCOCR,

1m

;an4

prices.
Please Call and See ITs.

WONG &
dec21

LEE,

PROPRIETORS.
d3m

A. R. & E. A.

Estate

Real

$50,*$®©
in

BOSTON, MASS.
Under new Management. Doth Amer’n ?: Europ’nPians

Myrtle Street, Near City Hall.

5

AMERICAN HOUSE

eodtf

MIKADO LAUNDRY.

dtf

dtf

BOILSTEAM ENGINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE

Hall,
FRIDAY EYENING, JANUARY 29th.

a

T. O.
dec2

our

jW25

ROSSINI CLUB CONCERT,

have

Black Silk Warp Henrietta
which is guaranteed to be superior to
No other Henrietta
any in the world.
will prove so satisfactory or useful to
the wearer.
Some ladies have had them
cleansed and made over for the third
time without any apparent change in
color or lustre.
We make these special sales, under
price, in order to introduce them very
extensively, knowing full well that every
sale we make will bring us continued
patronage and a very favorable recommendation of the goods to their friends.

produced

-iX,3E3C33-

—

ASSEMBLY
THURSDAY EVENING.
j-miOdtf

HENNING,

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.

cents.

WALTZING CLASS
MONDAY EVENING.

These goods are manufactured expressly for Arnold, Constable & Co., who
have been working for years, testing
materials, color and finish, in order to
obtain the best goods possible for their

1905,

Knox County 6’s, due 1894.
Eastport, Maine, Water Co. First
Mortgage 5’s. due 1918.
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Water Co.
First Mortgage t»;s, due 1901.
Mt. Vernon, Ind., Water Co. First
Mortgage 6’s, due 1906,
Jamestown, N. Y., Water Co. 6’s, due
1908.
Arhansaw Water Co., of Little Rock,
Ark., 6’s, due 1909.
Johnstown, Pa., Passenger Railway
Co. First Mortgage 6’s, due 1910.

in

15, 25, 35 and 50

jan25dtf

VIOLINIST,

Prices.

Reduced

At

SIX PER CERT.

Deposits

Prices

Kotzsclimar

dtf

Village of M Bu!i, linn., Henriettas

or Plain at

Or the Flowers of fits Forest.

Iss Leonora Von Stall,

BLACK SILK WARP

Cashier.

febl4

;

vi

the Famous

Jan9dtf32 Exchange Street.

PIANOS

^

__

rwi

v

BANKERS,

CLASS

FIRST

or

TTyHr
vw 111

at

The Celebrated

C0~

janG_

a

deposits.

d6m

Sale

on

interest allowed

Free

J. R. LIBBY’S
Corset

tions received

firms and
terms.

<0 3T 3M T 3E3C X

2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

Furnish information respecting bonds.

1

September 1st,

dtf

LONDON.

Execute commission orders for investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market.

individuals,

January 29th and 30th,

SECURITIES.

Supply selected investment bonds for cash
in exchange for marketable securities.

Accounts of

DIRECTORY!

CITY

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, SATURDAY MATINEE,

Cheque Bank, ‘Ld,’

FAHNESTOCK &

3@24.

Pnpfc.

W.TWTOT*'

will receive pupils

the

ME.,

incorporated

dec30eodlm

MISS E.

Credit, available in all parts of
and sell Exchange on principal

nov24

wa

KHfat

Street, Portland,

INVESTMENT

Agents of

Will receive pupils in Crayon Portraiture; also
in Academic Drawing from cast and from life.
QA

THE

Prices 25, 50 and 75 cents.

eodsm

educational.

Me.

IN

considerable surplus above

218 Middle

P

Comedians

Russell’s

j

—

X^C»n.TXj.A.3>TX3,

THURSDAY,

ROOM 409, EXCHANGE BUILDING, STATE ST., BOSTON, The Play That Has Made All America Laugh.
for Portland and vicinity, 185 Middle St., Portland.

-OF-

a

$10, 00 Oreceive

or

PER ANNUM, BY COUPONS ATTACHEDTO
STOCK COLLECTIBLE AT ANY NATIONAL
BANK IN THE COUNTRY.

Write for Circular,

entirely extracted then strain carefully
and add one pint of best molasses and
Simmer
half a pound of white sugar.
all together until the thickness of syrup;
add the juice of two lemons and bottle
tight. Take a tablespoonful at a time.

F
las

Investors of $100

part>owner of sucli property.

Leasee and Manager

January 27 & 28,

invested only in centrally located Business

are

Offcebs
President, E, B. PHILLIPS, late President Eastern and Fitchburg Railroads;
WM, APPLETON BUST, Treasurer, Director Blackstone National Bank; Hon. J. Q- A.
BRACKETT Counsel.

slippery elm. Simmer all together
in a quart of water until the strength is

A

j

WEDNESDAY &

The rentals of Company’s property are earning a
this amount.

one ounce

THE SEWING MACHINE.

a

ls

——

of

ini a

Management.

and Conservative

Honest

THEATRE.

PORTLAND
G. E. LOTHKOP,

UNITED STATES REALTY CD

Home Company, under Boston management,

LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c. City

size of a

a

of

one ounce

Safe Investments?

cire

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL._

THE FUNDS OF THE

dollars.

Backed by heavy guns, torpedoes are a
Starting
nothing,
good defence—if you’ve got ’em. But
can this elaborate system of defense be
heavy guns in Washington and torpedoes
put in complete working order in the ten at Newport can hardly bo considered an
effective defence for Portland harbor.
or fifteen days that separate us from the
John G. Beery.
Chilian cruiser “Captain Pratt” for in-

stance?
If it can, perhaps we are safe; and in
the unlikely event of war being deelared
with Chili, we may go to sleep with no
other fear than that the baby will wake

What

surface subject to friction
polished
bright, begin on the pieces taken oft, reversing tlie order, starting on that which
was removed
last, and as soon as a piece
is cleaned put it back in its place. In a
few minutes you will have everything
back again; oil carefully, using too little

precision.

they represent?

UVUU*

J

Those affording Absolute Security of Principal and

it

mo

Is every coast city proviset of stationary torpedoes

uaucu

magic in removing the narnenea
oil and dirt, and the sharpened stick
will be very serviceable in reaching
In oiling
every little crevice and corner.
the machine use none but the best oil;
but it is a good idea to occasionally use a
little kerosene, as
will tend to keep it
free from gum. When the body of the
machine is cleaned every bearing and

militia,”
night at-

at last

every voter who possibly can should get How would Portland meet tne Chilian Iron
his name on this week. It must be reClad?—Would we Have to Pay Liberally
membered that the fact that a citizen’s
for Indemnity—Effectiveness of Torpename was on the old list, or the fact that
does much overestimated—Some Big
he is well known, or even the fact that
Guns needed on the Cape Elizabeth
he has voted in this city for twenty or
Shore*
forty years past will not avail anything
His name must be on To the Editor of the Press:
on election day.
For some years past, the attention of
the list which is now being prepared and
the only way he can get it there is to ap- the country has frequently been called to
the registration the unprotected condition of our coast
pear in person before
Each time that the question
board. The board has done all in their cities.
citizen leans back
power to accommodate the public and comes up, the patriotic
If in his easy chair and says, “We’ll fix’em
make the work of registering easy.
Then he turns to
the name of any citizen does not appear with torpedoes.”
another page of his newspaper.
on the list it will not be the board’s fault
Let us see what cause he has for this
but of the voter himself.

UJ.

act like

such plan.

Last summer the “web-footed

in small torpedo boats, made a
a great nation of 60,000,000 has
tack on the White Squadron at anchor in
clearly dawned upon the Chilian Boston harbor. Whenever a search light
government. It has all along been ex- struck a boat, and the blank cartridge of
ceedingly difficult to believe that the in- a Hotchkiss gun crunched its timbers, it
in spite of
telligent men who compose that govern- was to consider itself sunk.
the terrific cannonade, the Massachusetts
ment would risk a war, though some of
Naval Battalion was successful, and the
their performances were well calculated Grave coast, ueienuers were aujuugcu
to provoke one. The great danger has vietoi’s by a board of arbitration, espebeen that the people, who are a hot- cially appointed for that purpose.
of many officers and
Yet the
headed set, and whose estimation of their men of thetestimony
squadron goes to show that
own military strength and prowess has
Captain Jack didn’t play fair; that variheen orentlv inflated bv their conauest of ous boats, legally sunk, frequently refrom behind some neighboring
Peru and their overthrow of Balmaceda, appeared
vessel and rushed full tilt on a warship.
of
intentions
the
pacific
might overrule
The great feat of the evening, however,
the government and insist on a fight. was that accomplished by the gallant and
There are some signs that the attitude of impetuous captain himself, who dashed
a perfect storm of gun wads and
the populace has been to some extent through
electric lights and placing a terrible torthat
and
to
the
government,
embarrassing
pedo under the admiral’s quarters on the
the latter has been trying to invent some Newark, forced that ship to an ignominidevice by which they might satisfy our ous surrender.
The result might possibly be different
government without at the same time stir- in a torpedo boat attack oh a vessel with
ring up their own people to a dangerous plenty of sea room, wandering about at a
pitch. The demand for the recall of 20-knot clip, and casually dropping an
eight or ten hundred pound shell into
Egan was, we are inclined to think, a de- Boston
each minute.
vice of this kind. Probably for no other
It is a condition of affairs like the
reason than that he was the representapresent one that calls our attention to
the matter of coast defense.
Of course,
tive of this government and the medium
we cannot believe that Chili, holding the
through which onr demands have been small hand that she does,
will be foolish
made known to Chili and the Chilians enough to call the United States.
She
Mi-. Egan has become exceedingly dis- seems to be bluffing now in hopes that
tasteful to the populace of Santiago and she may be able to divide the stake and
come out even with the
game. (The good
Valparaiso. His recall therefore would readers of the Pkess will,
I hope, overon
a
concession
to
be
them
to
big
look the ungodly simile.)
appear
But suppose,
no
and
for instance, that she persists in her nethe part of the United States,
farious
How
are
we
situated?
purpose.
doubt they would hail it, and especially
Chili has but one vessel that can be
the
demand
about
were
if it
by
brought
sent against us, the Captain Prat, whose
of Chili, as a great triumph. A satisfac- guns for bombarding a city have a probable effective range of between 10 and 12
tion of our demand after that would probmiles. She could not touch New York,
ably make little impression upon them.
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington or
It would not be surprising if the govern- New
Orleans; but lying off in the open
ment had this idea in mind when they
sea, she has at her mercy Portland, Bosdemanded his recall, and that the de- ton, Newport, New London, Charleston,
mand was really a device to let them- S. C., and Mobile.
At most, if not all of these ports, there
selves down more easily and with less are
points of land jutting out some
danger of incurring the hostility of the miles into the sea. Let the government
fortifv these points.
Let them mount
people at home.
there as good guns as there are in the
world, (we make them in this country),
IF THE CAPT- PRATT SHOULDCOME. and then the protection of the city is
more or less a question of subtraction
war

FINANCIAL^

ter every

large

DOTEN,

and Loans.
t©

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build can be accommodated.

or

COMEM3CIAL
Koorns 3 and
NO.

fj ©sssi

98

PAPER.

SKA sox a mi:

Timber, Plank and Flooring- Boards.
Largest Assortment and Lowest Prices

DEERING, WINSLOW

&

CO.,

PORTLAND, ME, HEAD BROWNS WHARF

cuutf

JVrS.
\Wn.

*»i 1

: ■*

coi; kvkkyi:.-»:jv

and $4.00 fV.-inr

Men's $11.00.,

Ytiim

ST K BET.

southerFpine

Overshoes

Xurrmr, Siim
MFX'S Ill’ll Cat
.1' .• far
ic .il!.MI X S VjiX.ii «-ui Over.-nsovs
FarnuTs : .!•! AI
r;-;i.
-Jabir.
Keep vmir F«vt *
',\ i:C>livS'
: \l
Cml.DKF.Ws.
Dress Uii;h Cut Oversli«»e:s.

4, Jose Building,

EXCHANGE

jnleodlv

Jaulo

Stylish
For your Lowy,

u\:s

Examine ISI!Off.i’:i $8.08 Shoes,
BROWN’S 88,00 Shoe* vs. all
You piece examine au-.l

$8.00 iSiiocs.
report.

branohTb
Round the Corner,
BNIOX
decdl

STATION.

”

^w

461 Cssa;.-:1

Srigu

of Go d

..out.

~.utf

/

\

SUPERIOR COURT.

Judge Bonner's Net of Justice Caught
Apothecary Yesterday.

an

In the

Superior Court yesterday morning, Sabina F. Cady, her brother Mark J,
Sullivan, and James H. Barry, were put
on trial before the second jury, charged
with keeping a liquor nuisance at No. 29
York street. The officers testified to evidence of traffic in the ardent that they
had seen about the premises, and at one
time they discovered a trap, worked by
a concealed spring, in the corner of the
parlor floor, in which they found twentysix bottles, containing in all about twenty-two quarts of whiskey. They testified
that the three defendants were always
seen about the premises.
Mrs. Cady and
Sullivan own the house
Neither of the respondents testified.
Mr. Looney, who appeared for Mrs. Cady
called her to the stand, and stated that
he wanted to offer her as a witness for
herself but wanted the county attorney
to say that he would not cross-examine
her as to what she might know about the
other two respondents. Assistant County Attorney True said he could not prom-

acquitting respondents,

ise to assist in

and if she took the stand she must face
the music and answer all lawful questions. Judge Bonney said if a respondent takes the witness stand he must do it
like any witness. He cannot offer himself with reservations and limitations but
must answer all questions that are proper and legally admissible.
Mr. Looney
then withdrew his client from the stand
ana went on witn ms

argument

witnout

putting in any testimony. Tlie verdict
Assistant
was guilty against all three.
County Attorney True tried the case for
the' state. Mr. Looney for Mrs. Cady
andD. A. Meaher for Sullivan and Barry.
John H.

Hammond Convicted.

proprietor

of a

drug

store at the cor-

of Free and Center streets.

ner

A.

D.

Meaher appeared as his counsel and Mr.
True for the state. The officers found
live gallons of whiskey in the cellar and
The state showed
a bottle up stairs.
two sales of whiskey during the time
covered by the indictment.
The defendant said the whiskey was
for compounding prescriptions and denied the sales. Verdict guilty.
John J. Roach’s Turn.

John J. Roach, whom the
grand jury say in their indictment kept
a liquor nuisance at No. 16 Briggs street.
Young Roach—for he is apporently not
over 18 years old—lives with his father
and mother at this place. The officers
have found three empty bottles smelling
of whiskey, a ten gallon cask in the cellar dripping with whiskey, and a quart
an outbuildbottle of whiskey in
ing. Young Roach was always around
there and the government showed one
sale by him. Roach put in no testimony,
Next

came

i

tax counsel

\

the

relying

government’s

ou

case.

xne

weakness

ox

Verdict guilty.

Collector’s Decision Sustained.

The board of United States general appraisers have rendered several decisions
on protests of importers against the duties assessed by collectors at the various
ports. One of these relates ,to Portland
as

follows:
H. P. Farnham & Co.

vs.

Collector at

was

Me.

dutiable at 60 per cent

under

para-

graph 106, and the remainder under paragraph 122 at 45 per cent. The collector’s

decision

was

affirmed.
A

Will Case.

An interesting case, it is reported will
soon come before the Probate Court from
Gray. The story goes that David Libby
of that town made a will leaving nearly
all his property to the Gray Congregational Society. Afterwards Mrs. Libby
died and then Mr. Libby, but after his
death this will could not be found, and
the man who was known to have drawn
it is dead. The lawyers for the society
say that it takes as sane a man to destroy
a will as to make it, and if they can prove
that he was of sound mind when he made

the will and not sane when he destroyed
it, then they think they have a good case.
Mr.

Libby’s

brother is his heir-in-law and

doesn’t think they shall lose the money.

•ippeared

in solos that displayed the perof their art to a high degree.

fection

Both

Tn tlin oftnrrmtui it

uroc

were

uy
the air of

iis uie noise maue

uie,

speeuuy.
the fans engaged

in

changing

the building. Last evening it interfered
with the music materially, at least to
three listeners who sat under the gallery.
Whether it was as noticeable in the middle or front seats we cannot say.
City Directory.
humorous production
seen in this city for the first time
this evening, at the Portland Theatre,
and, judging by the furor it has created
This
will be

thick that the air seemed to be full of

snow.

The steamer Cumberland came in

and remained at her wharf waiting for the
abatement of the storm. The purser reported very thick weather outside. The
snow was very light and drifted easily.
The trains were but slightly delayed by
the storm. The horse cars had four
At 10 p. m. it was overcast
horses on.
in Boston and blowing heavily. The
Boston boat was in port here waiting
chance to clear for the Hub.
The

Annual Dinner

of

the

a

Cumberland

Bar.

The annual dinner of the Cumberland

Bar Association will take place this evening at the Falmouth Hotel. There will be
abusiness meeting at 6 o’clock, to be followed by the banquet at 7 o’clock. These
dinners are informal, with no toastmaster and no set speeches.
The members
The comdine and enjoy a social time.
mittee who arrange the dinner are Messrs.
J. B. Beed, H, M. Davis and J. H. Hill.

vessel.

with distinction
through the war and remained in the Marine Corps after the war ended.
About

famous

JJt/ JO

ui/U

uutv

> T ctOJJ

juum*

ington officials firmly convinced that war
is inevitable, and says he thinks we shall

find a war on our hands

in short order
He is going to
hurry up work on the three ships building at his yard. The gunboat Machias
will be ready for service by July 1, and
gunboat No. 6 three weeks later. The
Ammen harbor defence ram will be ready
for launching by July 1.

unless Chili apologizes.

MAINE

TOWNS.

.Tan.
°*In"Gardiner,Ware.

Miss Mabel E.
t,. wr^ui-

21, Charles

E. Heath

and

T
T
TT
.fun. *10. Edw.
T,.
Hp.rsom
of
Miss Hattie M. Ballard of West

cl in a v

Oakland and

S'lne&ebron,

Dexter S. White of Lisbon and
Miss Emma E. Billings of Oxford.

of

Gathered

Interest

pondents

stitute one of the red letter events of the

by Corres-

of the Press.

New Gloucester,

A company of amateurs, under the

the

club to

amuse

The efforts of
and delight will be

heightened by

the violin

playing

of Miss

Yon Stoscli, who comes to us
The
strong endorsement.
New York Telegram says:
The favorable impression made by the
Leonora
with

such

,’oung violinist. Miss Leonora Yon Stosch
it her debut a few weeks ago, was deepmod last nieht. She nlaved Vieuxtemn’s
‘Boliemienne” in a manner which displayed her admirable bowing and the
'aultless purity of her tones, and in reiponse to an encore gave two movements
iom Handel’s first violin sonata with
: rreat justness to the thoughtful dignity
>f the composition.

Tickets

can

be secured at Stockbridge’s

Lillian Durell

Opera Company.

opera of “Mignon” will be presented by the Lillian Durell Opera Com-

doubtful.

seems

recovery

Mrs.

In this city, Jan. 20, Erasmus II. Stone, formerly of Worcester, Mass., aged 66 years.
mineral service Wednesday forenoon at 10.30
o’clock at the Gospel Mission. Burial at Wor-

t6lnthiscity,

Jan. 26, David B. Kicker, aged

63

years.
rNotice of funeral hereafter.
In this city, Jan. 26, Mrs. Catharine C. E. Galvin, aged 37 years 6 months.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.
In South Windham, Jan. 18, William Stevens,
aged 66 years 2 months 25 days.
In Kennebunkport, Jan. 21, of la grippepneumonia, Milo Ilulf, aged 69 years; 23d,
These worthy
Amasa Huff, aged 71 years.
bachelor brothers were buried from their residence the same day.
In West Buxton, Jan. Id, Almira, wife of B. F.
Palmer, aged 80 years.
Ill Buxton, Jan. 14, Georgia, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ered Berry, aged 6 years.
In Batli, Jan. 25, Annie Tollman, eldest
daughter of Elizabeth T. and the late Thomas
Simpson, aged 42 years.
In Bath, Jan. 24, Wm. K, Everard, aged 63
years 10 months.

Ezra

Field, an aged lady at Meadow Brook,
died suddenly last week.
C. P. Chambers of Minneapolis is making a brief visit at his father’s in this
place.

hundred new hooks have hecn
added to our town library this winter.
One

OThe following
Atlantic R. A. Chapter:

P.—D. E. Manson.
iv.—0. C. Lane.
Scribe—Andrew Carrie.
Treas.—T. E. Libby.
K See.—W. S. Carver,
i C. H.—F. A. Grindle.
P. S.—F. H. Webster.
E. A. C—F. E. Littlefield.
M. 3d V.—Wm. Grant.
M. 2d V.—F. S. Hamilton.
M. 1st V.—E. K. Eoberts.
H.

Auctioneers.

G0m_

Film, Pieties,

MM

k, k
Wednesday, January 27. at 10 a. in., at .;.io
Brackett street, the furniture, consisting of general household furniture, chamber sets, table,
chairs, carpets, pillar extension table, pictures,
china, crockery and glass ware, 1 new cooking
range, refrigerator, kitcheii utensils, &c., &c.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O BAILEY.
marl!

Windham.

course

Paderewski.

great desire on the part
people to hear Paderewski, the great pianist, whose genius has
been triumphantly exhibited at the great
concerts in Europe and this country.
Portland people are to have the opportupity of hearing this great artist in the
There is

of

a

ill our musical

irst flush of his successful career, on
he 29th of February and March 1st. To
make their chances of hearing him se;ure, they should get tickets at Stock-

bridge’s

now.
Notes.

Ceorge C. Staley, in “A Royal Pass,”
vill be seen at Portland Theatre next
week.

“Cynthia, or the Flowers of the For;st,” will be given by the Helen Marr
company at Portland Theatre, on Friday
mil Saturday.
Mile. Akerstrom, who has been makhg a great hit in Bangor, will be at Portancl Theatre in a few days.

Today the State Dairy convention, in
winter meeting
Breeders, begins

:onnection with the

he Maine Jersey
at Auburn,

of
its

programme ot
lie dairy convention today will be as
l lie

follows:

Separator and milk tester at work.
Introductory exercises. ‘'Profits of the Dairy
Business.” Paper by C. V. Knight of the Turu(.'autre creamery. Discussion to follow.
“The Business Side of the Creamery,” by
don. E. It. French, Chestervilie.
Subject couiinued by '-ion. W. I). Hoerd of Wisconsin.
"Properties of Milk,” by Prof. James Chees:r

man.

"Variations in Milk and its Products,” by
Jrof. W. W. Cook, secretary of the Vermont
Board of Agriculture.
Tomorrow
this
will be the
pro-

gramme:
“Chemistry

of the Churn,” by Prof. Walter
Saientine, State College.
Lecture by ex-Gov. W. D. Hoard of Wisconin. Subject: “A talk with the man who proluces the milk.”
“Home-grown products for the dairy cow” by
5rof I. 0. Winslow, St.
Albans Creamery.
“How I grow my corn and what X do with it,”
1 iy Thomas Daggett, Foxcroft.

The Maine Breeders’ programme will
>e as follows:
I'resident’s address, by C. F. Cobb of South

fassalboro.
“Why I Breed Jerseys,” by S. M. King of
outh Paris.
Address by the Secretary of the Board of Ag1 iculture, Z. A. Gilbert.
Reminiscences of the early A. J. C. C. Jerseys
< f Maine, Geo. Blanchard, Cumberland,

Guard—F. P. Mayo.
Sentinal—W. P. Sposedo.
Past Die.—T. S. Nason.
Windham Lodge is in

C.

W.ALLEN.
dtf

a

Prof. F. W.

Gowen, Deputy G. C. T.
of Maine, lectured in the Congregational
church at this place Sunday evening on
“Good Templars and Prohibition.” It
of the ablest

upon the
delivered at

lectures

subject mentioned, ever
this place.
Prof. Gowen also spoke at South Freeport on Saturday evening Jan. 23 in the
ai.

n_3
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that i^lace.
Why She Couldn’t Buy.
“While I was doing some shopping,”

says a man, “I encountered the

typical
shopper. She was with another
woman and they reached a counter
where some charming little teakwood
cabinets were displayed.
‘There!’ exclaimed the type enthusiastically, ‘the very thing of all others
for Mrs. 0. Only last week she was
admiring a little one of mine and wishing for its fellow for her dressing table.’
woman

‘How fortunate!’ exclaimed her comT should get it directly, and it
will be off your mind.’
“The other hesitated, looked at the
price and commented: ‘They’re not at
all dear, and they’re certainly very' pretty and 1 know she wants one. but,’ putting the cabinet back, ‘1 feel as if 1
hadn’t looked quite enough—you know
1 had planned to give up the rest of the
afternoon to Mrs. C.'s present.’”—New
York Times.

panion.

or

fold,

of

out

otherwise deto

be

closed out this week

at

faced and these

are

half the marked prices.
They are among the
best goods of the department, they’re cut from
fine
and

beautifully trimmed and
are worth quite as much
as they ever were except
the
for
imperfections
mentioned.

sizes

The

from the smallest

infants)

three

to

size, they’ve

been

(for

years
from

$Coo to $6.00—beginning today you can buy

-OF-

Cotton Underwear.

BRUSSELS,

KING & CO. and

manufactured by

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS,

VELVETS,
KIDDERMINSTERS,

Very superior workmanship, styles,

and the finest materials,

WOOLS AND COTTON AND WOOLS

irAlin

All

our

48c and

papers
selling
week only at 28c and
to match

The

package.

60c

this
en-

at 8c

a

offering

Crane’s, Whiting’s and Hurd’s in laid,

includes

antique
r

1

and

parchment

in*
an
cinu
aiz-ca

in

each.

NEW TARIFFS

Lot 2.

The best ranges made that are
actually to foe sold at $6 to 810
below regular prices. What for!
Because
No wonder you ask.

door with elegant Chamber Sets and we really can’t

Commissioners’ Notice.

1.25

corded
yoke,
liamburg neck and sleeve,

1.25

5, 36 tucks, four rows insertion, liamburg neck and cuffs,

1.50

Cluster

Plaited front and back,
broad liamburg collar and
Andover and tuck yoke,
neck, uaimmrg sieeves,

I.QU

Lot S. Low neck, hamburg and
cluster tuck yoke, hamburg
and tuck sleeve,

1.75

Lot 7.

a range
If you don’t want
treat yourself to a new Chamber
Set. We’ll make the price low
enough to make you proud of
vntir aiirehase.
Naturally this announcement

low

Lot 9.

large number of

and
plaited
insertion and hamburg

Hamburg

yoke,
sleeve,

will get the
The
cream, but every purchaser this
week will go home with this idea

1.75

Very fine hamburg yoke,
double hamburg sleeves,

Lot 10,

1.75

Lot 11. 36 tucks. 4 rows insertion, broad hamburg neck and

sleeves, Lonsdale cambric,

Yon Don’t Want to Miss tlie

1.75

Lot 12.
Very elaborate insertion and feather stitch front,

Sale at Atkinson’s tills Week

plaited black, hamburg ruffle,
2.00
liamburg and tuck sleeve,
Lot 13. 36 tucks, 4
tine insertion, yoke,

rows

very

neck and
sleeves elaborately trimmed
with fine hamburg, plaited

THE

black,

2.25

Lot 14. Very fine allover yoke,
neck and yoke elaboratelv
trimmed with hamburg, all
over and hamburg cuffs,
3.00

Atkinson House
HEADQUARTERS

1.50

cuffs,

big bargain while yon

can.

people

rsiHE undersigned having been appointed by
X the Hon. Judge of Probate for the County
of Cumberland, on the nineteenth day of January, A. D. 1892, commissioners to receive and
examine the claims of creditors against the
estate of Hannah E. Whittier, late of Windham,
in said county, deceased, represented insolvent,
hereby give notice that six months from the
date of said appointment are allowed to said
creditors in which to present and prove their
claims, and that said commissioners will be in
session at the following place and times for the
purpose of receiving the same, viz:—at the office
of Carroll W. Morrill, 80 Exchange street, Portland. Me., on the first Monday of March, April
and May, A. D. 1892, at two o’clock in the after-

1.00

liamburg neck
and sleeves, with yoke,
24 tucks,

Lot. 6.

have them there.

will bring

tucks, liamburg neck

Lot

same

a

32

Lot 4.

are

Take

with

and sleeves,
Lot 3.

in our way and are a
little rusty. We had to move in
a hurry, the ranges stood out in
a sleet storm for a few hours.
They are plied up now on tine

they

Night Robe

tucks, 2 rows insertion,ham$1.00
burg neck and sleeves,
12

a
to our store.
first to come

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

Ladies’

Lot 1.

been

are

velopes

made of Londsdale Cambric and Fruit of
Loom Cotton, very tine Embroidery,
hand made button holes and pearl buttons.

THERE’S

120 QUAKERS
AID

opportunity to
•get good high class Stationery at a fraction of its
offered here before.

per cent.

|-3

an

never

combined in

Odd Lots of Cotton Underwear of all
that are what you would call off kinds at about cost of material.
patterns,
they don’t sell as
We give below a brief description of a
quickly as others, but the qual- few numbers, but we cannot do justice
ityW tfis all there.
to
the goods in this advertisement, or
a!1
imolc
O I’O
a satisfactory idea of the bargains
give
getting a little threadbare, you we propose to offer.
We solicit an excan’t do better than buy notv.
amination of the goods at your earliest
would
we
offer
The whole lot
convenience, as the most attractive lots
not cover more than seventy- will be closed out
rapidly.
five or eighty rooms.
Are you interested, if so the
the
better
come
sooner you
choice you will have.

AID THAT’S MOT ALL.

real value has

are

production of these goods.
High cost Kigkt Robes with low
shoulders at a discount of 25 to 33

the

them for half.

Such

—

retail for wholesale prices, buy
them. You can do so now.
We don't
mean to say that
every carpet in our store is selling at these big reductions, but
we have rolls and parts of rolls
of good

nainsooks, muslins
lawns, well made and

GOR. PEARL & MIDDLE STS.,

J.

Me.

Hraneh.es.—AUBURN,

r.

BAN-

BATH, BID DE-FORD. GARDINER,
NORWAY, OLDTOWN,ROCKLAND AND
WATERVIIAE.

Tjbby,

GOR.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

RAYMOND.

Freeport.

i-

soiled,

wrinkled

FOR

TI-IFtES 33Ja.'STJS

to blush and retire, but mamma
like a sensible woman decided
that it was time for a new carpet.
When you can buy Carpets at

Portland,

prosperous

Clerk—H. J. Lane.
Treasurer—Mrs. Nellie A. Browne.
Trustees—E. C. Hall, 0. P. Jordan, L. N- Jordan.
Willie Adams, who is clerking in
Gilead, spent last Sabbath here with
his mother.
Mi’s. Rosannah Jordan is quite ill with
a heart trouble.
Riverside Grange will give an oyster
supper and entertainment at the dwelling house of Charles Cole, Friday evening Feb. 5th.

_r

Baby

or more

which have be-

Dresses
come

out

Dated the twenty-sixth day of January. A. D.
CAKKOLL W. MOEftILL,
jan27dlaw3wW JAMES H. TOLMAN.

Mr. S. A. ESTES

I3NT

Is one of Waterville’s most Popular

GREAT VARIETY.

Shoe Dealers.
Testifies

:

—

otf

jan2G

and

Dyspepsia Syrup,

best medicine
for Biliousness, Indigestion, Constipation and Stomach trouble that I ever tried
I

think

it

is

LORING, SHORT k MARION,
dec26

eodtf

twelve years

October 1,1891, we give every
our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $6.00, and guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Head guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Because it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
or Morphia.
It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
On and after

selling

trade-mark,

the Beaver.

THE GEODES DYSPEPSIA CURE CQR1PANY,
WATERVnUSi

MAINE.

XXS&W

city of Portland,
adjudged to lie an Insolvent Debtor Corporation, oii petition of said Debtor Corporation,
which petition was hied on the 20th day of
A. D., 1892, to which date interest on
January,
claims ts to be computed. That the payment of
any debts to or by said Debtor Corporation, and
the transfer and delivery of any property by it

Books,
imofoldsoms'we useFto

m
(over

Choice Sacred Solos for High Voices.
{soprano

icnor.)

ana

No book of sacred solos has ever before been
published of so line a character at so moderate
a price; 39 solos.

CHOICE SACRED SOLOS Fovro£r
evin'ivvv

u u«

«j

rjsmutu a

««—-.

—-:-,
new and only

Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY 011NERVOUS

and

ERRORS of
PHYSICAL DEBILITY,
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE, and all DISEASES
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 300page3, cloth,
Only $1.00
gilt; 125 invaluable prescriptions.
by mail, double scaled. Descriptive Prospectus with endorsements ffHHWS
SEND
cf the Press and voluntary
g*!" j* Sft.W
hUlV,
testimonials of the cured- ■
rf*
Consultation in person or by mail. Expert treat*
and
CERSECRECY
ment. INVIOLABLE
TAIN CURE. Address Dr. W. H. Parker, or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulhnch St.,
Boston, Mass.
The Peabody Medical Institute has many imltaters, but no equal. Herald.
The Science of Life, or Self-Preservation, Is a
treasure more valuable than gold. Read it now,
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and learn to
be STRONG .—Medical Hevievo. (Copyrighted.)
...

—

dec3eod&wly

The UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is now in the
forty-third year of its existence. It
has already paid more than Twentylive Millions of Dollars to its policyholders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

A

(Contralto and Baritone.)
special compilation of liigli class devotional

songs; 152 pages.

CLASSIC TENOR

SONGS.

The most remarkable collection ever made.
36 songs, 151 pages.

POPULAR PIANO COLLECTION.
A treasury of sougs and
righted, and not to be found
144

gems, many
in any other

copy-

book;

pages.

YOUNG

PLAYER'S

POPULAR

COLLECTION.

The best compilation of EASY piano pieces of

acknowledged merit;

50

duets.

pieces, including

9

POPULAR FOUR HAND COLLECTION.
Includes the gems of Grieg, Ludovic, Leybaeh,
Saint-Saens, Goerdeler, etc.; 20 duets.

POPULAR

SONG

forbidden hv law. That a meeting of tlio
creditors of said Debtor Corporation, to prove
their debts and choose one or more assignees of
its estate, will lie held at a Court of Insolvency
to beholden at Probate Court Room, in said
Portland, in said County of Cumberland, on the
First day of February, A. D., 1892, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.
SAMUEL D. PLUMMER,
Deputy Sheriff, ns Messenger of the Court of
said
Insolvency for
County of Cumberland.
arc

One of the best compilations ever attempted;
pages.

waterville, Me.

person

Fine
Music

144

vise all sufferers to try it. It is a wonderful
remedy.
S. A. Estes, Shoe Dealer,
38 Main Street,

TnU rIf"j

THIS

vency was issued out of the Court ol' Insolvency
for said County of Cumberland, against the estate of
THE COLUMBIA FALLS BRICK COMPANY,
a corporation, established, and existing by,
and under the laws of the State of Maine and
having its office and place of business in the

CLASSICAL PIANIST

to

and have

nnnur OUR faith in
^ M£i>icins,
g LTH

A, D., 1892.
is to give notice, that on the 20th day of
January, A. I)., 1892. a Warrant in Insol-

20th.

-_

A compilation of the truly famous songs
lOu in number) of the last half-century.

Dyspepsia for over
tried nearly all
kinds of medicine, without receiving any
benefit until I used Groder’s Syrup, I adHave been

subject

the

Messenger’s Notice.
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County
State of Maine. Cumberland ss. January

NEW MUSIC.

1 have used

Grader’s Botanic

Congress Street.

,jan26<ltl

General. Manager.

Office Stationery

year:

a

seventy-five

culled

—

1892.

The town clerk has appointed F. H.
Witham and G. M. Leach persons to
grant permits under the new law.
The Union Chapel Society have elected the following officers for the ensuing

lUtOIV-Ot

has

noon.

Raymond.

was one

Department

but it raised the very dickens.
The cat started it, the baby made
U bigger, papa tripped up on it
and said swear words, which
caused
his
oldest
daughter

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

condition.

EAST

fits

Sale!

Clearance

Wednesday, Jan. 27,1892.

On

Stockbridge Popular
At a regular meeting of Windham
February 3d, and as an extra on FebruaLodge K. of H. held January 21 D. G. D.,
should
now
setickets
be
and
4th,
ry
O. P. Weeks installed the following
;ured.
The opera will be presented by officers for the ensuing year.
Dictator—A. W. Jordan.
company of 35 artists, a picked orchesVice Dictator—T. J. Mann.
tra of ten pieces, with special scenery
Reporter—J. F. Smith.
Financial
Reporter—F. H, P.oody.
ffld elegant costumes. The principals
Treasurer—L. B. Nason.
ire among the best known singers in
Asst. Dictator—W. P. Blake.
Chaplin—J. W .Lombard.
New England.
Guide—A. G. Place.
pany, in the

J. R. LIBBY’S

Lille Hole

a

fixed in their mmds.

.jan25___dtd
F. O. BAILEY & CO.,

The installation, February 4, will be
to R. A. Masons and their friends

public
only.

is likely to be
rainy and colder.

liman,

F. 0. BAILEY &

Vinalliaven.

officers were elected in

Only

weather today

nn«r

DEATHS.

auspices of the Upper Gloucester band,
[Tlie funeral service of the late James M.
remarkably successful and supremely brought out the play called “Sweetbriar”
There Webb will take place Thursday afternoon at
humorous farcical conception that has at the town hall January 30th.
2 o’clock, at the M. E. Church, Westbrook.
was a full house and the acting was very
[Tile funeral service of tlie late Feltiah Whityet assumed stage shape, and has a rec- creditable.
The same company took ney will take place Thursday afternoon at 2.30
ard of 250 nights in New York, 100 in their play to Mallett hall, Pownal, Janu- o’clock.
[The funeral of the late Thomas Murray will
Boston, 100 in Philadelphia, and 150 in ary 23d.
take plaee this morning at 7.47 o’clock, from
Mr. Addison Buck of Gloucester Hill Ills late
residence, 63 Center street. Kequiem
Chicago.
is intending soon to remove with his High Mass at the Cathedral of the Immaculate
The Rossini Concert,
af 8 A. M.
Bellas
rented
his
Conception
to
Freeport.
family
[The funeral service of the late Wm Dixon
The concert to be given Friday even- place to Mr. Charles Edwards.
will take place Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
The
is still very prevalent here at rear of 276 Daufortli street.
ing by the Eossini Club will add another and onegrippe
ease of diphtheria is reported.
of
entertainments
to the leading musical
Mr. Charles H. WharfE is very ill and his
AUCTION SALES.
this amusement season.

The

are

_

Items

important cities for the past
three years, the engagement should con“The City Directory”
amusement year.
is universally conceded to be the most

w

West Buxton. Jan. 10, John F. Hutchinson
and Miss Mary J. Fitzgerald, both of Old OrJu

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW

Walking

served

He

in all the

session
so

If war should break out with Chili,
there is certainly one soldier from Maine
who would have a chance of distinction.
A Washington despatch says that Colonel
Heyward, the commandant of the marine
corps, will ask Congress to authorize the
increase of the corps to its maximum enlisted strength of 2000 men, which would
require an addition of 500 men to the
present force. It is likely that the colonel
would go in command of the body him-

warmly encored, but both dea year ago the President appointed him
clined the compliment.
Miss Cordelia
the highest office
Kiddle accompanied Mr. Kneisel admira- Colonel-Commandant,
in the Marino Corps.
bly. It is with regret that the musical
General Hyde on the Situation.
public learns of the end of this charmGeneral
T. W. Hyde of the Bath Iron
ing series of concerts.
There is one feature of Kotzsclimar Works is just returning from consultaHall that should be remedied, if possi- tion with the authorities at Washington.

The Snow Storm.

urirwl

Colonel-Commandant Heyward Has Flans
All Made Against Chili.

in
Points to Observe

_

Farmers’ Day at Auburn.

About eleven o’clock yesterday morning a driving snow storm set in with a

Two

There are two vital points indispensable to a good walk, which, if the student
will observe, he will acquire a free and
elastic carriage. These two points are
and to feel the
balls
to let the chest lead,
of the feet as one walks. I do not say
point the toes downward, for this will
give a strained and mincing gait at first.
But as you walk, so poise yourself that
the heels touch but lightly, and, as it
and all the
weight
were, incidentally,
and strain coming on the balls. This,
With a forward and ^ erect chest, will
for a good
walk,
give the main items
and the minor points, such as controlling
the
arms
restraining
the

sentiment, or more fitly inthe quartettes of the old masters. Last evening, one of the most celebrated of these compositions, Mozart’s
slightly,
in C major, and the lovely Schubert quinhips,
the campaign contemplated etc., may follow as incidentals.—Chitette in C major, were the main features self, provided
the utilization of a land force. The ma- cago Woman’s News.
of the concert, and received the closest
effective
attention of the audience, broken only rines have always proved very
Secrets of Comfort.
and
arc indispensable in cases
in
warfare,
sometimes small evils, like
by enthusiastic applause at the close of
Though
where the attack by naval battalions is
each movement.
Invisible insects, inflict pain and a single
of
the
The skill and finish of the artists was to be followed by the occupation
hair may stop a vast machine, yet the
made peculiarly noticeable in their ren- territory of the enemy. Colonel Heyward chief secret of comfort lies in not sufone and in
went into the navy from Waterville, Me.,
prudentfering trifles to vex
dering of the scherzo in E minor, but
an undergrowth of small
the
war.
was on the ill-fated
before
He
cultivating
for noble beauty and perfection of exly
Cumberland when the Merrimac attacked pleasures, since very few great ones,
pression, the Beethoven cavatina, from
and after gallant- alas! are let on long leases.—New York
the B flat major quartette, proved the her in Hampton roads,
the last gun was Ledger.
until
standing
by
ly
gem of the concert.
from the sinking
MARRIAGES.
Both Mr. Kneisel and Mr. Schroder fired, made his escape
of

delicacy
terprets

The

“So-called, printed, decorated and stained glass,” imported June
20, 1891. The merchandize was window
glass invoiced as “20 cases obscured
(printed and decorated glass)” and two
cases each of “flash ruby,” “pot green,”
“pot blue,” “pot purple” and “pot yellow.” Duty was assessed upon all the
glass at 3f cents per pound under paragraph 112, and in addition thereto 10" per
cent ad valorem, in accordance with the
provisions of paragraph 113, N. T. The
appellants claimed that the 20 cases of
glass invoiced as printed and decorated
Portland,

Kneisel Concert.

The

Last evening was blowy and snowy,
but it did not keep tlxe subscribers to the
Kneisel concerts at home, if it did some
amusement patrons who would otherwise have bought evening tickets. The
concert was all that was expected. As
has been said before, we know of no
quartette that plays with more grace or

The

In the afternoon, John H. Hammond
He
was held on a nuisance indictment.
is

THE MAINE MARINE.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

|

jan21&28_
ilinsspnirer’s Notice.
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
State of Maine. Cumberland, ss. January
20th, A. D., 1892.
is to give notice, that on the 20th day of
January, A. L>.. 1802, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued out of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Cumberland, against the es-

THIS

tate of

CHARLES H. SCOTT, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
20th day of January, A. D., 1892, to which date
interest on Claims is to be computed. That the
payment of any debts to or by said Debtor, and
the transfer and delivery of any property by him
are forbidden by law. That a meeting of the
creditors of said Debtor, to prove their debts
and choose one or more assignees of his estate,
will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be liolden at Probate Court, Room, in said Portland, in
said County of Cumberland, on the First day of
February, A. D., 1892, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon.
Given uuder my hand the date first above
SAMUEL D. PLUMMER,
written.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of
said
County of Cumberland.
Insolvency' for

jan21&28

COLLECTION.

An instantaneous

success,36 songs; 144 pages.
Agents for Decker Bros., Fischer, and Shonin&
White Automatic Organs.
ger Pianos, Wilcox
Pianos exchanged, or sold on instalments.
For Musical Instruments, Strings, etc., send
to John C. Haynes & Co., Boston.

Oliver

D itson

Company,

453-463 Washington Street, Boston.
lawTh&weow

janl2

As an Insurance Company and as a
the
UNION
Home
Institution,
MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY is deserving of the support of

Maine Citizens.

*

-—

MISCELLANEOUS.

SORROW.
my guide, my teacher and my mate.
To whose divine companionship I owa
All that I feel and much of what I know.
Think not I scorn, O Sorrow, that my fato

Burrow,

Hair

Your

That

may retain
its youthful color,
fullness, and beauty,
dress it

daily

f, with mo always.' I have seen thee send
And plnek his morsel from the lips of Joy-

with

Hair

Ayer’s

Hath brought mo nigh to such a potentate.
Von, Hucii a kins as thou art. Men may grow
To love the cross they bear; and even no
Should I love then, whose pomp of somber state

Vigor

it cleanses the

In mid-fraition; yet thou art a friend
Even to the bliss thou seemest to destroy.
Thou art more tender far. and far more fair.
Than she who else would haunt me—dumb De-

spair.

humors,
scalp,
and stimulates a
cures

new

growth

of hair.

Dr. J. C. Ayer & ©o»
Lowed, Mass.

EOr

Pure OOD LStf£fi U!L,

OF

MILT;

COanPOUND SYRUP OF
& soda.)
a reliable remedy for Pulmonary Diseases,
Coughs, Colds, Dyspepsia, Scrofula, and
General Debility. Tory easy to taice and
&WES

HYPOPHOSPHiTES;

assimilate.

No

Thousands of
it and many say it is

nausea.

Physicians prescribe

THE BEST EMULSION iH THE MARKET.
A3k yoar

Druggist for it, and take

no

other.

MAGEE EMULSION CO., Mfrs.t
Dawrence, Mass; Toronto, Canada.

W&S4w

ja»20

We should be pleased to send you circulars,
and solicit a portion of your business.

COREY, 2IILLIKEN & CO.,
(Mexnbjrs N. Y. Con. Stock Exchange),
45 Kilby St., Boston.
Send for circular, or, better still, call and

I—---2
eod3m

decll

IS invaluable for

figiis
35c.

and

Si

allh\m&

*
9

Tr©mbles*

at all

E. MORGAN &

Druggists.

SONS, Prop’s

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
eod&wly

JAPANESE

[aplo

Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever

A

degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching, Chrome, Recent or Hereditary. This remedy lias positively never been
kind

or

known to fail. §1.00
sent by mail prepaid

a box,
on

0 boxes for §5.00;
of price.
A

receipt

written Guarantee positively given to each
purchaser of 0 boxes, when purchased at one
time, to refund" tile $5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by W. W. WHIPPLE &
CO., Wholesale and Retail Agents, 21 MonuoctL’Seodtf
ment Square, Portland, Me.

2r~^T° 2EDL 23.

3EtL©C5c5L.

BOTAIIiG AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN
No 399 1-9

Congress Street, Portland.

For the treatment of all chronic and compli-

given

up

as

incurable,

I

will take them to make

a cure.

Dr. Repd will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case he
will tell you if you can be cured. Dr. heed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell the difference
between a person afflicted with a disease ora
person becoming an entranced medium. There
nas been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sunday from 9 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
my22d9m
age and one stamp, $1.00.

instant relief in the worst M
others fail* ra
cr by
gy
KIFFMANN, St, Pari, Hina. KQ
>

cui‘ca where
EE of Bnmgists

msmmmmsmmm
nov2

eod&eow3m
TREASURY DEPARTMENT, Office

Service, Portland, Me.,
US.Marine-Hospital
25th. 1S92. Sealed Proposals will be
•

January

received at this Office until noon of Saturday,
January 30th, 1892, to furnish 75 tons of ice,
more or less, for the use of the Marine-Hospital
Service at Portland. Me. Schedules and further
information may be obtained upon application
The right is reserved to
to the undersigned.
waive informalities, and to reject any or all proposals. SPENCER C. DEVAN, Passed Assistant Surgeon, M. II. S., In command of Hospital.
dot
jan26

Have you never read of a person’s hair
turning gray in a single night? Of course

you have. The old story books are full
of such tales. I can remember dozens of
them—storie3 reeking with gore and
dank with dungeons, and grewsome with
ghosts and other uncanny tilings. The
heroine, and sometimes the hero, goes to
bed at nigh t with hair as black as the
raven’s wing, and along in the night
com9 the horrors, whatever they are, and
in the morning the raven hair has turned
a snowy white.
I can remember, too, that I never used
to take any stock in such stories. I used
to hear them read, and get up quite a
respectable thrill at the most horrible
portions, especially when the candle
dickered awhile, leaving everybody in
total darkness, just as a deep groan was
heard or a long, shuddering cry, like the
wind through the weeping willows in a

graveyard.
VU,

JOB.

M.

Y V MO

>•''

touching passages like tiiose, and I used
to hurry up to bed and tuck my head

under the clothes and shiver with the
But somehow or
most timid of them.
other 1 could not accept the hair turning
part of the story. I knew that hair,
black or white, could stand on end, but
that a good head of black hair would
bleach itself out between dark and daylight was a little too much to swallow.
I know better now. I have had a little experience of my own which—but
perhaps it is best to tell the story as it
occurred.
It was on the roof of the cathedral at
Milan. We had climbed tlie stairs ip.
the late afternoon of a beautiful spring
day, after paying the custodian the insignificant price he asked for all the
glories visible from the elevated station.
We had looked through the telescope—
for another fee—and had each assured
the others that we saw Mont Blanc perfectly well, without for a moment believing what the others said or convincing them that we told the truth, and
had ended our climbs by ascending to
tbe highest point under the lantern—if
it is a lantern—by tbe corkscrew staircase, which will scarcely permit any but
the thinnest persons to pass when one is
going up and the other coming down.
We were a party of four, and when
the roof was reached the youngest proposed a ramble over that portion of the
To this all but myselt asstructure.
1 was tired and proposed to
sented.
rest awhile at the foot of the tower
stairs, where the others were to pick me
up on thoir return, so that we might all
descend together. This was satisfactory and off they started.
For a time I was quite comfortable,
and paid no attention to the passage of
time; but I suddenly noticed that it was
getting dark and that my companions
had not returned. I called to them first
in a moderate tone of voice, then more
loudly, but received no answer.
Fearing that they would be belated on
the roof 1 started in search of them. 1
walked the entire length of the ridge of
the main roof and peered down all the
side passages in the gathering dusk, but
caught no glimpse of my companions.
Then I descended to the roof of the aisle
and made a search there which was also
fruitless. X became alarmed as the light
failed, and ran from one point to another, calling out as 1 ran, until I found,
to my great distress, that I had lost my
way. 1 could see far below me the lights
of the great city and hear the distant
rumbling of the carriages as they drove
past on the stony streets.
But 1 was as effectually lost for the
moment as if I had been in the heart of
j
an African jungle without a compass
and no Stanley on the alert to hunt me
In the excitement and despair
up.
which the consciousness of this fact produced, I rushed about so wildly that 1
slipped and fell on a long flight of stone
steps, wet with the dew which had begun to fall. I was not conscious of any
serious injury from the fall, but when I
brought up at the foot of the stairs and
tried to regain my footing, I found, to
my despair and horror, that I was utterly unable to move my limbs. I was par-

alyzed.

The mental agony I suffered is inconceivable. Yet curiously enough I spent
tho first moments in speculating as to
tho exact nature of the injury 1 had sustained. Had I broken my back or simiriea. to
ply injured my spmai ccrar
recall what 1 had heard my doctor
friends say about injuries of similar
character, but could not seem to remember anything definite. The words, “the
fifth pair,” flashed into my mind and appeared to connect themselves in some
way with my condition: but whether it
was the fifth pair of nerves or ribs, or of
something else, I could not make out.
I could not understand either how I
could have been so seriously injured
without any sensible shock, but that my
power of locomotion was gone there was
I could move my hands and
qo doubt.
[ began to speculate on the number of
things one could do with one’s hands
ilone.
This occupied me for what
seemed to be an hour: but as the train
cf thought was interrupted by a clock
striking the hour of midnight, 1 concluded it must have .been much longer,
md wondered I had not heard the preceding hours.
Suddenly the full horror of my condition flashed upon me. 1 was not only
loomed to remain where I was, helpless
ind alone, during the long chilly hours
cf the night, but there was no certainty
that I would over get away alive. My
friends would never dream that 1 was

(hero. They had undoubtedly concluded that 1 had gone down, and if
they missed me would search everywhere but in the right place, it might
he days before the particular spot m
which 1 lay would be visited, and in
Unit case it would be too late. Starva> 0:1 would do for me, even if the injury
i had received did not. In my anguish
1 shrieked aloud, but was dully eonccious all the time that nobody could
hear me. Visitors and custodians alike
must have departed hours before; and
the
even, if my cries were heard from
ctreets below nobody would attribute
them to their real source.
To the feeling of acute anguish succeeded one of blank despair. 1 no longer
speculated on the possibility of being
discovered, dead or alive. There was a
dull leaden feeling at my chest, and 1

found myself repeating mechanically
old rhymes and jingles and saying the
alphabet backward, as I once learned to
do in seeking relief from insomnia. ^ et
at the same tinio 1 was conscious that

passing in review before me, as they say it does when one is
1 rememor being hanged.
my whole life

was

drowning

bered that saying, too, and without any
cessation of the review 1 wondered in
1 were
my doubled consciousness if
undergoing the sensations of a drowning
shed
man. or of one being hanged, and
i could put them down on paper for the
boiieiit of the rest of mankind.
What struck me as singular was that
the clocks kept on striking twelve. The
second time they did this 1 thought I must
have lost consciousness for an entire day
and that this was the second midnight.
Cut when the third stroko of twelve
came from half a dozen clocks, 1 knew
it could not bo two days since 1 had
fallen.
I f.lmrjo-Tit fiT'- t that T had become domented: and then it occurred to me that
if I wore I could not reason about it in
that fashion, so tho clocks themselves
must bo crazy. This theory satisfied me
until tho striking began again, when 1
wentofi’ in another fantastic speculation.
My friends had discovered that 1 was
missing, and wero having the bells rung
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Shrewd Observer Ganged His
Business Vssociates.
A dealer in
who makes it his

How
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al black-robcd figures who were inarching beside a coffin. As the procession
moved slowly toward mo 1 began to
wonder what it meant, and whether
funerals took place at midnight on the
roof of Milan cathedral. Then 1 speculated a moment on the propriety of disturbing the obsequies even in my extreme need. Suddenly it dawned upon
me that this was my own funeral, and 1
knew that I was either dead or had gone
mad. In the supreme anguish of this
discovery all memory of past suffering
was blotted out, and I entered on a new
period of the most exquisite torture.
Fortunately, it was of brief duration.
As the foremost of the moving figures
reached me I felt a grasp on my arm
and a voice called in my ear:
“Wake up, father; it’s time to be
going down. I guess you must have had
your yoke turned.”
It was my daughter, and beside her
were the rest of the party, flushed with
their ramble on the roof. I straightened
out my cramped limbs, which must have
gone to sleep about the time 1 did, and
pulled ont my watch. I had been there
just fifteen minutes.
1 don’t mean to be understood that my
hair really did turn gray in that night
of horror on Milan cathedral. In the
first place there is not much of it and
what there is has been tolerably gray for
Put 1 do mean- to say that
some years.
I am no longer incredulous as to the
possibility of such a capillary change as
1 am quite
the story books tell about.
sure that if any man or woman really
had just such an experience as I thought
1 had. his or her hair would turn gray
provided of course he or she had any
hair that was not gray already.—True

Flag._
Overreached

Himself.

A shoe manufacturer of New England, becoming dissatisfied with the ef-

forts of his salesmen, started over the
route of one of them (without his knowledge) to see what ho could do in the way
of selling goods. He didn’t meet with
any success, and at last, on learning
from an old customer that he was too
late, the order having been placed, he
offered to take the order at one cent per

pair less if the dealer would countermand the one he had given. This was
agreed to, and the manufacturer returned with the feeling that his journey had not been an entire failure. But
ho discovered on looking at his correspondence that it was an order taken by
his own salesman which he had bribed
the dealer to repudiate. Then he so-

liloquized

in

language

more

emphatic

than orthodox.—Shoe and Leather Re-

porter.
Euphuism.
There is some little difficulty in defining what euphuism really is, owing to
the indiscriminate use of the word as a
kind of synonym for the artificial wit
and general affectation of Elizabethan
times. The distinctive characteristics
of Lyly’s euphuism are now considered
to bo transverse alliteration, elaborate
antithesis and a redundancy of similes
from simplo phenomena or fabulous natural history.—Chambers’ Journal.
If you want to be on the safeside, stick to the
old reliable, lb1. Bull’s Couch Syrup. It is sold
every where for only 25 cents.

DEPARTURE OF MAILS.

Avgusta, intermediate offices and connection,
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 aim
9.00 a. m., 1.00 and 0.00 p. m.; close at 6.15 a
III., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. Hi.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connec
lions, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive ai
1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 8.00 a. m., ant

and talked with him myself. I always watch him closely, and
never buy his
pictures unless his eye
lights up when I talk to him about his
work and about his profession.”
The artist whoso heart is really in his
work could not discuss it without kindling, and the man who did not paint
from the heart was not the one whose

12.20 p.

reward.__irihave found the greatest

dealer wanted.
The remark was not only one which
showed insight and shrewdness on the
part of the deader, hut it is one of a
good deal of significance in regard to all
work.
The man who does anything

pictures the

worth doing is the man who cannot
talk about what he has accomplished or
what he hopes to accomplish without
enthusiasm, no matter how far short of
his ideas what ho has actually done
may seem to him to fall.—Yoirth’s Com_

A Pow erful Motor,

Wife—Dear me! How are we ever to
get through this crowd? We’ll miss the
train.

Husband—Raise your umbrella and
walk ahead. I'Ll follow.—N- Y. Weekly.
Oitting.

3.00 p.

“You don’t understand Edwin, uncle;
a diamond in the rough.”
“Then the sooner he is cut the bet-

m.

lie’s

Cumberland Mills—Arrive at 8.40 a. m., 1.45
6.00 and 8.20 p. m.; close at 6.30 a. in., 11.45
i. in., and 5.30 p. m.

ter.”—Life.

Eastport, (tri-weekly) via steamers International Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6.00 a. m.,
l'uesdays and Fridays; close at 4.30 p. m., Monlays and Thursdays.
Chebeague, Long and Bailey’s Islands—Arrive

WIT AND WISDOM.
In the Year 2000.

it 9.15

FEMALE

Sufteiyears and tried every known remedy.
MISS L. a.
ers write to me and enclose stamp.
janOdttwpm*
OUR, East Harpswell, Me.
POUND—The only place in the city where
of gold,
you can get every description
silver and nickel plating done; we give special
attention to cleaning, repairing and reflmshing
old plated ware, baud plating on carriage
work, polishing, buffing, etc.; lowest prices
for line work; we guarantee satisfaction.
STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. Fore and
Union Sts.

I

Pearl and Milk streets.

housework.
A. GOUDY,
References re-

quired.

_jan!8tf

21-1
TO LET.
ANNUAL

ANWUAE

E

MEETINGS.
LET.—The entire floor, up two flights,
over A. F. Hill & Co.’s clothing store. Two
tine corner rooms will be let. separate or together. Inquire of A. F. HILL A CO., 500 Con20-1
gress street.
LET—Two very desirable tenements, centraliv located; Price ¥10 and 312 per
month; a'lso for sale 6 houses near Union
Station. J. C. WOODMAN, 105 1-2 Exchange

TO

MEETING.

International Steamship Company.
milE annual meeting of the stockholders of
.8.
the International Steamship Company will
be held at their office, Railroad wharf, on Wednesday. the 27th day of January, 1892. at t hree
o’clock p. m. for the purpose of choosing directors for the ensuing year and the transaction
of such other business as may legally come hefore them.
WM. E. HOLDEN, Secy.

TO

street.___2'';-1

Amiwsal

f nnHE Annual

Meeting,

i

r;io LET—Oak Cottage farm, with finished

Meeting of the Maine Steam
Ship Company, for the choice of officers

fI' JL the transaction of
and
any other business that
| may legally come before them, will he held at
|

jI

ll house of 12 rooms, stable room for 3
horses and 8 cows and carriage house; 28 acres
of land. Fine chance for man with some capital
who understands market gardening. Address
21-1
1 i. T. SKILLINGS, Peak’s Island. Me.

their office, Franklin Wharf, on WEDNESDAY,
the third day of February, 1892, at 10 o’clock
a. m.
Per Order,

UAOK KENT—The spacious and well located
store rno. imi inmate, now occupied oy
Clienery & Co., as a wholesale fancy goods
connected
establishment; also a
therewith. Frontage about 26 feet, depth 85
feet. Possession Feb. 1, 1892.
BENJAMIN

HENRY FOX. Clerk.

January 21,1892.

jan22uta

manufactory

Annual Stockholders’ Meeting.
stockholders of the Fort Payne Coal and
Iron Company are hereby notified to meet
at the office of the Fort Payne Coal and Iron
Company, at Fort Payne, Alabama, on Wednesday, the‘l7th day of February, 1892, at ten

TI1E

SHAW, 51V3 Exchange street.

LET—Very desirable
rjlO
JL berlana street.

o’clock a. m.,to act upon the following business:
1st, To elect a board of directors for the ensuing

year; 2nd, To consider the financial condition

of the company and take such action thereon as
the stockholders may deem expedient; 3rd, To
attend to any other matter that may come before the meeting.
By order of the Directors,
D. H. GOOD ELL, President.
W. T. DUNN, Secretary.

Public

m.;

and

Knightville

close at 2.45 p.

t.

C.

GEOKGE

C®TOMS®lI©r
88 1-2

WANTED.—Agents
insurance, cheapest known; only 25 sinReserve
total since 1885.

HOPKINS,
Sit SaE&W,

gle assessments
fund, responsible management, no “endowments,” “partnership policies,” or any speculaLiberal terms to canvassers;
tive features.
previous experience not requisite. CorresponPROVIDENT AID SOCIETY,
dence invited.
Portland, Me.jan20-8

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

Organization

of

an26

Corporations

a

specialty.

d6m

one large book.
Sells for 10 cents. Send 10 cents for sample
and terms.
JOHN J.
LANE, Publisher,
11-4
Laconia, N. H.

a.

in.;

to 7.00 p.
Money order department, 9 a.
to 5.00 p. m.
Itegistry departmont, 9.00
m. to 6.00 p. m,

General Delivery. (Sundays excepted) 7.30
to 7.00 p. m. Sunday 9.00 to 10,00 a. m.

dinner, Ayer's Pills promote easy
Have you seen Ayer’s Almanac?

Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted)—In
rasiness section of the city between High and
India streets, at 7.00 and 0.15 a. m., 12.30,1.30,
md 5.15 p. in.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m.,
-30 and 5.15 p. m.
Sunday delivery at Post
window, 9.00 to 10.00 a. m. Collections
! ifflee
rom street boxes at 7.00 and 11.00 a. m., 4.00

Taken after

House Hunter at the Beach—I thought this
You certainly said
was a furnished cottage.
“furnished cottage” in your advertisement.
But I don’t see a stick of furniture in the house.
Heal Estate Healer—Of course not. I furnish
the cottage and you furnish the furniture.—Boston Transcript.

\ md

8.00 p.

ISLAND

Bay

Casco

Steamboat

I

SARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO,
and after Nov.

steamer

six months;
of 7 years,
owner

gain.

Portland, Me.

Sole agent
match his 50c Tea for the money.
for Arabian Coffee.25-1

iiflported
domestic overcoatings, suitings and
FOEandSALE
left which I will sell at
to
at cost

Middle

I have

a

few

trouserings

VERRILL,

make

cost,
for Spring goods. Perfect lit or no
FEED IV. GEOSSTUCK, 10 Free

room

money.

Counsellors cit Xio/tot1,
191

street:.__23-1.
fine New
RPECIAL—1 lot Boyd’sformer

Street.

il

Harry Mighels Verrill.
Byron D. Verrill,
janldlm
Portland, January 1,1S92.

close,

to

BEOIVN,

461

$3.00,

Congress

street.

Boots

York

price $4.50.
Sign Gold

Boot.____22-1
second-hand

first-

SALE—A
sleigh
IllOE
class repair will be sold cheap for cash, if
E.
Portland
■ailed for at once.

WM.

1

in

FAltEAE,

street.21-1
Lot Dongola, Foxed. Button,
Arch Instep. Boyd’s make, only S3.00,
200 pairs Dongola Kid
brmer price $4.50.
Button to close, $2.00. BEOWN, Sign of Gold
Boot22-1

RPECIAL—1

Boo
Castoria t

o

Pure golden oil from ball of snow,
And simple suet of Beef—doth go
To make up Golden COTTOLENE
Of cooking art the royal queen.

communications addressed to divers
library authorities are quoted by the Library
‘Please send me “Misery of Paris,”
Journal:
written by Victor Heigligo.’ A university professor asked us just now'for ‘an edition of Scott’s
novels in the original dialect.’ ‘Have you a
book in the library called “The Bu’stiu of a
Chestnut burr”?’ Headers of E. P. Hoe’s stories
will guess this conundrum at once,
These

for
REASONABLE GOODS—Headquarters
O lien’s Dress Arctics, Ladies’. Misses’ and
Men's

PRINTERS’

Children's High Cut Button overshoes,
Dress High Cut Overshoes. Misses heavy High
Cut Overshoes at BBOWN’S, Sign Gold Boot.
Branch, Union Station, 944 Congress Street.
22-1

EXCHANGE,

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

licit SALE—The fine residence, No. 41
Thomas street. Modern and first class in
ts appointments.
Inquire of S. B. KELSEY”,
So. 243 Commercial street.janl2-tf

fC

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All orders
tended to.

The neatest and best preparation to color the
whiskers is Buckingham’s Dye.

by mail

or

telephone promptly

at-

SALE—A two

1

messenger’s Notice.

r

Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County.
.State of Maine. Cumberland, ss. January 19,

he

SALE—At

Insolvency

interest on claims is to be computed.
the
That
payment of any debts to or
and
transfer
by said debtor, and the
of
property by him are forany
delivery
bidden by law. That a meeting- of the creditors
of said debtor, to prove their debts and choose
one or more assignees of his estate, will be held
at a Court*)* Insolvency to be holden at Probate
Court room in said Portland, in said County of
Cumberland, on the 3 st'day of February, A. D.
181)2, at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
SAMUEL I>. PLUMMER,
written.
Deputy Sheriff as Messenger of the Court of insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

HERRICK,

MARGARET WISTER,
and all the prominent teachers of cooking in this country.

______

ITT ^4-^vl

CASTING, ME.
Nearly new, and well furnished throughuit; has 5*3 guest rooms; is finely located,
Summer Guests,
; uid specially adapted to
< living to decease of a large owner it will he
«i. E. MOOKE,
Address
s old cheap.
Thomaston, Me.
j a n 2 2 FM & W tf
WANTED.
reT"ANTED—An energetic man to collect and
v ?
solicit. Good references wanted. CHAS.

*

jan20&27

TANSFIKLD, Supt.,

]

Order it from your grocer.

oom

57

28.

Exchange street,
27-1

['57'ANTED—A hotel man who thoroughly
V r
understands the business to take the
lanagcment of a first-class resort hotel, one
To the
A ;ith from $5,000 to 10,000 preferred.
I ight
party a salary of $2,000 to $3,000. AdL re ss A. B., Press cilice.26-1

Manufactured only by

N. K. FAIRBANK & CO.

“Because, after I learned how amine was
salted I hadn’t any money left for further tuition.”—Texas Siftings.

-THE-

A

date

AMY BARNES,
Mrs. F. A. BENSON,
Mrs. S. T. RORER,

Early Graduate.
“I suppose you learned a great deal while you
were out West,” remarked a Boston man to a
Boston youth who had just arrived home after
a trip of six weeks.
“No. sir, X only learned one new thing.”
“Indeed, why not?”

;20 up, for cash only. Good fit or no money.
3 ■’. IV. GEOSSTUCK. 10 Free street.
jan2-7

CHARLES F. CRAM, resident in Deering,
to he an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of .said debtor, which petition was hied on the

CATHARINE OWEN,
MARION HARLAND,
EMMA P. EWING,
ELIZA R. PARKER,
CHRISTINE TERHUNE

An

County of Cumberland, against

adjudged

Testimonials from

found Pond's Extract very beneficial.”

over

rom

was

vency for said
the estate of

is the new cooking material for all
kinds of frying and shortening, to
take the place of lard.

John B. Gough, wrote: “For Sore Throat,
especially when tending to ulceration, I have

rather than

a

OOTtOUtHt

itfor a $10 hencoop and it’s
cost $150.”—Good News.

of

the 18th day
cost,
carry
is to give notice, that
and Winter Woolens. Trousers
Warrant in
Eioitmy FallSuits
THIS
of January, A. D. 1892.
from $20 up. Overcoats from
issued out of the Court of Insol- ]
$o up,
on

“'“He designed

corner

Apply at
8-4
house, 87 MONU.MENT STKEET.
AMES’ 52.CO Kid Button Boots a specialty.

Our $2.00 Boots are the licst ion earth for
liHOWN, 401 Congress street.
money.
Iiianch, Union Station. 944 Congress st. 22-1

A. D. 1S92.

architect some day.
“Has be shown any marked talent for architecture?”
“Talent? He’s overflowing with architectural talent. I wish you could see the hencoop
lie put up for me last week.”
“Humph! What is there remarkable about

storied house,

tIORSheridan and Monument streets.

novlleodtf

he

Almost Bursting with Talent.
Great Architect—Good morning Mr. Suburb.
Think of building another house?
Mr. Suburb—No. I called to inquire if you
wouldn’t take my son as a student in your
oflice. With the right training, he’ll be a line

CHICAGO, and
5 Central Wharf, Boston.

1

[57ANTED—A manufacturer having

more

business than lie can attend to wishes to
part or all of his business or take new
apital in. Business established and goods in
emand.
Pays large profit. Address U-55.
1 ’rcss Office.26-1
? t

Liberal,
Head of firm—Mr. Penwiper, yon have been
faithful to us this year, and we have decided to show our appreciation.
Penwiper—Yes, sir. I have tried to do my
duty.
Head of firm—So we have observed, Penwiper, and in view of this fact we have decided
not, to reduce your salary on the first.—Clothier
and Furnisher.
very

—-■

Car. W.

BOI®,

se

STT&wnrmlycT

p8

Fail-ford Southern Pine Flooring.
o

fl

a

Every one who is building and thinks ol using
S juthern pine should see it.
Write for particulars, or call on
S. H. & A. R. DOTEN.
404 to 504 Fore and 279 Commercial Sts.
Portland, Me.
Sep'19eodGms*

BRASS FOUNDRY,
Street, Biddcford, Maine.

Parties in want of Brass, Composition or
Phosphorus Bronze Castings should correspond
before ordering elsewhere. First class work at
dec31eoU2m
reasonable prices

The Premiums upon the Policies ot
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY vary in accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and
hence are suited to all circumstances.

s
c
c

ell

1

i\7ANTED—Position
v 7

a

as stenographer
and
ofilce accountant by a young man who is
expert shorthand writer and bookkeeper;
1: avo also had some experience in newspaper
v ork.
Best of references. Address Lock Box
1 646. Saco. Me.25-1

It will not silver
rift sawn flooring.
splinter and will out-last three ordinary

This is

a u

?

young lady desires
rj£TANTED—A
r 7
in a. store or to <io writing in

a position
an office,

.ddress M., 70 Foss street. Biddeford.
51.
The Old Standard Family Medicine.
ft regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
ami cures tho3e diseases arising from a disordered stomach or liver, such as: Const!pation. Biliousness, Indigestion, ILoss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Prico, 35c., 50c.. and $1.00. At all druggists,
Or of the Proprietors.
Dr. J. F* TRUE & CO., Auburn, Maine.
ESTABLISHED

Elm

modern

a

SALE—Whitney the grocer, 291 ConFoilgress
St., stills Saur-Kraut for 12c qt.. 40a
gallon. He challenges any dealer in the city to

eodlmo*

nd

new

bargain,

Park. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42V2 Ex-.ange
St25-1

Estimates for Buildings of all kinds furnished.
Brick and Stonework, Cementing and Excavating done at short notice.
Mr. F. It. Iledlon was admitted to the firm

e. D. & H. M.

Pier for Orr’s Island
intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
General Manger.
octldtf

a

on corner lot; 11 rooms,
hot and cold water, bath room, hot water heating and ail modern improvements; situated in

janl5

\ tETURN leave Portland
;

SALE—At

great
17*OR
Mansard roof house

Jan. 1.1892. Prompt and personal attention
given and satisfaction guaranteed.
F. K. REDLON.
N. E. REDLON.

MERRY-

tone Upright Cabinet
octoves; used but
good as new; warrantee from maker
will bo sold at a great sacrifice as
is going away. This Is a genuine barAddress C.. this office.
26-1

SALE—Elegant
Grand Pianoforte, 7 1-3
FOR

Company,

Baby cried,
Mother sighed,

S5

restrictions: new
of one car beef;
wagon if wanted. Best
of reasons given for selling. Address P. O. Box
27-1
1613, Portland, Me.
no

having a capacity
refrigerator
also liorse and butcher’s

N. E. REDLQN,

“Yes. sir! Of course I had to borrow money
to do it, but I’m bound to square up once in
awhile.”—Medina, N. Y., Gist.

prescribed :

streets; five year lease and

NO. 37 PLUM STREET.

only.

2,1891,
3N
CONEACt, will leave Orr’s Island at 0.40
m., for Portland and intermediate landings.

Free from Debt.

Doctor

SALE—One of the best wholesale and

FORjobbing provision markets in the city of
Boston, and located on one of the principal

Book, lob and Card Printer,

STEAMERS.

INTEE TIME TABLE, commencing MonIS'
*'*'
day. November 1, 1891:
,eave Portland lor Forest City Landing, Peaks
sland. 5. 45, C.45. 8.00 a. ill., 2.15, 0.10 p. m.:
i or Little and Great Diamond, Trelethen’s ana
,ong Island, 8.00 a. in.. 2.15. p.m.
C. W. T. GODING,
General Manager.
oct30cltt

Gone for its Annual Wash.
The following notice was displayed one evening outside a small theatre at which a travelling
troupe were about to give a performance:
“On account of file absence of Desdemona’s
pocket-handkerchief, ‘Hamlet’ will be given this
evening instead of ‘Othello.’”—Exchange.

Young Inswim—Wdli, sir, I begin the
year entirely out of debt.
Young De Trop—You don’t say so.

m.

BERRY,

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

excess

Best iodides and vegetable alteratives make
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla the best blood medicine,

Sunday,

6.00 p.

FOR SALE.

STEPHEN

:

of lactic acid from the blood,
and stop its over-production, and you euro anti
kill rheumatism, neuralgia and kindred horrors.
This Ath-lo-pho-ros surely does.

Expel

m.

GENTS WANTED to sell the history of
the Dr. Graves, Savvtell and Almy murders,

A

profusely illustrated, all in

i. m.

digestion.

St.2-tf

AGENTS.

m.

Cashier’s Office, (Sundays excepted), 7.30
li.
n.

Exchange

TO

OFITCE HOURS.

Passenger—What was that glaring
light wo passed just- now, captain?
Captain—Oh, that was a streak of
lightning we overtook.—Texas Siftings.

85

d3t

Jan23

m.

South PoHland (Ferry Village) and Willard
-Arrive at 8 a. m., and 2.15 p. m.; close at 8 a.
n. and 2.15 p. m.
East Deering—Arrive at 7.00 a. m.; close at

5,30 p.

Library,

wanted for reliable life

). m.

a.

18-4

BUSINESS CAMUS.

Duck Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Raym ond
md South Casco—Arrive at 12 m.; close at 1.45

Bowery Beach (Ocean House)

at 457 Cum-

LET—One or two flats in building No. 21
Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA, 6
oct7-tf
Danfortli streak

m.;

-Arrive at 10.00

janl6-tf

rooms

mo BE LET—The elegant residence of the
jl
late N. C. Sawyer, in Deering, is offered
for lease for a term of years; possession given
immediately. Inquire of E. A. NOYES, Treas.

m.

).

LET—Two rents Nos. 142 and 148 Cum-

nno

B_ berland street.
Enquire of W. H.
SARGENT, corner Smith and Cumberland St.

jaulBdtd

close at 1.30 p. m.
Peak’s Island—Arrive 10.00 a. m.; close 1.45
a.

HELP.

IRL WANTED—For general
IT For information inquire of L.
corner

cure on
in

earth for Rheumatism and Neuralgia
FOUND—I
twelve
their worst chronic forms; I sufieied

..—

in.

lloeldand, intermediate offices and connection?
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive 1.00 am
o p. m.; close at 6,15, and 12.20 p. m.
Skowhegan, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at2.0(
a. m., amt 1.00 p. m.; close at 12.20 p. m.
Auburn and Lewiston—Arrive 2.00 and 9.01
a. m. and 1.00 and 6.15 p. m.; close 6.30 ant
8.00 a. m., 12.20, 4.15 and 9.15 p. in.
Bangor—Arrive 2.00 a. m., 1.00 and 6. p. m.
close at 6.15 a. ra., 12.20 and 9.15 p. m.
Biddeford and Saco—Arrive 10.00 a. m. 12.3C
5.30 and 8.30 p. in.; close at 6.00 and 8.00 a.
m., 12.00, 2.45 and 5.15 p. m.
Canada, intermediate offices and connection;;
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive 12.25 p. m.;
close 6.30 a. m. and 1 p. m.
Gorham, N. II., intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.40 a. m. and 12.25 p. m.; close 6.30 a. in., 1.06
and 4.30 p. m.
Swanton. Vt., intermediate offices and connections, via Mountain Division M. C. R. Ti.—
Arrive at 8.20 n. m.: close at 8.00 a. m.
Bartlett, X. If., intermediate offices and connections via Mountain Division M. C. K. K.Arrive at 10.00 a. m. and 8.20 p. m.; close u1
8.00 a. m. and 2.45 p. m.
Rochester, N. II., intermediate offices and connections, via Portland &Eochester railroad—Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.80 and
11.45 a. m.
City Westbrook—Arrive at 8.40 a. m. 1.45 and

keep my spirits up.
Ok, tho long, long, weary hours I
spent in waiting for a glimpse of daylight. i had no hope that daylight
would bring me any relief, but the prospect of staying where it was endless midnight seemed unendurable. I groaned
and wept and dug my nails into tho
palms of my hands until it seemed as if

per.
The. lights nevertheless approached,
growing gradually stronger, until 1

1891.

4,

Lost—On

watch and chain, marked on inside of back case,
Please leave
Vesta C. V/hitton, Fairfield, Me.
aP&EO. M. YOUNG’S, Monument square, and
receive
T OST—Diamond Stud. A reward will be paid
JL for return of it to 120 Commercial street.

p.

to

the blood would come; hut 1 did not
even feel any sense of pain.
It must have been after the clocks had
struck midnight a dozen times or more
—I kept no exact account—that I saw
in the distance at what seemed to be the
farther end of the cathedral roof two
faint glimmers of light. Presently there
were two more and then two more,
until there was a regular procession of
thorn.
1 tried to shout, but had become
so weak with cold and suffering that I
could not raise my voice above a whis-

parties that
n
Market Lot
give a good
k give me the price per foot for that lot of land
k with the plan of the same, cash on delivery of
Riche deed if the price is accepted. To the City of
f Portland. PELEG BARKER, No. Ml State
27-1
[street.

l[ .L

Com

CAUTION—Ladies

man

Needs Immediate

AND

—

FOUND.__

Congress street, between Elsworth
street and Monument square, lady’s gold

TOICTURES! PICTURES! Those in want of a
Southern and Western, via Boston and Maim
Jl
good picture, for a small amount of money,
railroad (Eastern division)—Arrive 12.30 a. in.
do well to call onus.
would
Pictures framed,
and 11.30 p. m.; close 8.00 a. m., 12 in.
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
5.15 arid 9.15 p. m.; Sunday, arrives 1.15 p. m.
E.
D.
straps.
REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak and Concloses 3.30 and 9.15 p. in.
12-3
I gross streets.
Boston. intermediate offices and connection1
beware of the many worthvia Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division;
less substitutes of Flora A. Jones’ famous
—Arrive at 12.30, 5.30 and 8.30 p.m.; dost
P Blush of Roses. Get the genuine article. Price
8 a. m. and 2.45 p. in.
cents.
175
Take no substitute. YOUR DRUGEastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
25-1
GIST.
2 a. m. and 1
m.; close 12.20 and 9.15 p. m 1

He was
and one
very frank in his talk,
he said is shrewd enough
to be worth
quoting.
“Of course,” he said, "with my experience I am able to judge whether
there is promise in a painter’s work,
but I never
buy with any idea of putting the painter on my list until I have

panion.

Arrangement

Winter

ARRIVAL

thing which

the

and

mencing October

pictures
business to find as many new painters
as
possible, both in this country and
abroad, was asked recently in regard to
his methods of selecting pictures to buy.

seen

11'iVrOTICE—Will
the responsible
deed of the
can

a

Fall

LOST AND

MISCELLANEOUS.

OFFICE-

POST

|

jyl6

*e’1*

13

TT&S&wtU

^

["IT"ANTED—All persons

in want of

23-1

trunks

or

bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS, 556
ntl 553 Congress street, corner of Oak; as wo
umufacture our goods, and can therefore give
y on bottom prices; trunks repaired; open
e veilings until 9.
y-»nl3-3
*7

a
):

to buy from
]J S'OTIGE—Wanted
000 worth of cast-on

$1000 to $15,clothing; I pay the
cash
for
ladies’
price
igbest
dresses, gents’
;i nd children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overc oats ; call, or address letter or postal to S.
1 iEYI, 97 Middle street.
auglOtf
1

/

WISDOM

DAIRY
Definition

of

About

FROM

Perfect

Illinois Central.l°71/a
Ind., Bloom & West.
Lake Erie & West. 21%
Lake Shore.121 Vs
Louis & Nash._ '6'%
Manhattan Elevated.1o<> a
Michigan Central.lo t

MAINE.

Improving Dairy

Hints

and

Butter

Cows.

Interesting meeting was planned
by Secretary Gilbert recently, at the
Maine state college, Orono. The meeting was held in the new dairy building
An

Minn. & St. Louis.

Bonds Dull and Eesier—Baih-oads Activ«

Firm—Stocks Closed Quiet, but Firm
At New York money is easy, ranging front
l%tg2; last loan 1%, closing at 1 Vs per cent
Prime mercantile paper 4tg6% per cent. Sterl
mg Exchange is quiet and firm with actua
business in bankers’ hills 4 84 for (iO-day hills
and 4 8<; for demand; posted rates at 4 85;5
4 87. Commercial bills 4 83y*@4 85%. Gov
Railroads art
eminent bonds dull and easier.
active and fairlp firm.
Buying ol Lackawana continued in the stock
market after 12 o’clo <■, and further advanced
from 145 to 14(5%. The stimulus raaeliedtht
general list also, and the stocks which possess
tlie international market were stronger that
usual of late,though ail the le4ding shares made
further fractional gains. Man. continued strong
feature after touching 110 against 107 at the
opening, which was well held at close to besi
price. During last hour the leading stocks
yielded, Lackawana, after selling at 146% retired to 145%,ciosing firm close to best figures.
Transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 425,500 shares.
and

Select the best cows in the herd—those
which come nearest to the ideal of the
owner to breed.
<•»/■>nr

cVtAnlrl

TJrti.+lonH

f^nmnumr

Portland Gas Company. 50
Portland Railroad CompanylOO
Portland Water Co.100
115
Maine Central R it.100
BONDS.
Portland City 6s, 1897.108
Portland Os, 1907.123
Portland 4s, 1902—1912 Funding.. 102
Bangor 6s, 1894, R, R. aid.102
Bangor 6s, 1899. R Raid.108
Bangor 6s, 1905, Water.120
Bath 6s, 1898, R R. aid.105
Bath 6s, 1897, Municipal.102
Bath 4%s, 1907, Municipal.100
Bath 4s, 1921, Refunding. 98
Belfast 6s, 1898,R. R. aid.106
98
Belfast 4s. 1892—1922, Municipal.
Calais 4s, 1901—1911. Refunding. .100
Lewiston Gs, 1901, Municipal.112
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal..100
Maine Central R. R. 7s,1898,1st. mtgllS
7s, 1912, cons. mtgl34
“4%s.103
g6s, 1900, extens’nllO
6s, 1895—1905 D’bl02
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s, 1896.105
Portland & Ken. R. K. 6s. 1895-103
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900, 1st mtglOS
Portland Water Co's 6s, 1899.108
Portland Water Co’s 4s, 1927. 96
Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.

PULLEN, CROCKER &
Monday’s quotations.

Opening.11)3
Highest.103%

Lowest.102 Va

Closing.103%
Opening.
Highest.

C. B. &

cream

sour cream

advocates.

Do not mix the milk from a fresh cow
with that of the other cows too soon.
It sometimes interferes with the butter

making.
In testing milk

any man

handy

with

tools can make his own whirling machine. Then he will only need to buy
half a dozen flasks, a pipette and the
necessary chemicals. These are arnylic
alcohol and sulphuric acid, and they are
very cheap. A pint of alcohol and a
gallon of sulphuric acid will make 300
tests.
The Breeder’s Gazette is opposed to
sweepstake competitions between dairy
breeds at shows, and advocates their
abolishment, declaring that such a
classification is “rot,” and that the
breeds can only meet on the common
footing of the butter tub. “If one word

uttered in favor of showing
Jerseys, Guernseys, Holstein-Friesians
and Ayrshires against one another, we
Would like to hear it.”
can

be

A correspondent of Hoard’s Dairyman
declares he has a herd of Jerseys of
whose milk it takes less than six pounds
This would
to make a pound of cheese.
reqnire 7 per cent, fat and 4% per cent,
casein in the milk, and The Dairyman
wisely advises its correspondent to turn
such rick milk into butter.

Feed your milk cows all that they will
eat up clean through the winter if you
want them to pay for their keep at all.
Did you ever try feeding skim milk to
the cows that gave it as a profitable way
of disposing of it?

Dairymen’s association’s annual meeting at Hartford,
Jan. 19, $309 in prizes will be awarded.
At the Connecticut

j

Opening.102%
Highest.102%
Lowest.102%
Closing.102%

Closing.48%

82%
81%

83

48

13%
83
15%
72%
87%

to-day’s quotations of

21
Mexican Central.
Uuion Pacific. 47%
Maine E.160%
Bell Telephone.201
New York aiid New England R. 50%
Boston &

do nfd.107%
Wisconsin Central. lays
do pfd.

Maine Central.
New York

Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)
Jan. 26, 1892.—'The following
to-day’s closing quotations of mining stocks:

NEW YOKK
are

■

25

Col. Coal..37
Hocking Coal.16
Homestake.12
Ontario...44

00
00
00
Quicksilver .4. 4 00
do pfd.20 00
Mexican. 1 40
Best & Belcher. 3 25

Horn Silver.
Con. Cala. & Va.

Ophir.

55

3

Boston Produce Market.

BOSTON, Jan. 26, 1892.—The following are
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, Produce, ete.
Pork—Long cuts 00 00@14 75; short cuts at
00 00@14 50; hacks at 15 00@00 00; lean lends
at 00 00,2,15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
11 00.
Hams at 9
11 ** c.

V. c; small do 10c; pressed hams

Lard—Choice 7c Tp lb in tierces and tubs ;10-lb
pails in es 71/sc.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6Hc ^ lb; country
do 5

c.

Butter—Western extra creamery at 29®30c;
extra firsts at 23:6,28c;
extra imitation creamry 22@2Sc factory choicee
20@21c; Northern creamery, choice 302,31c;
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
24@25c; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
26i<i,29c. The above quotations are receivers’
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 12@12l/3C; fair to good at 8@11 Vac;Western choice HYaC; fair to good 8 w,@llc; sage
atl2@12V,3c.
Eggs—Eastern extras 25@26c; fancy near-by
stock higher; firsts 24@—e; extra Vermont and
New Hampshire at 25226c; Western 24@25c;
Michigan firsts 24e; held stock at 18«,20c;
limed T7@18c. Jobbing prices are le higher.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice
—c; do chickens at 16@18c; fowls 13c; fair to
good at 10@12; Western drv packed turkeys,
choice 14@—c; fowls 10® 12c; chickens 13(6;

fancy higher; firsts and

14c.

Beans—N Yk hand-sicked pea, 1 95@g2; marrow pea, SI 90@1 96; choice screen pea, 1 GO 5)
1 70; hand-picked med, 1 85@1 90; choice yel1U»Y

cvca,

A Oif®A

«7L/

LftUiuimui T'V-'CV uv/wuo,-

@2 30; hand-picked, 2 308,2 40.

—

Seed—Timothy, 1 55@1 65;red top, 75ffl$2;
Western Jersey, 2 00V2 25; clover, 8@9c ;Uungarian, 90c@$l.
Hay—Choice, 17 50@$18; some fancy higher;
fair to to good at $15@$17; Eastern fine, &12@
1

$14; poor to ordinary1 $11@$14.
Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
1 371b @1 50
bbl; choice Vt and northern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 45 » bu;
rose 45c; Houlton Hebrons 50c; Aroostook Hebrons 45c.

Apples—No

1 Baldwins, at 1 G0@1 65;
and N. H. choice Baldwies, 1 05@1 75;
1
62
vs ; Kings $2@2 50.
50®1
ligs

Chicago

Maine
Greeu-

100%
100%
99%
99'/s

(54 25; Stockers 2 00 82 85; cows 1 50@2 65.
Hogs—receipts 36,000; shipments 12,000:
active and irregular; rough ana common 4 35@
4 45; mixed and packers at 4 40(54 50; prune
heavv and butchers’weights 4 60@4 70; light
4 30@4 CO.
Sheep—receipts 5000; shipments 3; active,
unchanged; ewes at 3 40@4 60; mixed at4 30
@4 70; wethers 5 0 @6 00; fed Texans 4 40;
5 00 45 20.

Domestic Marktes.

et-receipts 34,563 packages; exports 11,728
bbls and 19.678 sacks; quiet and irregular, closing easy; sales 24,400 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 25(53 85;
city mills extra 5 00:45 10; city mills patents
5 10(25 36; winter wheat low grades at 3 25@

104
104

102%
103%

May,

48%
48%
48%
48%

July.

May.

102%

99

103

99%

102%
102%

99

Feh.
48%
48%
48 Vs
48 Va

May.
48%
48%
48 Vi
48%

99%

Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

Opening.

92%

Lowest.... 87%
CORN.

May.

Oneninc.

40%

Closing. 37%
Tuesday’s quotations.

40ys

WHEAT.
Feb.

May.
91%

Opening.
Closing...
CORN.

Jan.

May.
39%

Opening.
C losing.
New York Stock and

Money Market.
<By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Jan. 26,1892.
following are to-day’s closing quotations

of Government securities:

Pacifiellsts.107Y4
Closing quotations of stocks:

1

—

rH

Jail.

Jan. 25.
New4's reg.....II0V2
New 4’s coup.115%
United States 2s reg.100
Central Pacific lsts...106%
Denver & R. 0. 1st.116%
Erie 2ds.100%
Kansas Pacific Consols.109
Oregon Nav. lsts.109%

85; fair to fancy at 3 90:8,4 80 (patents at 4 40
@6 15; Minnesota clear 4 00@4 57; straights
do at 4 35@6 00; do patents 4 50:5,5 25; do rye
mixtures 4 00@4 76; superfine at 2 85@3 45;
fine at 2 40@3 15. Sotheru flour dull and unchanged at 3 90@5 15; Rye flour dull and
lowrer; superfine 4 50@4 90. Buckwheat flour
dull at 1 75(5,1 85. Buckwheat at 53@57 c.
Cornmeal quiet. Wheat—receipts 39,750 bush;
exports 173,833 bush; sales 134,000 bush; irregular easier, and quiet ;No2 Red 1 02% store
andelev.l 03%@1 04% afloat; 1 02’■ @1 051b
fob; No3 Rea at 98(be; No 1 Northern at
1 04% @1 051b; No 1 hard at 1 07%@1 077i.;
No 2 Northern at 90%. Rye dull and unsettled;
Western at 94@961bc. Barley is dull and irregular; No 2 Mil 70@72c. Com—receipts 188,025
bush; exports 95,299 hushjsales 122,000 bush;
opened weaker and closed steadier and dull;
No 2 at 48 *5 @48lb c elev, 491i(@49Vse afloat,
c f o b; No 2 White 62c ;No 3 at 47e;steamer
mixed at 4714@48%c. Oats—receipts 46,1-' 5
bush; exports 20,256 bush; sales 126.000 bus;
steadier and less active;Xo 3 at 341b ;do White
368.361bc; No 2 at 34i/8@35i/sC; White do
at 371b@37%c; No 1 at 351bc; do White at
391bc; Mixed Western at 34@361bc; White at
37@42c; White State 357@42e;No 2 Chicago at
351/8 c. Coffee—Rio firm with fair demand :No 7
3

Feh.
49%
49%
48%
48%

Jan. 26.
115

115%
100

106%
117

106%
109
1

0

Kansas

107%

Adams Express.148
American Express.116
Central Pacific. 34
Ches. & Ohio. 25
Chicago & Alton.140
Chicago & Alton preferred_160
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.. 107
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co.. 121 Vr
Delaware, Uackawana & West..142%
Denver di Rio Grande. 16
Elio. 30%
Erie preferred..
71%

148
116

33%
25%
139
160

108%
125%
145%
17

31%
72

1074

r..

OUgrn-ice**

uun

turn

um.na.itvu,

»

V.

outside quotations are those posted by the trust; inside
figures cover rebate; No 6 at 36/a ia3%c; No 7
at 3 9-16®3 1 l-16e;No 8 at 3%(a3%e; No 9at
3 7-161(73 9-16c; No 10 at 38/8@3%c ; No 11 at
c;
No 13 at
3 E-16(n,3 7-16c; No 12 at SVifeS
3 3-ie a3 5-16; off A 3 11-16®4; Mould A at
4
A
Confec1-16@4
3-16c;
standard
4%®s/8C;
tioners’ A 4@4Vec; cut loaf at 5@5V8C; crushed
P.
4
at
@4
c;
granulated
c;
at 5®>5
powdered
Petro4 1-16@4 6-16c; Cubes at 4% (S-i1** c.
leum quiet and steady; unitedat 62y8c. Pork
active and firm; Beef dull; beef hams quiet;
tierced beef dull and steady; cut meat3 firm and
quiet; middles quiet and easy. Lard lower and
dull- Western steam closed at 0 77% hid; city
steam at 6 40@6 45; refined easier and quiet;
Continent at 7 00@715; 8 A 7 70. Butter is
quiet and steady; State dau-y 18®2bc; Western factory at 1 @23%c; erm at 21<g32c; ElCheese firm and 111
gin at 32; rolls 16^21c.
fair demand; State at9@12c; fancy 11 A@12.
Freights to Liverpool dull and weak; grain
lined

is

easier

and

at

000 bbls; wheat 4540 bush;
84Receipts—Flour,
1806bn; oats,
00 busn.

(By Telegraph.)
26, 181)2.—The Cotton
YORK, Jail. 160
1
and
bales;
market is quiet
1°'y“p;,s,a>es,60
Gulf 5 J-] 6 ;good
ordinary uplands at 4o f-JSftd10
at
stained
uplands
ordinary
1j-“TGc,
7 9-16c; do Gulf 7 15-160,do stained 7%.
NEW ORLEANS, Jan. 26,1 1892.-TUe Cotton
10c.
market is easy; middling 7
CHARLESTON, Jam 26, 1892,-The Cotton
7c.
market Is firm; middling
SAVANNAH, Jam 26. 1892—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 7c.
MOBILE, Jan. 26,1892.—The Cotton market
is easy; middling 7c.
MEMPHIS, Jan. 26.1892.—The Cotton market is easy; middlings 7Vsc.

quiet;

per steam —d.

CHICAGO,Jan. 26,1892-The Flour market
steady and unchanged. Wheat ruled dull and
lower; No 2 Spring wheat at 8714c; No 2 Red
at 89%(®00c. Corn quiet and easy; No 2 at
37%c. Oats dull and ersy; No 2 at 28c; No 2
White—. No 2 Rye at 70@70%. No 2 Barley
at 59@60c. No 1 Flaxseed at 95%c. Provisions
less active and easier; mess pork 8 621%. Lard
at 6 42%. Short rib sides at5 70®5 80. Dry
salt meats—shoulders at 4 62%(^4 7o; short
clear sides 6 00@6 10.
Receipts—Flour, 22,000 bbls; wheat, 61,000
bush; corn 221,000 bush; oats, 31,000 bush;
rye, 13,000; barley,173,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, 14,000 bbls ;wheat. 49,000
bush; corn, 186,000 bush; oats, 147,000 hush;
rye, 4,000 bsh; barley, 46,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Jan. 26, 1892.—The Flour market is quiet and steady. Wheat closed steady
and %c lower;No 2 Red at 88 -2@88We. Corn
closed dull, heavy ami %c lower; No 2 at 36Vi.
is

„„„

■

and

export

500

bales.

1892.—Quotations—
lld@7s liy2d; Spring

Winter Wheat at 7s
wheat at 7S liutojvs xj. van,
Corn 4s 7t4a. Cheese 57s 6d.

miaou

Aiueiuiau

Portland Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND, Jan. 26,1892.
I11 Provisions,
Flotir firm and unchanged.
Pork has advanced from 25 to 60c a hhl and
Lard about 14e ¥> lb- Sugar is l-16c lower.Yellow Eyed Beans higher.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,
Provisions, Produce, etc.:

30
Santiago.New York. Hav & Mex. Jan 30
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool Jan

Allianca.New York. Bio Janeiro. Jan 30
Aller.New York. Bremen.Tan 30
Amsterdam. .New York. .Rotterdam .Jan30
New York..Havre.Feb 2
La Bretagne
Trave.New York. .Bremen... Feb 2
3
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool..Feb
3
City of Chicago New York. Liverpoo 1.. FFeb
.-»
eb
Waesland-Now York. Antwerp..
4
Rugia.New York. Hamburg ..Feb
0
Feb
Arizona .New York. Liverpool.
•. .New York.
Liverpool .Feb «>
Aurania*
<>
.Bremen-Feb
Ems.New York.
Werkendam .New York. .Rotterdam .Feb b

Corn, car lots... 56@57
low grades.4 75@5 00 Corn, hag lots. .59@61
Meat, hag lots. .59@60
X Spring &
XX Tpring.6 00@5 25 Oats, car lots... 43@45
Oats, bag lots.. 4 @47
Patent Sprng
Wheat... 5 75@6 00 Cotton Seed,
cal' lots... $27@27 50
Mich, str’ght
roller.6 37®6 62
bag lots.. §28@29 00
clear do.. .5 15@5 25 Sacked Br’n
car lots... «21@22 00
StLouis st’gt
Superfine &

hag lots.. S23@24 00
rooler.... 5 50@d 65
clear do...5 25@6 37 Middlings.. *22@2 00
bag lots.. $23@26 00
Wnt’r wheat
Provisions.
patents... 5 60@5 75

Pork,

Bks.15 25 «16 00
clear.. .15 5( @15 25
short Ct3l5 25@15 50

Fish.

Cod—Jjarge

6
Shore
Small do.. 5
3
Pollock
Haddock... 3
Hake.2
....

..

..

Herring,box

25@6 50
00@6 25 Beef,extra
8 60@ 9 00
mess'..
00@4 25
28@3 50] plate... 10 00@10 50
00@2 50 ex-plate.10 50@11 00
Lard, tubs.. 6%@ 7%
14@18o tierces... B'«@ 7vi
pails.... 6%@11

Scaled....
Mackerel, bl
Shore ls..$ 24@$26| pure Ieaf.l0y2@ll
10
Shore 2s..S 14@$16iHams
@10%
Med. 3s-.ll 50@*13| docovTd.il @11%
Oil.
Large 3s..
j
I Kerosene. PortProduce.
land ref. pet,.. 6%
CneCran’s. .6 50@8 50
Pea Beans. 2 00@2 15
Ligonia.6
Centennial.6 %
Medium do.
Pratt’s Astral.. 8y2
Ger. med... 1 75@2 10
YredowEyes.l 75@2 00 Uevoe’s brilliant 8 n
Itaisins.
Cal. Pea... .2 65@2 75
Irish Potat’s 50@ 55c Muscatel... 1 50@2 00
2 50@3 00 London lav’r2 00@3 50
Sweets
Onions—NaOnpura lay’r.8 @9%
tives..... .2 65@2 75 Valencia.
6%@7
Geese.
14@15c
Sugar.
Chickens.
15@171b Ex-qual’ty fine
Fowls. 13@ 14c
granulated.... 4%
Turkeys.... 17@ 18c Standard do.. .47-16
Extra C. 3V&
Apples,
..

....

..

MARINE NEWS

1

Bain-

Seed.

I
Butter.
Demons.
.4 00@5 00 Creamery.28@30
Palermo

Messina_4 00@4
Oranges.
Valenoia....O 00@4
.2 50@3
Florida
Malager gpes6 50@7
Eggs.

75 GiltEdge Vr’mt.27@29
Choice.20@21

...

50,Good.19@20
25lStore.. .18@19
Cheese.

50

N. Y.fct’ry.12

Eastern ext....2r@26,.Vermont.. 12
Held.21@22|Sage.14
Limed.20@21

Plot Sup.7%@8

@13Vs
@13

@14ya

Leather.

1

Bread.

New York—

Light.lfl@20
IMIU weight... .21@22
i Heavy.22@23
Cumherlaud.4 50@5 00. S laughter.31@ 2
Acadia.
IGoodd’mg.19@20
do

sq.n%@6

Crackers

.5
Coal.
...

@6

6 001 Am.
7 50
0 00 S’th

Lehigh.
Bio,

PORTLAND,

TUESDAY, Jan

26.

Arrived.
Steamer Cumberland, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John, NB.
Soli .Tfiiin T Havnps Bonthhav for New York.
Sell Martha lnnis, Speed, Rockland tor New
York
Sch'Elizabeth Arcularius, Rockland for New
York.
Cleared.
Sch E F Mansfield, Crossley, Philadelphia or
Baltimore—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Robt I Carter, Peak, New York—Clark &
Chaplin Ice Co.

Coffee.
roasted....

calf.60@70
Lumber.

pine.... $30@$40

Clear pine—

1.9@21' Uppers.$58@G0

do.29@30, Select.$4f @52
Fine common..838@45
Coogerage.
HHUd shooks & hds— ; Spruce.$13(asl4
Mol. city. .1 80@1 90 Hemlock.$11@12
Sug.coiint’y 90c@l 00 Clayboards—
Country Mol,
ISnruce, X.$36@38
lilidsnooksl 16@1 20 Clear.S84@35
2d clear.825@28
hhd lidg ml
32 ill. 24@26
Nol.1.815@20
Spruee35in 20@-‘2 Pine.$25@50
Soft pine35 20@22
Shingles—
UarapneJ- 25@30 X cedar... .3 F0@3 75
Clear
cedar. 3 00@3 25
14
ft,.
Hoops
X No 1.2 00@2 50
Hoops 13ft.
No 1 cedar..1 25@1 60
Hoops 8 ft.
Spruce.1 25@1 50
Cordage.
tb. 10@11
Amer’n
Laths,spce. .2 20@2 25
;
Lime—Cement.
Manilla
12@14
Manilla bolt
Limo,4> csk. 1 OOffl.l 20
rope.
@14 Cement.l 40@1 50
Matches.
Kussiado.. 17@18
50
Sisal.8Va@9V4 Star,up gross
and
39@40
Dyes.
Ditigo.
Drugs
Metals.
Acid Oxalic.... 12@14
Acid tart.40@42
Copper—
.00@2o
Ammonia.15(620 14@48 com.
25
Ashes, pot.
.6^4(6 8 Polished copper.
35
Bals eopabia.. ,r>r@70 14x48 planished.
20
Beeswax.35(640 Bolts.
6 j Y M sheath....
Bleh powders...
Java

..

Borax.12@14

Y M Bolts.--

27

2V2(6 5 Bottoms.28{S30
Cochineal.40(643 Ingot........ .13(614
Brimstone.

..

Copperas.l3/2(6 2
Tin—
Cream tartar... .30@3&
Kxlogwood... .12(615 Straits.22@24
Gumarabic.. .70(61 22 English.23625
Aloes cape.I5@2f> Char. 1. Co..7 00,67 50
Camphor.60(652 Char. I. X..9 2' (69 55
Mytrli.52(656 Terne.6 OO&S 50
10@18
Opium.2 25(62 50 Antimony...
Shellac.3.>@40J Coke.6 00(68 50
Indigo.8 c(6$ 1 Zinc.7 60@8 00
Iodine....
.3 76(6$4iSolder1/^xVs
Molasses.
Ipecac.2 00(62 251

Licorice, rt... 15@ 0 Porto ltico.30@40
ex.34640 Barbadoes.3^(633
Morphine... 1 95(62 ^o Cienfuegos-38(640
uil bergamot*! uu®-i aoirmiuug.
Cod liver... 1 10®1 35 Fancy Ponce.. 39®40
Nalls.
Lemon.3 00®3 35
Olive.1 00® 50 Cask,cut-1 90@2 00
wire ..21 ®2 2j
Peppt.3 25®3 50
Naval Stores.
Wintergree nr 00@2 H
Potass br’mde. .28@33 Tar ;p bbl. ..3 76@4 00
Coal
tar.... fi 25® 50
Chlorate.17®18
Iodide.2 85@3 00 Pitch.3 00@3 25
Wil.
Pitch. .3 00@3 5
.90@9‘
Quicksilver,
Quinine.31@3G Rosm.3 00®4 00
50
Tupentine, gal. 39@49
Rheubarb, rt.75c@l
Rt snake.3d@40 Oakum.8® 9
Lac

..

Oil.
Saltpetre.10®16
Senna.25@30 Linseed.38@43
Canary seed.... 4@4la Boiled.41@4G

00® 1 75 Sperm.

90@1 00
Soda, by-carb3 @6% Whale.i 6@G5
Sal.94/a @3 Bank.40@45
Cardamons

1

Sulphur.3 V> @3
Sugar iead.20@22
White wax_55@00
Vitrol, blue... .8 @10
Vanilla,bean ,$10@13
Duck.

Shore.35@40
Porgie.35@40
Lard.60@70

Castor.1 25® 1 35
Neatsfoot ..90c@l 00

Llaine.25®50

Paints.
No 1..32
LeadNo 3.28
No 10.20
8 oz.12 Pure ground.7 00@7 50
10dz.16 Red. ..7
@714
@3Va
Gunpowder—Shot. EngVenRedS
Blasting_3 60@4 00 Am Zmc.... 5 00®7 00
2Va
Sporting.... 4 o@G 60 Rochelle...
Rice.
Drop shot,25 ibs. .1 60
Carolina-614 @7
Buck, B, 1$B,
T. TT, F...1 76 Rangoon-5Vs@6
Saleratus.
Ilav.

Saleratus

Baltimore.

RAILROADS.
_

ROYAL

LINE.

BLUE

Finest and Safest Trains in the

World

—BETWEEN—
New

and

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore
Washington
—VIA—

4.00 p.

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

from
Ar at
from Portland for Liverpool.
Arat Kong liong Jail 26th, ship Josephus,
Southwick, New Y'ork.
Sid fm Tamatave Dec 23, barque Alice Reed,
Warren, Boston.
Ar at Dunkirk Jan 26, sch Susie M Plummer,
Creighton. New Orleans.
Passed Prawle Point Jan 23, ship L Schepp,
Purington. San Francisco for Havre.
Sid fm Sierra Leone Dec 25, sch A S Snare,
Smith, New York.
Memoranda.
Sch Wm T Donnell, from Jewett’s Cove for
New Y’ork, before reported on the rocks at
Westport, was floated 25th, leaking badly. Extent of damage not known. She will have to
haul out for repairs and will probably be towed
to Portland.
Several four-masted schooners have recently
arrived in English portsjfrom the United States,
with hard pine, and some of them have been
fined £10 for carrying deckloads out of season.
The law is applicable to vessels arriving at United Kingdom ports between the last day of October and the 16th day of April in any year.
Boothbay, Jan 26—Sch Herald of the Morning is on the railway undergoing repairs. She
struck on the Sow and Pigs, and it was supposed at the time that she had sustained no damage
Part of her keel was knocked off and a number
of planks broken.
Sell Break of Day. from Boston, is at Boothbay repairing damage sustained by collision.
St Thomas, Jan 19—Barque RAC Smith, fm
Demerara, has been docked to stop a leak and
to paint.
Domestic
"VTTTUT vmj

IT

A

V

O/ltlt

Ports,

hornnn f*lara 17 Mpflil.

vefy. Gilkey, Santa Cruz; sells R Bowers, Fernandina; E V Glover, Jacksonville.
Cld 25th, sehs Sebago, Ross, for Cienfuegos;
F D Hodgkins, Thompson, Rio Hach, USC;

Warner Moore, Crockett, Velasco.
Sid 25th, barque Carrie Heckle, for Central
America.
Passed Hell Gate 25th, sch James A Brown,
from New York for Port' Eaton; Jona Sawyer,
Baltimore forNew Haven; JosiahESmith, New
York for-.
BOSTON—Ar 25th, sehs Alma Cummings,
Cummings, Port Royal, SC; S WLawrence,Haskell, Philadelphia; Sarah Hill, Heather, and
Exchange, Dillingham, ltockport.
Cld 25th, sch Delhi, Gordon, Fortune Bay.
Sid 25th, sehs Oliver S Barrett, and Sadie
_

2fith, brig Eugene Hale; sehs J Manchester Haynes, Delhi, M A Power.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 18th, ship Two Brothers, Seattle.
PASCAGOULA-Ar 22d, sch E H Cornell,
Wass, Tampico.
MOBILE—Sid 24tli, sch Henry P Mason,
Percv, Velasco.
Ar'25th, sch Robt A Snow, Pillsbury, Barbadoes.
PENSACOLA—Cld 25th, sch RFC Hartley,
Chase, Galveston.
JACKSONVILLE—Sid 25th, sch Standard,
Oram. Perth Amboy.
BRUNSWICK—Sid 24th, sch Agnes I Grace,
FORT ROYAL, SC—Cld 25tli, sch Georgie L
Drake, Goldthwaite. Boston.
NORFOLK—Ar 25th, sch John C Smith, from

Philadelphia.

Sid 25th, sehs Jennie A Stubbs, Blake, Berbice; Agnes E Manson, Boston.
CAPE HENRY—Passed out 19th, sch Hannah McLoon, from Baltimore for Cardenas.
Passed out 21st, sch Addio Charlsoii, Baltimore for Cardenas.
BALTIMORE—Ar 25th, sells Wm M Bird,
Barrett, Portland; Three Marys, Blrdsall, Providence.

Ar 25th, sch Lydia M Deeriug, Hamilton, from
Salem.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 25th, sch Young Brothers, Snow, Portsmouth.
Cld 25th, sch Lillian Woodruff, Hodgkins, for

Royal

Liverpool. |
Jam

Outwards and

Pendleton,

Savannah.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 25th, sch A B Sherman,
Higgins, Norfolk.
Sid 25th, sch Walker Armington, Drinkwater,
Norfolk.
FALL RIVER—Ar 25th, sch Helen G King,
Calais; Joe Carlton, Rockport.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR —Ar 25th. sells
Alfred Keen, Baker, and Lulu Everett, Sawyer,
Rockland for New York; S J Lindsey, McFadfirm

T/thn T* Tfhlcpv

mirl

M 'Rrftinu.rrl

/In fnr

do; Eliza Lavensefler, Keller, Thomaston for
do; Minnie C Tayler, Quinlan, Portland for do;
Kama Cobb. Falkingham, Millbridge for do;
T W Allen, Clark, Calais for do; Cora Louise,
'Greenlaw, Boothbay for do; Eugene Bordo,
Robinson, St George for Philadelphia.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 23d, sell Leila ^Vllite,
Wliite, Rockland.
NOBSKA^Passed east 26tli, sch Anna Pendleton. from Pensacola for Boston.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 26th, schs Chas E
Sears, and Nellie F Sawyer, Elizabethport for
Portland; Alfred Keen, and G M Brainard, fm
Rockland for New York; S .1 Lindsay, do for do
T W Allien, Calais for do; Cora Louise, Boothbay for do; Eliza Lajrenseller, Thomaston for
do; Carrie S Allen, Portland for do; H G King,
Calais for Fall River; Joe Carlton, Rockport tor
do; Senator Grimes, Calais; II B Cousins, Boston for Darien.
Sid 20th, schs John P Kelsey, Eugene Borda,
G M Porter, Alfred Keen, G M Brainard, S J
Lindsay, T W Allem Cora Louise, Helen G
King, Carrie S Allen, Joe Carlton, H B Cousins,
and. Senator Grimes.
Ar 24th, sch Telegraph, New York for Plymouth.
Sid 20th, schs Minnie C Taylor, and Eliza Lavenseller.
Ar 25th, schs Celina, Baltimore for Portland;
Zamora, Hoboken for Camden.
GLOUCESTER—In port 23d, schs Exchange,
Sarah Hill, and Antelope, from Rockport for
Boston.
BATH—Ar 24th, sch Ben Hur, Lewis, from
Boston.

Ar 20th, sch Cassie Jameson, Collins, Darien
via Portland, in tow of tug L A Belknap.

Foreign Ports.
At Manila Dec 12, barque Tlllia Baker, Freeman, for Iloilo and Delaware Breakwater.
Ar at Cape de Verde Dee. 19, sell Nellie May,

Portland & Worcester Line.

7.

Steamer.

ISARNIA,

LABRADOR,

21.
4.
18.
Mar. 3.
17.
31.

Homewards

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

I From
I From
I Portland. | Halifax.
Jan. 28. Jan. 30.
Feb. 13.
Feb. 11.

I

OREGON,
SARNIA.

25.

27.

Mar. 10.

Mar. 12.

24.
7.
21.

20.
0.
23.

LABRADOR,
OREGON,

STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

Apr.
Apr.
SARNIA.
Cabin, $40 to $00; Return, $80 to $110; Second Cabin, $25; Steerage, $20.
Avonmouth Dock Direct._
From
I
From
Portland.
Avenmoutli.
Steamship. I
10.
28.
I
DOMINION,
February
January
22.
TORONTO,
February 4.
•'

18.

| TEXAS,_March

Oil and after Monday, Oct.1891, Passentrains will Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. in.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. in., 12.30 and
5.30 p. in.
For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.00, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and
11.15 p. m.
For Forest Avenue (Deering), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with “Hoosac Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich, and.
New York* via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.80 and 5.50 p. in.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.35
p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. COKDWELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent.
dtf.
oct5

fer

or

7.

The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov23dtfAgents.

Lin©

Allan
Royal

Mail

Steamships.

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.
1

1

From

From

From

Liverpool I Steamships I Portland.

Halifax.

21st Jan. 23rd Jan.
Parisian,
4th Feb.
Oth Feb.
Sardinian,
20th ‘,
*Numidian, 18tlx
5th Mar.
11th Feb. Circassian, | 3rd Mar.
cattle
will
sf Numidian
carry
*S.
and only cabin passengers. Cabin $40 to
state
and
location
of
to
steamer
$60, according
room; second cabin $25; steerage $20.
of
Litle Steam31st Dec.
14th Jan.

38th

STATE LliVE {Service

Kew York and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $35 and upwards. Return $65 and upwards.
Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19: intermediate
$30. Apply to H. & A. ALLAN and T. P.
McGOWAN, Portland, or H. & A. ALLAN,

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
On

and

After

dec24dtf

Maine Steam

|

ship Company

For NEVV YORK.

—

Dec.

follows:

7,

1891,

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
m., and 1.10,1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m„ 1.30 and 5.10 p. m. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. m. and 1.80
j). m. For Quebec, 1.30 p. m. For Buckiield and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. in.,
12.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. III. From Gorham, N. H., S.25 a. m.. 12.10 and 5.50 p. m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. PI-,
5.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. m.

TICKET OFFICE

Steamship Co.
FOR

run as

TWPAPTITPVe

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pier 38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, General Agent.
novlOdtf

International

MONDAY.

Trains will

JBOStOIl.

50

and Depot Foot
dia Street.

Exchange Street,

of In-

Lowest fares from Portland, Yarmouth Junction ami Danville Junction as follows: To Chi.
$20 and $15.76; Detroit $16.75 and
§12.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
$31.50 and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via.Chicago $26 and
$21.50; San Francisco, California. $90 and
$60.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

cago

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N. B.

Fall aud Winter Arrangement.

dec8dtf_

On and after Nov. 2. and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf, Portland. Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p.m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. jsi'-Ereight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company's Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.

Portland & Romford Falls Railway.
In Effect

November 16,1891.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m.
and 1.30 p. m.
RETURNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.
m.

STAGE CONNECTIONS Daily—From IV.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buekfleld for W.
Sumner and Turner; Canon for Peru, Dixiielil and Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN, Sunt.
Livermore.

je27dtf

je20dtf

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY MAINE CENTRAL E. R.
—

Ar at Delaware Breakwater 24th, sch Isaiah
K Stetson, Trask, Surinam; 25th, It F Pettigrew, Morse, Demerara.
Ar at do 2Gth, sch S P Hitchcock, Blair, from
Pensacola for Philadelphia.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 23d, sch Jas B Jordan,
Martin. Savannah.
STAMFORD—Ar 25th, sch Wm H Sumner,

dtf

Steamships.

Mail

at Halifax

From

station.

JAMES T. FURBER,
Vice Pres, and Gen. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A., Boston
M. D. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland,
dtf
qctd

DOMINION LINE.

*

Cienfuegos.

at Commercial street

STEAMERS.

_

Boston.

For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
tConuects with Kail Lines for New York,
South and West.
SConnects with Sound Lines for New York.
{Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
►Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Stattou. Congress street, and
m.

night.

dec22_

Feb.

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Moville Jan 26, steamer Toronto,

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.

For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 with dining car) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 5.00 p. in., 12.16 night.
Parlor cars on day trains Sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and New
Boston office, 211 Washington street.

m.

Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Bosand way stations, 12.56, 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a. m.: Amesbury, 9.00 a. m., 6.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.00 a. m. daily) 19.00 a.
m„ ($1.00 p. in. daily) tO.OO p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.00 a. m.. ({9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. m., (*7.00 p. m. daily.)
ton

trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Uuequaled dining car service.
TIME
TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1891.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North River.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.46, 0.00. 10.00,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00,
7.30 p. m„
12.15 night. Sundays 9.00,
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 6.00 p.
m., 12.16

4,

R.

1891.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Soarboro Reach, Pine Point, 7.00. 10.15 a.
in., 3.30. 5.15. 6.15 p. m.; Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8 45. 10.15 a. 11)., 12.40,
3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p. m.; Kennebuuk, 7.00, 8.45
a. m.. 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 6.15 p.
in.; Wells
Beach. 7.00, 8.45 a. ill., 3.30, 5.15 p. m.; North
Berwick, Great Palls, Dover, 7.00, 8.45 a.
111., 12.40, 3.80, 5.15 p. ill; Rochester^ Farmington, Alton Bay, Woll'boro, 8.45 a. ni.,
12.40, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. m.; Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket .Junction)
7.00 a. ill., 3.30 p. ill.; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
m.; So. Newmarket Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, t7.00,
18.45 a. m., $12.40, 3.30 p. m.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a- m., 1.00,

Dec 29, lat 8 S. Ion 33 W, ship EB Sutton*
Carter, from New York for San Francisco.
Jan 22. lat 39 47 N, Ion 07 W, ship John K
Kelley, Gibbons, from Liverpool lor New York.

Calling

FROM ODR CORRESPONDENTS.

PORT CLYDE, Jan 26—Ar, sell Addle Carlton, (new) Blake, of and from Rockport for
New York.

..

wins.1 76@2 00 lied Top. .1 90@2 CO
a ting.2 25@2 50 Timothy... 1 55@1 60
8@ 10c I Clover.10 @14
vap^ft..

Sherman,

Boston & BVlaine R.
In Effect October

All

MINIATURE ALMANAC, JAN. 27.

Grain.

Flour.

No

TIME

FOR

_

LIVERPOOL, Jan. 26,

Wade,

i

Spoken.

Sarnia.Portland.
Liverpool .Jan 25
Havel.New York. Bremen.Ian 2d
Britanic.New York. Liverpool .Jan 27
.Jan 27
Friesland_New York. .Antwerp
Dania.New York. .Hamburg .Jan 28
28
Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegos .Jan 30
Jan
Caracas.New York. Laguayra
30
Jan
&e
Adirondack. .New York.. Kings ton,

POET OF-

(By Telegraph.)
LIVERPOOL, Jan. 26, 1892.—The Cotton
market is steady; middling at 4%d; sales

speculation

(g-6 Va

..

wood, Gilley. Philadelphia.
Ar at Matanzas Jan 24th, barque Arthur C

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

Foreign Markets.

bales;

_..

Medium.30@40
Common.2o(a30 Sheet...
Natural leaf
.60-^70 Pipe.0

..

Cotton markets.

Chestnut....
Franklin...

Cattle Market.

(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO,Jail. 26.1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 6,000;sliipments 2500; steady; good
to'choice steers at 4 50@5 00; others at 3 10@

May.

Itye

5,000

(By Telegraph.)

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

The

30

»

NEW YORK.Jan.2G, 1892.—The Flour mark-

July.

COEN.

Jan.
Opening........... 48%
Highest. 48%
Lowest.48%

48
13
29 l/a

■

Lambs 6 50@6 10.

WHEAT.
Jan.

12

47%

Q.109%

CO.

Closing...48%
Tuesday’s quotajions.

Notes.

the

49
49

Lowest. 48%

_

12

40%

Atchison, Topeka & Stanta Fe R. 42 Vs

COEN.

Jan.

113

Boston Stock Market.

WHEAT.

Jan.

pfd.Ill

were

bushtc!nu.2M;4,o(’0^buslyrOatSi,__41,000.bish;

New York; sch Anna E J Morse, Crocker,
Philadelphia.
Ar at Matanzas .Tan 1C, barque Grace Linn-

50(&60 Formoso

FROM

Receipts—llour, 2,000 bbls; wheat, 42,000

corn

brands..

ers.

Ooolong.

Tobacco.
Best

and

NEW

60%
113%

Westerns

COKEECTEDBY

91%

14ya
do pfd. 71%
Oregon Nav. 87 '/a

110
125
103
104
11C
121
107
104
102
100
108
100
101
114
102
102
116
136
105
112
103
IOC
106
lie
lie
96

Creamery and Dairy.

38

I87.,
41%

80%
122%

The following
stocks in Boston:

5

25; longs
tos« oo.

shoit

79

70

pfd.121

Texas Pacific, new.
Union Pacific.
U. S. Express.
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific...
do pfd.
Western Union.
Sugar Trust.
do pfd.
Richmond & West Point.

85
12C
115
120

The creameijy has been of decided advantage to the private dairy in teaching
and leading the way toward better practices. It has taught us to skim the milk
before it has spoiled, and to stop churning before the butter is spoiled. By following up the same line there is no reason why the private dairy' should not
make just as good butter as the creamery, and get just as much for it.—Field
and Farm.

begins to be in the thick
and loppered condition, it is just right
for churning, that is if you are one of

*2%
19%
15%

do

1 Of!

80
115
110

be kept accurately. The quality of the
milk should be tested. With the tester
a^d the scales, a farmer makes a big mistake who keeps a cow over three years
that brings in a balance on the wrong
side. Scales and the tester are going to
weed out the pedigrees. Pedigree is
good, but performance is better.
The perfect cow will be the animal
that, having a pedigree, can show a better
record than her dam, as she in turn shows
The
a better record than her grandam.
object is to obtain the greatest amount
of energy in milk production. Comfort
and food are more than pedigree. The
true pedigree should be the recorded
improvements made through several
generations. The failure to make dairying yery profitable is due to the failure
of the dairyman to bring all the factors
together.—Cor. American Cultivator.

When

Ohio & Miss. 22 V*
Out. & Western. 19
North American. 15%
Pacific Mail. 37
Pullman I alace.ISO
Reading. 40%
Rock Island. 90
St. Louis it San Fran.
do pfd.
do 1st.
79%
St. Paul

pfd.

£-B«J

06%
1 is %
144

St. Paul, Minn. & Mann.112%
St. Paul & Omaha. 48%

128
115
117
4OV2 42
100
102
117
115
116
118
103
105
114
116

1

<»

23%

114%
20%

do

126

National Bank.100
National Bank.100
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
First National Bank.100
75
Merchants’ National Bank.
National Traders’ Bank.... 100
Portland National Bank... .100
Portland Trust Co.100
Canal
Casco

surroundings, stable, air, light, litter;
third, selection; fourth, inbreeding.

+Via

02%
JI

y5quietand

at 0 20.
ribs 6 4B@6 50;

New York Central...113%
New York. Chicago & St'Louis. 19 74
do

Bonds-Money Easy Sterling
Exchange Quiet and Firm Government
and

Stocks

following scale
of judgment for perfect buttpr: Flavor
Freights.
—marked, nutty, sweet and pure, 40;
The following are recent charters:
make, working, printing and packing,
Ship Wm. G. Davis, 60,000 cases refined oil
20; solidity—firmness, not readily softening, 12; texture—compact, closeness of
Barge Antelope, New York to Portland, 190C
grain, breaking with a distinct fracture, tons coal, G5c.
12; color—such as the market calls for,
Bark Elmiranda, Cienfuegos to north of Hat
8; moisture—perfection not over 10 per teras, sugar 14c; if Delaware Breakwater foi
cent., 8; salt—variation not a defect orders, 15c.
Bark H. A. Litchfield, and Schr E. B, Philunless quantity used is excessive; mark
lips, New York to Portland, coal p. t.
of perfection, 100.
Brig E. H. Williams, New Xork to Cardenas,
Professor l. P. Roberts, of Cornell unicoal $1 30; lumber 3 25.
on
“Milk
ProNew
York, spoke
versity,
Schr Chas. E. Sears, Elizabetliport to PortProfessor Roberts thought
duction.”
land, coal 70c.
the cows we now have about the right
Schr Luis G. Babel, Philadelphia to Cardenas,
In certain lines in dairying great coal $1 45.
size.
advance has been made, but in others
Schr J. B. Coyle, Philadelphia to St. Jago,
but little was manifest. It is not likely coal $2200, U. S. currency.
Schr Sebago, New York to Cienfuegos, and
that new foods for cattle which will be
superior to those now in use will be found, back to Del. Breakwater for orders, bag sugar
20c, direct port not east of New York, 19c, Bos
as almost everything has been tried and
for port charges.
there have been almost innumerable ton 21c, coal out
methods tried for feeding. As a general
Detail Grocers' Sugar Dates.
statement, few cows produce over 8,000
Portland market—cut loaf 5 Va c ;eonfectioners!
pounds of milk per year, or even 250 7c; pulverized, Gc; powdered, 6c; granulated,
pounds of sodds. There are cows which 5c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
will produce more than four times this
Bailroad Deceipts.
amount, but they are the better stock of
POKTLAND, Jan. 26.
to
which
all
must
the coming standards
Eeceipts by Maine Central B. E.—For Portaim. The middle ground is the safest.
land. 81 cars miscellaneous merchandise; foi
Profits lie in diminished cost and inconnecting roads 155 cars.
creased production.
Portland Daily Press Stock List.
first
of
beall,
Improvements should,
Corrected bv Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
gin with the cow. The first and great Brokers,
186 Middle street.
factor is better food and more of it;
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
second, environment—everything in her

*•**/-*/-»

9

N° 2 at
Oats moderately active iwer;
o ai <
» ho z at 88.
•>m/...
BarIjvp dull; No
easy; Minn at 50 y. @570.
is
ve
ley
6° tor olC and
Provision's easier-po*
uiy salt meats—
11 62V4 for new. Laid
Jo: short clear
shoulders 4 05; lone

»“^"bsat
liacon-shouldus
clear

110
104
9
21

Northwestern.110%
Northwestern pf<l.144V*

to 30 per cent, of water.
Mr. Govell gave the

ITVia troorltr

22%
122

Minn. & St. Louis pfd. 21%
Missouri Pacific. <>1%
New Jersey Ceiitrul.11 o Va
Northern Pacific common. 23
Northern Pacific pfd. 65%

Quotations of Staple Products in tin

and combined practical instruction as
well as theoretical. Professor Uheesman, of Massachusetts, has charge of
the new dairy school.
The first speaker was the college farm
superintendent, Mr. G. M. Govell, who
gave a lecture on “Good Butter.” His
remarks were mainly confined to quality
in butter, without reference to cows'
food or grade of milk.
Only in the production of a better article of butter than
last year is the dairyman sure of holding his market. One of the important
factors in good butter is flavor; next,
firmness; it must never be oily or salvy.
Too much working spoils butter by
breaking down the grain. Butter in
right condition when broken apart
should break with a distinct fracture,
like cast iron. This 6ort of fracture
does not show in lard or tallow, nor in
overworked butter. There is too much
water sold in batter. Ten per cent, of
water is the lowest practicable amount,
while 15 per cent, is not excessive. Much
butter put upon the market contains 25

108%

California,

LINE FOR

—

For

Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the

White'"Mountains, Quebec, Montreal

Japan, China, Central and South
America and Mexico,

and the West.

On and after November 29. 1891, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and LewisFrom New York, pier foot of Canal street, j
ton, 8.30 a. m., 1.10, 5.05 p. m.
Francisco
via
The
IstliNorth River, for Sau
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m., *1.15,
mus of Panama.
5.00 and £11.30 p. m.
For Japan and China,
Dockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. m., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
COLON.sails Saturday, Jan. 30, noon,
p. m.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
riTTM A
coils WodnoeHav TToh 17 3 n m
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and £11.30
p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
Farmington
apply to or address the General Eastenx Agents.
a. m.f 1.10 p. m.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. in.;
It. A. ADAMS & CO„
and for Kangeley at 8.30 a. m.
115 State Street, Cor, Broad St., Boston.
Monmouth, Winthrop Deadfield and Oakdtf
land, l.lo and 5.05 ]>. m.
JelO
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10. 5.05 p. m.; via

j

4.-1 kj

^vugusia)

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf. Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
for the West by the Penn. K. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

Freights

commission.

Bound Trip *18.00.
and l'oom included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, 80 State St., Fiske Building, Boston,
oct22dtf
Mass.

Passage

810.00.

Meals

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

FAKE
THE

STAUNCH SEAGOING

$1.00.
STEAMERS,

cv-

in.,

i.iu,

i-'.

Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via
Augusta. 7.15 a. m., 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30
p. m.
Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.: via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and $11.30 p. m., and on

Sundays only

at 7.20 a.

m.

Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.
m.

Ellsworth
p. m.

and Bar Harbor at 1.15 and 11.80

St. John, Halifax and Provinces
*1.15 and $11.30 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. Andrews, 11.30 p. m.
*Kuns daily, Sundays included. $Niglit express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or ue-

Vaneeboro,

yond Bangor,

on

Sunday mornings.
Quebec

White Mountains and

Line.

For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Comvay, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans, St. Jolmsbury, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. in.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. m.
The 8.45 a. in. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.80 p. in. train
cific Coast points.
connects at Montreal with trains via “Soo”
Line ior Minneapolis and St. Paul.
ARRIVALS

IN

1‘ORTLAND.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgton, etc.. ‘J.30 a.
m.; Farmington, Skowhegan and Lewiston,

5@514
Pressep.$12@13
Spices.
Loose.S10@13
53 days.
Straw.s 9@101Cassia, pure... .1B@17 Waters, Newport, RI,
Ar at Barbadoes Jan 0, sell Clifford I White,
Iron.
,,lxTaPe.7o@80
12.25 p. m.; St. John, Bangor. Rockland,
Norfolk,
(and
sailed 15th lor Bue- Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
Falkingham,
I
Common 2....
@214 Nutmegs.70®73
10th. brig Kaliina. Gilkey. Dakar. every evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
etc., 12.30 p. m.; Waterville, Bath, Augusta
Refined.2 Vs 21i|Pepper.18@21 nos Ayres):
and Rockland, 5.35 p. m.; Farmington, Skowin season for connection with earliest
Ar at St Thomas Jan 13, barque It A C Smith,
Cloves.IB ®20
arriving
Norway.3Va@4
hegan, Waterville and Lewiston, 5.45 p. m.;
Demerara.
trains for points beyond.
Cast steel....
8@101 Linger.13@lo Hooper,
Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton, 8.00
Slu fm St Thomas Jan 11, barque Shawmut,
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
German steel.@3Va IT
Starch.
for
Ac.
p. m.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. in.
Delaware
Demerara)
New
Breakwater.
York,
Worcester,
(from
Shoesteel.@2Va Laundry.314@5
included.
Sid fm Port au Prince Jan 7. sells Waldemar,
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every ♦Sundays
Gloss.(1 v* @7V2
Sheet Iron—
i’AYSON TUCKER,
de
Port
Ira
I!
at
(>
o’clock.
Paix;
Leland,
Ellcms, Wiugileld, evening, Sundays excepted,
Tea.
Common.4 @414
Vice Pres, ami GeneralManager.
J. F. JL1SC0MB,
J. B. COYLE,
Cape Haytl.
H. C.41/, b 5
Souchong.18@50
F. E. BOOTHBY, Geu’I. Bass, and Ticket Agent.
Ar at Havana Jan 20, schs J B Martin, Card,
General Agent.
do choice-36@50
Manager,
Russia... .1314414
Nov.
nov24dtf
20,1891.
Portland,
I
dtf
seplli
Galv.
■■.,0 ®7
Japan.25®35 Pensacola; 21st, barque Carrie E Long, Stow«

....

TREMONT AND FOREST CITY

PRESS.

THE

The Case of
NE

W ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

Bobbing

FIFTH PAGE
Owen, Moore & Co.
Commissioners’ notice.
EIGHTH PAGE.
City of Portland.
&
Jones
Company.
Stevens
Annual Stockholders’ meeting.
Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.

arrested
on a charge of breaking into the post
office at Albion, and whose case was continued by Commissioner Bradley until
the 26th inst., was brought before the

The furniture, carpets, &c., in house No. 335
Brackett street will be sold at auction today by
F. O. Bailey & Co., at 10 o’clock.
Soothing Syrup has been
used over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
Mrs. Winslow’s

the

When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.
decll

_eod&wly

see

Page.

Fifth

and became a

little schooner Jessie of twenty
and brought hei
here for the lobster trade.
When trains come in at Union Statioi
the men attack the car steps with snov
scrapers and carefully clear ofl all of the
snow and ice that have collected alone
neat

breaking

out of

the war he became

attached to .the commissary department
and was later given a commission on the
staff of Gen. Robinson of the regular
attached to
army, as a commissary, and
When ho rethe Army of the Potomac.
tired from the army it was with the rank
Brevet

Major.

never gave the calendar to Barnes. The
calendar hung on a nail in the hotel and

At the close of the war he entered into
the wholesale flour business, in Galt

resembled the one in Barnes’s possession, but it remained hanging on its
nail at the hotel until December 31st or
January 1st when he took it down and
threw it away.
C. A. Drake, postmaster at Albion, testified that his store and the post office
were broken into the night of December
10th, and the next morning the calendar
was missed and With it $5.50 in stamps,
a pair of shoes and some handkerchiefs.
The calendar found in the prisoner’s
nnssession was exactly like the one tak-

Block, witn Mr. Savage under the firm

the summoning of quite a number of
persons in those places as witnesses
when the case is tried before Judge

Webb.__
Uncomfortable K Timor Abont General

seriously

Dow.

Later he was
in business with Jonathan Eastman under the firm name of D. B. Ricker & Co.
name

of

Savage

& Ricker.

past fifteen years he had not
engaged in very active business owing to a serious operation he underwent
For the

been

from which he had a miraculous reHe was a Republican and had
covery.
represented Ward One in the Common
Council. He was interested in mining,
at tne time

ment,

and

or

tne

mining
president of a
marau

Barry of Portland, lightweigh
champion of Maine, yesterday reoeived i
letter asking him if he would meet Bol
Green, the “Black Spider,” before th'
Mr. Barr;
New Bedford Athletic Club.
immediately replied in the affirmative.
Yesterday afternoon Hon. Wm. G
Davis's horse, driven by Joseph DeDance, took fright and ran away on Mid

There

Mr.

was

a

ctUOUL lllB SUieCUS

|

The horse came near break
die street.
mg the basement windows of the Firs
National Bank building and the sleigl
was badly smashed in the operation. Tin
driver was somewhat bruised.

most

persistent rumor

JCbtCIUdjr

iuau vjcuciwi

It started early in
Neal Dow was dead.
the forenoon, and although investigation
proved that the Father of Prohibition
was well and in the best of spirits, the
A Press reporter
rumor kept abroad.
encountered it at noon several times, and
at nightfall it was still perambulating
the streets, in spite of the storm. There
seemed to be but one explanation of the
starting of the rumor. Early in the
morning, so it is said, one man said to

mining
president of

was

Mr.

education at Bowdoin and studied law in
the Albany Law School. He then took
up the study of theology, and was at
various times the pastor of churches in
Harpswell and Farmington, Me., Princeton, HI., Orange, N. J., and Rockport,
1 lie

subject oi international arbitration
as a means of averting war possessed a
deep interest for him, and he left his
pastoral charge in Rockport to accept the
secretaryship of the American Peace
Association in Boston, and to his chosen
work lie devoted the remainder of his
life. He became editor of “The American Advocate of Peace and Arbitration,”
in the columns of which he spoke strongin the settlement of
ly for arbitration
the Chilian affair.
A short time ago he went to Europe to
attend the International Peace Congress
in Rome. He labored arduously
the entire session of the congress, and
after its adjournment was compelled to
Dr. Howard’s conditake to his bed.
tion improved steadily under Dr. Young

during

druganother, “The acquittal
gists charged with rumselling, will kill
General Dow, won’t it?” The man ad- until Sunday. On Saturday an operation
dressed seems to have misunderstood, was performed for the removal of an
which resulted in a great loss of
and reported to the next man he met abscess, on the
part of the patient.
vitality
killed the General.
of those

PERSONAL.
O. K. Gerrish, Esq., is in Portland fo
few days.
Mr. D. M. Sanborn, of Bates College
was in the city yesterday.
Mr. Abel Sawyer was in the city yes
terday, stopping at the Falmouth Hotel
Judge Haskell goes to Auburn tomoi

that the verdict had

a

Ii. S.

Union Mutual Life Insurance Company.

who is il l

and unable to take his seat on the bench
W. E. Decrow and Otis T. Pettee, o [
the New England Gamewell Fire Alarn !
Telegraph Company, were in the cit r
yesterday to attend the annual meetin]
of the company.
Mr. Joseph Boyle, of the Express, wil 1
read a paper on Hawthorne before th 3
members of the Portland Papyrus Clu j
in the parlor of the United States Hote 1
this evening.
Mr. John O. Eice of Portland, the es
pert accountant, has been engaged fo [.
two or three weeks in the examinatio: 3
of the books of the National Shoe an 1
Leather Bank of Auburn for the perio- 1
of Mr. Percival’s connection with th 3
bank.

Among the candidates mentioned fo r
the county treasurership, left vacant b; T
the death of Captain Webb, are Cliaii
Tolman or tne county commission
ers, ex-Clerk of Courts A. A. Dennett 1
Lewis McLellan, of Gorham, ex-count f

man

treasurer, ex-Slierifi Webb of Bridgtoi >
and Assistant Assessor Orlando W. E!

bridge.

The annual meeting of the policy-holders of the Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company was held yesterday morning at
the company’s office. Mr. John E. DeWitt was re-elected president for the ensuing year and Mr. James Yereance of
New York, Mr. Edward A. Noyes, Hon.
Josiah H. Drummond, and Mr. Frank E.
Allen of this city were re-elected directThe annual report for 1891 will be
ors.
It will be
found in another column.
pleasing and interesting reading to those

people who delight

to see a Maine insti-

tution prosper. The business of the last
year has been greater in volume than
ever before, the expenses of administering the business have been proportionately smaller, and the condition of the
assets is up to its old high standard.
Charles K. Milliken Wins

a

Point

Against

Morey & Co.

ton.
__

Baptist Convention.

The Free Baptist convention met : ,t
Windham last evening, Rev. Mr. Staph s
preaching the sermon. The order of e:
ercises today will be as follows:
9 a. m. Organization and business.
10.45. Seniion. ltev. J. K. West.
1.30 p. in. Mission prayer meeting. Mrs. ( *■

W. Fullam.
Woman's mission meeting. Sermon 1 y
2.30.
liev. K. M. Osgood.
7.30. Young People’s praise meeting.
7. 45. Address. V. Ihchard Foss, preside! it
State Union.
6.30. Consecration service.

Hon. Nathaniel Wilson, an old and
prominent citizen of eastern Maine, died
Sunday at his home in Orono, after an
illness of about a week from influenza.
Mr. Wilson was admitted to the Kenne
bee county bar in January, 1834, and on
the 12th of the same month went to
Orono to settle, where he has since resided. He has been prominently identi14-1,

J*, 4-4-

n-P 4-1-./.

4-n,xr»-.

ture, where he

served with marked

u

auu

Will of Ellen H. Robinson.

Kobof one hundred dollars
is left to the Chestnut street branch of
the Women’s Foreign Missions, and fifty
dollars each to the Dorcas Circle of Portland and the trustees of the Methodist
Episcopal church of Portland.

By

the will of the late Ellen H.

inson the

sum

Society

of

Chicago Advance has thea followinteresting news concerning clergy-

well known in this city:
Baptist circles in Brooklyn have been
greatly stirred bv the sudden step of Rev.
IV. If. Robinson
pastor of the First Bapiist
church, who resigned his pustorn/te
last

Sunday,

Art.

The annual meeting of the Portland
Society of Art will be held this evening
at eight o’clock sharp, to hear the report of the treasurer and elect officers
for the ensuing year, and to transact
whatever other business may legally
come before the meeting.

Timothy Hayes’s Hard Experience.

Timothy Hayes, who lives at No. 11
Canta street, was found in an insensible
condition on the ice at Stroudwater yesterday. His hands were badly frost bitten. He was bare headed and his feet
He was carried by
were in the water.
two young men to Mr. Johnson’s house
at Stroudwater, where ho was cared for.
It is supposed that he had been fishing
through the ice, when overcome.

on

December, I860.$332,406.61
December, 18S9. 317,128.42

$809,376.38
Interest, Rents, etc. ..809,346.76

inly method

baptism.
letter, a remarkable, frank and
Christian document, be reaffirmed Ins belief in all t!ie fundamentals of the evangelical faith. His only divergence from
;iis brethren is on the exclusive doctrine
if

Policy-Holders,

?o

of

In bis

and like

immersion,

an

honest man, lie

and parts from a
He announced

mrrenders bis pulpit
leeply attached people.
iris purpose to
join the Congregational
Presbyterian ministry.

or

The action of Mr. Robinson is the more
significant, from the fact that he ranks
imong the foremost Bible scholars of the
ienomination. He has made a careful*
study of the question, and his convictions
ire those of a scholar.
A brother minister of Brooklvn in commenting on Mr.
Robinson’s action,confesses ins surprise
that such a man should abandon the doctrine of immersion, “when nine-tenths of
the scholars of all denominations are now
in agreement with the Baptist view, that
New Testament baptism was by immersion and in no other way.” Probably
several of the nine-tenths would disagree
with the conclusion.
University Extension.
To the Editor of the Press:
to
me
Will you kindly allow
say
through the Pnsss in reply to inquiries,
that the proper way to secure practical
results in behalf of “University Exten-

at tlie

interested

to form

“centres” by concerted action.
Each centre can choose its own course
one of six, with six lectures, from a pro-

colleges to whose
department the chosen subject belongs.

Animal Meeting,

The increasing tendency of the public
patronize the smaller and moro conervative of the Life Insurance Com>anies of the country had its effect upon
;he business of the Union Mutual Life
; nsurance Company in 1891, which was
ine of the best in the Company’s his-

only necessary to form the class or
to
centre, and make direct application
the president or one of tho professors of
Bowdoin, Colby or Bates who will reIt is

do

not say this without authority. I may add that the rooms of
the Y. M. C. A. can probably be had for
the purpose, either free, or by a small
to cover the expense of heat

spond.

I

payment
and light. Chemistry, physics, botany,
political economy, history and literature
are subjects from which selections might
be made. Offering tickets for sale for
lectures would
any proposed course of
be a good way of ascertaining if a sufficient number can he secured to form a
centre. If not, of course the money

should he refunded.
I offer these suggestions to inquirers
with the hope of awakening interest,and
of giving a practical turn to mquuies
which I can answer in no better way.
Any who desire further particulars
should apply to Mr. George Henderson,
the

general secretary

“University

of the

Extension Society,” 1602 Chestnut street,
A. D.
Philadelphia.
Boston

&

Maine.

The Boston & Maine people are well
pleased at the prospect of the Beading’s
control of the line of the Central New

__

1

■

NOTICES OP DEATH CLAIMS.
It is our custom to treat all Notices of
Death Claims received during the year
as a liability.
The relative amounts of
same for the years 1890-91 were:—
For year ending December 31.1890, *$535,478.
<■
458,670.
1891,

o

ory.
A summary of the Company’s busmesor the year (1891) as compared with previous years will be found in the follows

-V

CAREFUL SELECTION OP RISKS.
more than forty-two years the
Union Mutual has been engaged in the
business of selling Life Insurance,—a
period exceeding the average duration
of life—and with old and new business
alike on its books, we are pleased to report that the mortality experience for
the year has been most favorable, and
This
largely within the table-rates.
highly successful experience, continuing uniformly as it has from year to year,
confirms beyond question the soundness

PFor

NEW BUSINESS.

The amount of New Business writtei
luring the year as compared with 189(

shows an increase of nearly thirty pel
lent. The figures for the past three year!
ire as

follows:—

Policies.

Insurance

1889.....2,200

$4,847,098
5,357,519
6,879,721

Year.

1890....».2,472
1891.
3,318

STEW BUSINESS IN FIVE

YEAR PERIODS

c

in another way, viz
viewed
amount of New Business written in peri

Or,

_

,1

..

-r-r ^»

$76,808.

Decrease,
•Exclusive of additions.

ng exhibits:—

,lni.,'nrr -fll O

■»» r»

DTDCOnt

51

f]

Vi

■

•Insurance
For live years endingIDec. 31, ’31, $15,311,24! 1
>86, 20,080,89! !

26,034,901

...

•Exclusive of additions.
COMPARATIVE INCREASE OP NEW

j.1.

j!

U1V

MI'UK.

ilVU/O

VJ.

J-_.

111U1

BUSI

J-l,

Ul'i.V)

and the
extreme care taken in the selection and
The
rejection of proposed insurers.
average duration of policies upon which
death claims were paid was seventeen
and one-half years. The average age at

pany by law is required to

ministration:—

fessor in any one of our

The cost of the lectures will average
about $100, which must be contributed
by the class directly or by sale of tickets.
In many places the sale of tickets has
netted sufficient to pay all expenses.

Death Claims..$464,904.85
Matured Endow|
ments,
1147 273.52
1
Discounted Endow- 1“''
J
ments,
Surrendered Policies.. 67,770.29
Dividends, Annuities,
Taxes, and ail other
eXpe‘1SeS.

as per Schedule appended
$6,301,010.18. The Company owes
$108,275.43, which includes claims^ of
of its
369’127:14 $1,039,075.33
every description; while the value
policy obligations, computed in accordance with the highest standard known to
Balance, Net Assets Dec. 31,1891,$6,079,398.17
the law, is $5,828,534.00, leaving a SurSCHEDULE OF ASSETS.
plus over Liabilities of every description Railroad Bonds....§1,625,878.10
Mortgages. 1,368,266.29
of $304,200.75.
Real Estate. 877,550.33

_

sion” is for those

$7,118,473.50
DISBUKSEttUNTB.

The Assets,

January 20, 1392.

i

use,

death was fifty-eight and one-fourth
years; the average amount per policy
paid was $2057.

NESS.

MAINE NON-FORFEITURE LAW.

The increase in New Insurance writtei
for the Quinquennium ending Decembe:

The average duration of policies paid

during the year—under the Maine NonJl, 1891, as against the corresponding Forfeiture Law—between laspe and subperiod ending December 31, 1881, wai 1 sequent death of insured, was three
The total
months.
two
nearly seventy per cent, thus:—
years and
Five years ending Dee. 31,1891, $26,034,908
amount paid to end of December, 1891,
1881, 15,311,246
on lapsed policies, by virtue of the Maine
Non-Forfeiture Law was $351,344.77.
$10,723,662
Increase,
PAYMENTS TO POLICY-HOLDERS.

BUSINESS—STATE OP MAINE.
In 1S90 the New Insurance written h;
tlie Company in the State of Maine ex
ceeded the aggregate of the two preced
ing years. We are pleased to record tha

The payments to Policy-holders for
the year were as follows:—
Death Losses.
$464,904.35
Matured and Discounted EndowPolicies,
meuts, Surrendered
Dividends and Annuities,
227,995.29

NEW

year just closed the new busi
ness issued in its Home State shows sat
isfaetory increase over that of 1890.

during the

IN

GAINS

MEMBERSHIP.

1891 over 1S90 is extremely satisfactory
since in itself it more than equals tli i
aggregate increases of the preceding ;
four years.
1837 over 1886.367
1887.250
188S
1888.....145
1889
360

1889.

Matured Endowments, Annuities, Surrendered Policies and Dividends, which

aggregate $14,449,315.99,
while the total amount paid to policyholders since date of organization has
been $25,737,951.25.
payments

now

HEAL

ESTATE.

The whole of the real estate sold by the

NEW PREMIUMS SETTLED.

nnmnanir

The amount of New Premiums settlei
1891 through Agencies was th )
of any year since the Principa 1
Office of the Company has been locate: 1
in Maine.

during
largest

cuoinuioo.

ur

Considerable public intei-est is now be
ing manifested in the initial cost of ir
creasing the membership in the variou 3
Life Insurance Companies. The Direct
ors of the Union Mutual point with sal :

fwitli

the

execution

of

one

piece, which was sold for $2,000,) together with that remaining unsold, was
a legacy from a former administration.
This statement is probably the best evi-

dence that can be afforded of the care
exercised in regard to loans on mortgage.
During the past year the Company sold Beal Estate for.$153,392.98

Bondsville to
from
of the most important
Springfield
trunk lines in the New England States
can then he
established, not only for
coal, a passenger service to Washington
and the South, but for general traffic as
Massachusetts

one

well.
Cumberland Conference.

Attention is called to the order of exercises for the meetings of Cumberland
Conference which open in Williston
church, this city, this morning at 9
o’clock. All persons interested are cordially invited to bo present. This is the
order:
9

30 a.m.

10

00 a.m.

Organization. Devotional Service,
led by Rev. G. C. Wilson.
Family Prayer, 1. An essential facDiscustor in the religious life.
sion opened by Rev. G.W.Keiley,
Rev. J. II. Cogswell. 2. Religious susceptibility in children; its

product. Discussion opened by
Rev. J. A. Anderson, Rev. E. I*.

11.00 a.m.

Wilson.
In what respects did
the church to be
4-1-,

2.00 p.m.
3.15 p.m.

7.30 p.m.

separate

from

THuoiiecion

Wright.

Sermon by Bev. W. T. Jordan, followed by the Sacrament of the
Lord’s Supper.
Business men in relation to the
kingdom. Discussion opened by
Sir. J. E. Libby. Bev. J. G. Merrill. D.D.
The mission of the Y. P. S. C. E. in
the Kingdom of Christ. 1. Five
minute addresses by the President (or other representative) of
each Christian Endeavor Society
in the Conference. 2. Closing address by Bev. E. M. Cousens. 3.
and
Consecration
Testimony
Meeting, led by Bev. W. C. Hobof
the
City C. E.
President
son.

Union,

After the
success as a

Grip

building-up medicine and blood

purifier after attacks of the Grip, after Typhoid
Fever, Scarlet Fever, Diphtheria, Pneumonia or
other prostrating diseases. It possesses just the
building-up effect so much needed; it vitalizes
and enriches the thin and impoverished blood,
and it invigorates the kidneys and stimulates
the liver so that they resume healthy action.

Left in Bad Shape
Grip left me in had shape; no strength,
appetite, and with a bad cough. I heard

“The
no

725,741.4

POLICY CONTRACTS.

813,332.8

STATEMENT OP POLICIES

INSURANCE AND PREMIUMS.

The policy of the Directors continue s

as in the past, to aim for a steady, care
ful and safe growth of business, and th B
following record, showing increase c f
2,451 Policies, $6,082,052.89 Insurance
and $142,657.10 Premium Income dux
ing the past six years, is the best evi
dence that can he offered of the result c 1

this policy.

1887—1885.

Dec., ’87, 14,478 $25,794,195.40 $689,897.8
670,675.7 3
Dec., ’85, 13,961 24,567,437.67
Increase,

$1,226,767.82

517

$19,222.0

7

PREMIUM!

i.

1889—1885.
INSURANCE.

POLICIES.

Dec., ’89, 14,873 $27,204,605.59 $725,741.4 9
Dec.,’85, 13,961 24,567,437.67 670,675.7 8
Increase,

912

$55,065.6 2

$2,637,167.92

applications and policy blanks
were adopted and the old forms retired.
The present policies of the Union Mutual, embodying as they practically do, all
the liberal ideas in Life Insurance, and
protected as they are by the popular
suit,

Maine Non-forfeiture Law, present contracts as a whole which we believe to be
unexcelled in liberality.

The Company has continued its policy

of accumulating a largo portion of its
funds in what are known as “quick assets,” namely, Bonds, Stocks and other
Securities of like kind, more than one
half of its present assets being composed
of this class of securities; and we are
able to report, as heretofore, that in
striking a balance on our books for the
year 1891 the market value of these Securities exceeds the cost.
FUTURE BUSINESS.

1891—1885.
INSURANCE.

POMCIES.

PREMIUM!

Dec., >91, 16,412 $30,649,490.56

24,567,437.67

Dec.,’85, 13,961

$813,332.8 B
670,675.7 8
~

2,451 $6,082,052.89 $142,657.1

Increase,

_

INNCREASE FOR THE YEAR.

The actual increase in Policies and Ir
surance for the year (1891) was:—
POMCIES.

INSURANCE.

1,179

$2,430,737.02
INCOME.

The following comparative exhibit c f
the Total Income for the past four yeai s
presents very satisfactory results of th B
Company’s business in these Depar
ments:—

The foregoing exhibits demonstrate
that the Company’s business policy has
been thoroughly successful, having been
administered during the past year upon

same lines as heretofore, “maintainthe internal affairs of the Company iu

the

ing

strict harmony with sound business prin-

ciples.”
In conclusion, we would say that in our
last Annual Report we remarked that
“such a policy if .pursued to its legiti-

mate conclusion must lead to increased
business,” and the prosperous condition
of the Company confirms the correctness
and warrants us in exof those
pecting that similar results will be obtained in the future.

views,'

Respectfully submitted,

TOTAJ
INTEREST.RENTS
INCOM] 5_
&OTHER SOURCES.
1888 $713,639.90
$251,631.58 $965,271.4 g
276,998.15 1,002,739.5 5
1889 725,741.40
309.603.49 1,096.353.6 1
1890 786,750.18

what Hood’s Sarsaparilla had done for others in
similiar cases, and decided to give it a trial, and
I have seen no reason to regret my choice, for
after taking three bottles, consider that I am as
well as ever I was in my life-

1891

813,362.86

Josiaii H. Drummond,
John E. DeWitt,
Percival Bonnet,
Marquis F. Kino,

Levi B.
a good medicine.”
White, Mosely & Stoddard’s Co., Rutland. Vt.
Is most surely

HOOD’SPnSSactoastly.ye*promptly

and

efficiently on the liver and bowels, cure headache.

Thomas A. Foster,
Fred E. Richards,
Edward A. Notes,
Frederick Robie,
Frank E. Allen,
James Yereance,

The Directors are pleased to call attei L_
tion to the fact that during the pastyc; r
the progress of the Company in tli e
by a a
growth of Assets lias been marked
increase double that of last year, : s

by the following exhibit:—
1889- 1890.

December, 1890.$6,206,018.84
December, 1889. 6,168,616.12
Increase.
1890— 1891.

$47,402.72

$94,991.34
Increase.
the Assets in the yeai s
18S9—1891 have increased $142,894.06, tli e
growth in the Receipts during the sam 0r
from Interest, Rents and otln

Thus, while

period

lias been

$82,848.61.

INCREASED STJEPJ7US.
Here again we are pleased to announc e
that the increase in the year 1801 is moi e
than double the increase of the previoi s

year,

as

shown by the following table:-

_

409,82

received).

Add:
Premiums in course
of collection, (less
20 per cent)—$75,756.23
DeferredPremiums,
(less 20 per cent.) 66,873.83
Accrued Interest... 61,874.83
Past due Interest.. 9,070.75
Market Value of
Bonds and Stocks
over cost.
7,536.77
685.08
Accrued Rents....
x

orDorneiremiums

$6,079,398.17

414.&3

*221,612.01
Gross Assets Dec. 31,1891... *6,301,010.18
LIABILITIES.

Amount
to Insure

required

all out-

standing poleites,

of Mains
Standard.. .$5,828,534.00
All other liabilities.
108,276.43
State

-*5,938,809.43

Surplus, by Maine Standard.... *364,200.75
1890.

1891.

Policies in Force.16,233
Insurance in

16,412

Force.*28.218,753.54

*30,649,490.56

JOHN E. DeWITT,
President.
8th, 1892.
The undersigned have this day examined the Securities of the Union Mutual Life Insurance Company in the
vaults of the Portland Safe Deposit Company, and find them as stated in the
ARTHUR L. BATES,
Secretary

January

Schedule.

(Signed)

John E.

DeWitt,

JosiahH. Drummond,
Percival Bonney
Edward A. Noyes,
Fred E. Kichards,
Frank E. Allen.

_

Finance
Committee
and

Directors.

Portland, Me, Jan. 12, 1892.
day compared the Schedule
Assets, as found by the Finance Com-

I have this

of
mittee in the vaults of the Portland Safe
Deposit Company, at their examination
maria Tormorv ft+fh
with t.fclfi sfcjvt.fiment of Assets on the hooks of the Company, and hereby certify that they cor-

respond exactly.
(Signed)

Pebcival Boyney.

STEVENS & JONES
ooao»ja.irr,

i

Stationers.
LITHOGRAPHING,

Printing and Binding
A SPECIALTY.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

TO PRINTERS.
Committee on Rules and Orders will, until Saturday the 30th inst. at 5 o’clock p. m.
receive bids for printing, stitching and binding
in paper, one hundred copies or the Revised
Ordinances of theiCity of Portland, about two
hundred pages, small pica. The bid to be per
Annual ReporflP
page, size of the “Auditor’s
Title and outside page to be counted.
The bidder must agree to keep the type standing for the use of the city. In order to facilitate
the printing of further revision.
Bids may be left at the City Clerk’s office,
directed to Charles R. Lewis, Chairman of Committee
January 26tli, 1892.Jan27dtd

THE

st.nr.lch older s’ Meetimr of tlie Fort
Payne Investment Company.
stockholders of the Fort Payne Investment Company are hereby notified to meet
at the office of said company at Fort Pavne,
Alabama, on Wednesday, February 17, 1892,
at 2 o’clock p. m., to act upon the followuig
business
1st. To elect a board of directors for the
Annual

THE

ensuing
2nd.

year.

To act upon any other business that
before the meeting.
By order of the Directors.
W. P. RICE. President.
TRUE P. PIERCE, Secretary.

may come

WINDOWS.

This lime two nickels will turn the
balance and deliver to you the correct

package.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
IVBE.

Dec. 31, 1891.

Net Assets December 31,1890.. .$6,999,761.30
>
v

If you are not interested in these
windows the fault is yonrs, not ours.
>Ye try to make them attractive and
perhaps you have not even favored
them with a passing glance to see if
the goods have merit. There are many
tilings in them, which if not needed for
sickness already existing at home, may
ltrevent it; or you may see some article
of comfort or luxury for even the small
sum of ten cents.
It is worth your while to look any.
wray and we appreciate even that.

H. H. HAY & SOM,

RECEIPTS.

Premiums.$813,332.88

FALMOUTH HOTEL

jan27eodtf

IN OUR

-OF THE-

Ending

UNDER

IO Cents

I

For the Year

_

WEEK

FORTY-SECOND ANNUAL STATEMENT

PORTLAND,

to.

Directors

Selden Connor,

OF

Orders for BLANK BOOKS and
CHECK BOOKS promptly attended

Jan27d3t

December, 1891.,.$6,301,010.18
December, 1890. 6,206,018.84

sources

Hood’s SarsapariHa

309,346.76 1,122,679.6 2

INCREASED ASSETS.

shown

■'

new

FINANCIAL POLICY.
PREMIUM!

INSURANCE.

POLICIES.

In the early part of the year the question of liberalizing the policy contracts of
the Company was considered and as a re-

PREMIUMS.

Convalescence is very slow*and to recover the
health-tone a good tonic is absolutely necessary.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has been used.with wonderful

COMPARATIVE

Christ intend

bv Bev. E. E. Bacon, Bev. A, H.

27:204,605.59
30,649,490.56

14,873
16,412

1889

1891

Corporation

Since January 1.1877, and to the
close of 1891, the sales of Eeal
Estate by the Company amount-

Hartford,
England, extending
Conn., to Campbell Halt, N. Y., inclueelte.§3,863,369.66
the
of
sive
Poughkeepsie Bridge. isfaction to the fact that during the pas t
which was carried on the books
at the end of the year preceding
Through the Central Massachusetts inti- year they effected a very large saving ix
the respective sales at—. 3,807,075.04
ne
w
business.
mate relations have been established be- the cost of procuring
CONSERVATIVE GROWTH.
$56,294.62
Making a profit difference of..
tween the Boston & Maine and Beading,
These large sales of Real Estate at
The steady and conservative growth o f
and now that the scheme to control the
the Company in the number of policie 3 prices in advance of what it was valued
bridge in tho interest of the New York and amount of insurance in force, tc
in the Company’s Assets are not only remarkable as showing the conservative
and New England and Jersey Central gether With the increase of premium re
values placed upon the properties already
has apparently failed, it is probable that ceipts, is best expressed by the followin,
tables:
sold, but they also constitute a reliable
the Beading will extend ;the Central
criterion of the carefulness with which
Prem. Receipt!
Year. Policies. Insurance.
New England to Springfield. If the
1885
$670,675.7 3 the Asset value has been computed upon
13,961 $24,567,437.67
Boston & Maine extends the Central 1887
089,897.8 3 the property remaining unsold.
14,478 25,794,195.49
from

er

Bonds. 456,304.85
Collateral Loans.... 415,192.84
Premium Notes.... 344,686.00
Bank Stock. 243,940.40
Cash in Banks.
96,929.77
Government Bonds.. 68,031.24
Loans on Policies— 16,212.83
Agents and other Led1,920.38
ger Balances, (net)
1,534.89
Bills Receivable.
632.9o
Cash in Office.
Cash in transit (since

years has paid more to its policy-holders
in proportion to its size than any Company in the world for Death Claims,

1890.1179

uuai

State, City and County Bonds. 661,912.48
Water. Gas, and oth-

$692,899.04
The Company during the past fifteen

The gain in membership for the yea:

1890
1891

A

^^^

$15,338.19

..

are

the sine ground that he
in immersion as the

ADVERTISEMENTS._

1889—1890.

Less Ee-Insurance.3,967.48

Increase. $31,734.14
ASSETS, LIABILITIES, SURPLUS.

REPORT OF THE DIRECTORS

longer believed

no

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

1S90—1891.
December, 1891.- $364,200.75
December', 1890.... 33-,466.01

man

mcu.

The funeral of the late Capt. James M.
Webb will occur at the church in Westbrook this afternoon at 2 o’clock. Members of the Seventeenth Maine Kegiment
Association desiring to attend are requested to meet at the Portland and Rochester railroad station, foot of Preble
street, in season to take the 12.80 p. m.
train. A return train leaves Westbrook
at 4 o’clock p. m.

I

Immersion.

Tlie

ing

l-.nl/1_

ing nearly all the offices in its gift: representing his constituency in the legisla-

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Increase...

non. Nathaniel Wilson.

ability on the judiciary and other imHe was interested
committees.
of a portant
in
the
form
of
&
Co.
Boston,
Morey
to quite an extent in temperance work,
anecteu to uie ooui
and has been grand worthy patriarch of
petition
the Sons of Temperance of the country.
on January 20th, requesting the judge of
His political view’s were always very deinsolvency to order the assignees of cided.
He was originally a strong Whig,
to
said Denison Manufacturing Company
but upon the decline of that party, he
deliver into possession of the court cer- gradually became allied to the Demotain account books now in their possess- cratic party, and until his death was one
of its ablest members in his section.
ion. The court has granted the prayer
of the petitioners, and it is understood
Funeral of tho Fate Treasurer Webb.

■

Mrs. Weeks and Mrs. Smith of Bostoi
E. E. McPherson of St. John, an 1
Messrs. G. L. Connor, A. S. Hanson, I
J. Flanders, and C. E. Foster, all of Bos

McCorrison.

Mr. Luther S. McCorrison, a prominent
citizen of North Baldwin, was buried
last Saturday from his home at North
Baldwin. He was for many years one of
the most prominent citizens of the town.
Ho -was selectman about 1880; and for
about ten years treasurer of Mt. Etna
Grange, and agent of the Grange store.
Ho was a prominent Republican, for
many years a member of the town committee. He was also one of the trustees
of the North Baldwin Methodist church,
of which he was an active member. He
leaves a widow and two daughters, one
of them Mrs. E. A. Carteret of Westbrook.
Ex-Deputy Sheriff W. S. McCorrison of Buxton is a brother.

S'

Another step has just been taken in the
case of the Denison Manufacturing Company on petition of Charles E. Milliken
and others for disallowance of claim of

The New England passenger and freigh ^
agents left on their trip to Montreal yes
terday morning, over the Maine Centra!
These gentlemen and ladies left on th B that the will case be heard when the books
trip: Colonel and Mrs. F. E. Boothbj
Messrs.' S. M. Carter and
are produced.
W. S. Eaton, C. J. Wiggin, Colonel W. A
John A. Morrill will appear for the petiR. Bootliby of Waterville, E. A. Taft an 1 tioners, Mr. Putnam having withdrawn
Mrs. Taft of Boston, J. A. Fenno an * because of appointment to the bench.
Mrs. Fenno of Boston, N. E. Week:

...

oiuw-

Mass.

Iniintnrnollv

Free

the

63 years of age at the time
lie moved to Portland, a
twenty-four years of age,
At
clerk for IX. H. Hay.

Christopher Dyer, one of Deering’s
oldest and most respected citizens, died
He was 83 years of age
Monday night.
and leaves one son, Whitman Dyer, and
He was engaged in the
two daughters.
possession, or any postal guide.
merchant tailoring business on Middle
Under the testimony offered, the comstreet, in this city for over forty years.
missioner felt warranted in binding Two
years ago Mr. Dyer fell and injured
Barnes over to the February term of the his
spine and since that time had been
District Court in $500 bonds, and failing
obliged to use crutches.
to give them Barnes was committed.
Rev. Rowland B. Howard, D. !>•
District Attorney Dyer appeared for the
The Rev. Dr. Rowland Bailey Howard,
government and Barnes had no counsel.
of the American Peace Assosecretary
Deputy Sheriff Hill of Augusta, equipped ciation and a
younger brother of Gen. O.
of
a
with photograph
Barnes, yesterday
O. Howard, died in Rome, Italy, recentwent to the towns of Albion, Brooks,
Dr. Howard was born in Leeds in
Thorndike and Knox, and there got such ly.
1835. He received a collegiate
October,
warrant
will
information as he thinks

feet,

Judge Libbey,

young man,

Prescott Shibles of Knox identified the
prisoner as the man he saw in October or
December and testified that he never
gave him the postal guide found in his

the line.
The time of the meeting of the full
board of the World’s Fair Managers ol
Maine has been changed from February
2d to February 9th, and will be held a 1
10 a. m. at the Senate Chamber, Augusta
Mystic Lodge, I. O. G. T., will hold a
regular meeting tomorrow evening ant
elect officers. All members of the lodgf
are earnestly requested to be present,anc
bring materials in the line of groceriei 1
or money for the benefit of the sick.
Mr. Royal Burnham was on an ice rur
at Green Point recently when a boarc
broke and he fell a distance of twenty
breaking three ribs, and cutting hi!

to relieve

of his death.

man.

tons at New London

row

over

en

The steamer City of Richmond will receive a general overhauling.
A fire alarm box, number 67, has been
located at the corner of York and Tyng
streets.
There will be a meeting of Congress
Square Union in the church parlor this
afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
Capt. Geo. Haskell has purchased the

was

It
testimony given at the first hearing.
will be remembered that Barnes testified
that the calendar in his possession was
given to him by the clerk of the hotel at
Freedom, and therefore could not have
been stolen by him from the post office

days

Believes in

Mr.

and the piece that had been torn from company.
Lately he was
it made just such a tear as would have the Casco Loan Company. At the reoccurred if it had been pulled from a union of the Army of the Potomac in
nail.
this city Major Ricker was prominent on
Hadley P. Doe testified that he lived the committee of arrangements.
about a mile and a half from the Albion
Major Ricker married Miss Sarah Cumpost office, and a man passed his house mings who survives him. He was a
between the hours of 3 and 4 o’clock member of the First Baptist Society and
December 19th who answered the de- for some time superintendent of the
scription of Barnes, though he couldn’t Sunday School.
Christopher Dyer.
positively swear the prisoner was the

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

head badly. It is feared he

few

Webb, clerk of the hotel at
Freedom, testified yesterday that he of

When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.

For additional Local News

commissioner yesterday.
The government had four witnesses in
attendance to break down Barnes’s own

in Albion.
Mr. W. A.

child, softens the
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colie, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
For sale by Druggists in every part of
causes.
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup. 25c a bottle.
feb6MW&F&wly
It soothes

was

NEW

Bov. TV. H. Robinson Says Ke No longer

Bicker.

David B. Bicker
afwas attacked with the grippe, which
into
terwards developed
pneumonia
from which he died yesterday morning
at 6 o’clock.
Mr. Bicker was born in South Watera
boro, Dec. 81, 1828, and was therefore
Five weeks ago

Post Office.

William L. Barnes, who

New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will be. found under
heir appropiate headings on page (i.

success.

a

B.

David

Accused of

William Barnes

he leaves the baptists.

OBITUARY.

EVIDENCE OF A CALENDAR.

Middle Street.

jan25

Stlipdtf

